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The Honorable John Conyers, Jr.
Chairman
Committee on Government Operations 
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Director has asked me to respond to your letter of 
April 6, 1992 requesting certain information regarding CIA 
holdings of records related to the assassination of 
President Kennedy. We do have a significant number of records 
relating to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, 
although many of these records were originated by the FBI or 
by investigating committees of the Congress. We believe that 
a significant portion of our records could be released if H.J. 
Resolution 454 were enacted into law.

I should also point out that the Central Intelligence 
Agency is currently embarking on its own review of 
assassination records. I would expect that this review will 
result in the public release of a significant body of 
information.

To help the committee understand the nature and number of 
CIA records pertaining to the assassination, I am enclosing 
the answers to the specific questions you raised in your 
letter.

Sincerely,

Stanley M. Moskowitz
Director of Congressional Affairs

Enclosure
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1. Did the CIA retain possession of records requested by 
or developed on behalf of the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations? If so, how many pages of such records does 
the Agency have in its possession? What is the nature of 
these records?

Yes, the CIA retained possession of records requested by 
or developed on behalf of the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations (HSCA). The Agency has approximately 300,000 * 
pages of such records which include microfilm of CIA's Oswald 
file (originally collected in response to the Warren 
Commission's inquiry, then added to) as well as records 
collected in response to specific requests from the HSCA. 
Although these records cover a wide variety of topics, they 
principally focus on CIA operations against Cuba and Castro, 
Lee Harvey Oswald's sojourn in the USSR, and Oswald's 
activities in Mexico City and New Orleans. The vast majority 
of documents pertaining to Oswald were created in response to 
specific inquiries from the Warren Commission and HSCA. They 
also include a large number of name traces requested by the 
HSCA staff, as well as materials relating to the Garrison 
investigation, Watergate, Cuban exile activities, and copies 
of FBI reports relating to Oswald. Because the HSCA was also 
investigating the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr., there is also some material on the Black Panthers and the 
civil rights movement.

2. Does the CIA have records outside of those related to 
the HSCA that may be considered relevant to the assassination 

r' of President Kennedy? If so, please describe such records and
the approximate number of pages.

The CIA responded to requests from the Warren Commission 
>and the HSCA (approximately 300,000 pages, see above). The 
r CIA has never, however, attempted to locate every document 
bearing on every conceivable angle or theory relating to the 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy. If the Agency 
were asked to explore newly advanced theories the search for 

\ documents could be a rather large undertaking7 involving the 
o"'•review of thousands of additional documents. To conduct any 

further search, CIA would require specific guidelines
*/'. ■ describing the kinds of records sought.

3. Did any of the records described in questions 1 and 2 
originate with the FBI? If so, approximately how many?

We believe that between 40 percent and—50percent- of the 
records described in questions 1 and 2 originated with the 
FBI.

1
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4. Did any of these records originate with any other 
Federal, foreign, state, or local agency? If so, please 
describe which agencies and the approximate numbers.

A small number of CIA’s records pertaining to the 
assassination of JFK, probably less than 5%, originated with 
the State Department and the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service. Another small number of records, also less than 5%, 

-z.. are original HSCA records stating Committee requests to CIA.
5. How many of these records have been reviewed for 

release under the Freedom of Information Act(FOIA)? How many 
of these records have been released pursuant to such requests?

CIA has released 7,432 pages of records pertaining to the 
assassination of JFK, representing 1,969 documents, under the 
FOIA. There is no documentation of how many JFK assassination 
records CIA has reviewed under FOIA.

6. In the estimation of the CIA, approximately how many 
records would be released under the standards contained in 
House Joint Resolution 454?

It is very difficult to estimate the number of documents 
that would be released if the Joint Resolution passed because 
consideration for protection of classified information and 
other sensitive categories of information would be required on 
a document by document basis. We would review our holdings 
carefully to ensure that the maximum amount of information is 
released, consistent with the DCI’s responsibility to protect 
intelligence sources and methods and with privacy interests of 
individuals involved.

2
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Central Intelligence Agency
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The Honorable John Conyers, Jr* 
Chairman 
Committee on Government Operations 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, D.c. 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Director has asked me to respond to your letter of 
6 April requesting certain information regarding CIA holdings 
of records related to the assassination of President Kennedy. 
We do have a significant number of records relating to the 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy, although many of 
these records were originated by the FBI or by investigating 
committees of the Congress. We believe that a significant 
portion of our records could be released if H.J. Resolutin 454 
were enacted into law. A

I should also point out that the Central Intelligence 
Agency is currently embarking on its own review of 
assassination records. I would expect that this review will 
result in the public release of a significant body of 
information.

To help the committee understand the nature and number of 
CIA records pertaining to the assassination, „I am enclosing 
the answers to the specific questions you raised in your 
letter.

Sincerely,

Stanley M. Moskowitz 
Director of Congressional Affairs

Enclosure
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1. Did the CIA retain possession of records requested by 
or developed on behalf of the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations? If so, how many paged Of such records does 
the Agency have in its possession? What is the nature of 
these records?

Yes, the CIA retained possession of records requested by 
or developed on behalf of the House select Committee on 
Assassinations (HSCA). The Agency has approximately 300,000 pages of such records which senoioSkof CIA's Oswald file uf|. 
(originally collected in response to the warren Commission" s 3"" 
inquiry, then added to) as well as records collected in I response to specific requests from the House Select Committeeman 
on Assassinations. Although these records cover a wide __
variety of topics, they principally focus on CXA operations .
against Cuba and Castro, Lee Harvey Oswald's sojourn in the 
USSR, and Oswald's activities in Mexico City and New Orleans. 
They also include a large number of names traces requested by 
the HSCA staff, as. well as materials relating to the Garrison 
investigation, Watergate, Cuban exile activities, and copies 
of fbi reports relating to Oswald. Because the hsca was also 
investigating the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr., there is also some material on the Black Panthers and the 
Civil right8 movement.

2. Does the CIA have records outside of those related to 
the House Assassinations Committee that may be considered 
relevant to the assassination of President Kennedy? If so, 
please describe such records and the approximate number of 
pages.

The CIA responded co requests from the warren Commission 
and the House Select Committee on Assassinations 
(approximately 300,000 pages, see above). The CIA has never, 
however, attempted to locate every document bearing on every 
conceivable angle or theory relating to the assassination of 
President John F. Kennedy. To conduct any further search, CIA 
would require specific guidelines of the kinds, of records 
sought.

3. Did any of the records described in questions 1 and 2 
originate with the Federal Bureau of Investigation? if so, 
approximately how many?

We believe that between 40% and 50% of the records 
described in questions 1 and 2 originated with the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation.
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4. Did any of these records originate with any other 
Federal, foreign, state, or local agency?. If so, please 
describe which agencies and' the approximate numbers,

A small number of CIA's JFK assassination records, 
probably less than 5%, originated with the State Department 
and the Immigration and Naturalisation Service, Another small 
number of records, also less than 5%, are original figcA 
records stating Committee reguests to CIA.

5. How many of these records have been reviewed for 
release under the Freedom of Information Act? How many of 
these records have been released pursuant, to such requests?

CIA has released 7,432 pages of JFK assassination 
records, representing 1,969 documents, under the Freedom of 
Information Act. There is no documentation of how many JFK 
assassination records CIA has reviewed under FOIA.

6. In the estimation of the CIA, approximately how many 
records would he released under the standards contained in 
House Joint Resolution 454?

It is very difficult to estimate the number of documents 
that would be released if the Joint Resolution passed. We 
would review our holdings carefully to ensure that the maximum 
amount of information is released, consistent with the OCX's 
responsibility to protect intelligence sources and methods.

2 .
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WASHINGTON, DC 20610-6250

April 14, 1992

Th® Honorable Robert M 
Director

Gates
Central Intelligence Agency 
Washington, D.C. 20505

TO
OR

niVV4.1

Dear Director Gates* ! ‘
I am please to learn that you will be testifying before 

the Committee cm Governmental Affairs on Tuesday, May 12, 
1992. The hearing will begin at 9:00 a.m. and be held in Room 
342 of the Dirksen Senate Building. The subject of the hearing 
will be the “Assassination Materials Disclosure Act of 1992." 
The legislation proposes to create an independent review board 
to govern and coordinate the release of government information 
relevant to the assassination of former President John F> 
Kennedy. As required by Commmittee rules, please have 100 
copies of your written testimony delivered to the Committee by 
close of business, Friday, May 8, 1992. While your written 
testimony may be as long as you wish, please plan to limit 
your spoken testimony to five to seven minutes in length.

Your testimony will be extremely helpful to the Committee 
and to the Congress as it considers this Important 
legislation. While you may discuss whatever aspects of the legislation you desire, particularly how it relates to the 
records and resources of your agency, the Committee would 
appreciate learning your views on several specific subjects:

What are the reasons which the Central Intelligence 
Agency has records related to the assassination of 
President Kennedy?
What have the methods been to date for the identification 
and definition of Central Intelligence Agency records as 
material related to the assassination of President 
Kennedy?
What steps has the Central Intelligence Agency made to 
assess the scope of relevant documents outside of 
materials requested by earlier investigative or other 
official committees or commissions, or through the 
Freedom of Information Act?
What is the volume of material which you might recommend 
be released to the public without concern for further 
pos tponement?
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The Honorable M. '"ates
'Page 2

■Would you be opposed to a provision requesting agencies, 
whenever possible, to sfelf-certify materials which may 
released without agency objection?
What recommendations can you make with regard to the need 
for interagency working groups to identify third-agency 
records in agency files, to avoid duplication, and to 
assist in the efficient disclosure of -information to the 
public?
What are the logistical, manpower, and resource concerns 
that you have with regard to the review and release of 
assassination material?
Thank you for your assistance and consideration. X look 

forward to seeing you on May 12th. In the event that you have 
any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. Your 
staff has already been very helpful to the Committee in its 
preparation for the hearing. They may also contact Dr. Leonard 
Weiss, Staff Director, or Steven Kats, Counsel, at 
202-224-4751.

Sincerel

John Glenn 
Chairman

JHG/sk
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HEARING 
before the 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS 
on 

S.J. Res. 282: 
THE ASSASSINATION MATERIALS DISCLOSURE ACT OF 1992 «

Tuesday, May 12, 1992 
9:00 a.m.

Room 342 Dirksen Senate Office Building

WITNESS LIST
* ★ ★ ir . ., ’ '. '

‘ . ..-'-JR \
Panel 1: hEi.EAS:’- Or iN.c0RMAT10M

The Honorable David L. Boren 
United States Senator (D-OK)
The Honorable Arlen Specter 
United States Senator (R-PA)
The Honorable Louis Stokes 

United States Representative (D-OH) 
* * * * 
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The Honorable Robert M. Gates 
Director 

Central Intelligence Agency

The Honorable Williams Sessions 
Director

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
* * * *

Panel 3:

James Lesar ”
President 

Assassination Archives and Research Center 
Washington, D. C.

Professor Ernest May
Kennedy School of Government 

Harvard University 
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Professor Athan Theoharis 
Department of History 
Marquette University 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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OUTLINE OF TESTIMONY ON JFK RESOLUTION

Agreement with Principles of Legislation.
1. Favor disclosure of as much material on JFK as 
is consistent with protection of intelligence 
sources and methods.
2. Established own declassification program. 
Presumption will be in favor of disclosure.
3. Pledge to cooperate with any reasonable 
mechanism to declassify documents.
Describe Nature and Amount of Records.
1, Reasons for having records.
2. Volume of existing material and who it belongs 
to.
3. How we have identified material related to JFK 
assassination.

How Much Material Can be Released?
1. Give estimate of amount of material to be 
released under CIA program or resolution.
2. Describe material that could not "be disclosed.

f

a. Example of intelligence Sources and 
Methods that would require withholding.

b. Example of material the release of;which 
would invade privacy.
3. Describe resources--manpower and funds---- to 
achieve results.

Concerns with Resolutions.
1. Address only Intelligence Community Concerns. Will defer to DoJ on Constitutional objections.
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2. CIA or other agencies that originate documents 
should conduct initial review of material to 
determine whether*it can be released. Material 
withheld from public release could then be made 
available to Review Board.
3. Agencies that originate information should be 
allowed to review it for release even if that 
information is contained in a document prepared by 
another agency or Congress. Suggest interagency, 
working group to handle coordination issues likely 
to arise with disclosure of third agency 
documents. .
4. Will cooperate with any request by the Board 
for additional material that has a reasonable 
relationship to the assassination.
5. Would hope that the Board will consult with 
DCX before using subpoena power to compel 
production of material that involves sensitive 
intelligence sources and methods.
5. Exemptions need to be clarified so as to 
ensure that deliberative process information and 
identities of covert employees are protected.

E. conclusioni Pledge to cooperate with whatever mechanism is established to declassify material. Hope that 
this effort will help to dispel myths regarding JFK 
assassination.
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ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNAL USE ONLY 
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OCA 2034-92 
1 May 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: House Government Operations Committee Hearing on 
H.J. Res. 454 (JFK Materials Resolution)

1. On 28 April, the undersigned attended a public 
hearing on the proposed Assassination Materials Disclosure 
Act conducted by the House Government Operations Legislation 
and National Security Subcommittee. Majority 
Committee/Subcommittee Chairman Conyers and Ranking Minority 
Member Horton were present for the entire hearing; majority 
Subcommittee members English, Neal, Peterson, and Thornton 
and minority members Shays and Schiff and full Committee 
member Martinez attended at least part of the hearing. The 
Committee's Press release, which criticizes the government 
and particularly CIA as releasing JFK-related documents "at 
a snail's pace", and witness statements are attached.

2. The hearing was well attended by the public and 
attracted much media coverage. Eight witnesses testified in 
four groups: Congressmen Louis Stokes (assisted by 
Robert Blakey, former counsel to the House Select Committee 
on Assassinations) and former HPSCI Chairman Lee Hamilton 
testified first. The congressmen were followed by the movie 
"JFK"'s director Oliver Stone, who was followed by 
Howard Willens, Counsel to the Warren Commission, and 
James Johnston, Counsel to the Church Committee. The 
session closed with a panel comprised of Ms. Leslie Harris, 
Chief Legislative Counsel for the Washington office of the 
ACLU; Dr. Herbert Parmet, Professor of History, 
Queensborough Community College and Graduate School of the 
City University of New York, and Dr. Harold Rellyea, 
American National Government Specialist at the Congressional 
Research Service.

3. Chairman Conyers advised in his opening remarks 
that the Committee wanted to hear from the Executive branch 
and thus would hold another hearing session. He noted that 
"after much negotiation," the Director of Central 
Intelligence would be testifying in mid-May. He further 
noted that the Committee also hoped to hear from the 
Attorney General, but negotiations with the Justice 
Department were still ongoing. Conyers was criticized of 
the DoJ at the outset, noting that the Committee had

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNAL USE ONLY
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Subject: House Government Operations Committee Hearing on 
H.J. Res. 454 (JFK Materials Resolution)

received a long, single-spaced letter from Justice detailing 
numerous "legalistic" objections to the resolution, which he 
characterized as not reflecting a real willingness to work 
together to release the documents to the American people.

4. The general tone of the session was strongly in 
favor of the resolution and disclosure of the vast majority 
of the material. Most witnesses conceded that there might 
be some materials that required postponement of disclosure, 
but the biasuwas clearly toward disclosure. Even 
Oliver Stone, in response to a comment from Congressman 
Shays that he (Shays) found it hard to imagine what national 
security or privacy issues would persist after 30 years, 
conceded that there might be some exceptions, but Stone 
thought 98 percent of the material could be released. 
Several witnesses, including Congressman Stokes and Church 
Committee counsel, suggested that most national security 
information should be released under the resolution, but 
that privacy interests posed greater concerns. 
Congressman Hamilton warned that the Congress should be 
careful that nondisclosure "loopholes" do not "swallow up 
the bill," which is why he said that review by an 
independent board was so important.

5. Stone's testimony had quite an impact on the 
hearing. Several congressman and witnesses credited his 
movie "JFK" as "the reason we are all here today." 
Chairman Conyers appeared particularly impressed with Stone, 
describing his testimony in exchanges with later witnesses 
as "persuasive" and "compelling." A few potentially tough 
questions were thrown at Stone—did he not over-lionize 
Garrison; how much research did he do for the movie and did 
he seek to talk to or obtain information from the government 
as part of his research process? However, there was no 
aggressive follow-up to Stone's answers. Discerning 
observers may have picked up on the fact that Stone's 
"research" seemed tailored to and limited by pre-conceived 
conspiracy theories. (For example, when asked if he had 
talked to President Ford, a member of the Warpen Commission 
and advocate of disclosure of the JFK documents, Stone 
answered no--that it was pretty obvious where Ford stood as 
a proponent of the lone gunman theory.)

6. When asked about his personal views, Stone said he 
believed that there were two conspiracies. The murder 
conspiracy was small and covert--perhaps involving no more 
that five to ten people—and was led by the "intelligence 
agencies." Stone did not mention CIA by name at this point.

2
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Subject: House Government Operations Committee Hearing on 
H.J. Res. 454 (JFK Materials Resolution)

He mentioned Oswald's alleged ties to naval intelligence, 
and also said that a closer look should be taken at an 
operation "MONGOOSE" and a Colonel Landsdale. He also 
posited a bigger "cover-up* conspiracy after the fact, 
spearheaded by President Johnson (who Stone alleged told 
Earl Warren he would be responsible for World War III if the 
Commission tied the Cubans into a conspiracy) . Stone 
theorized that a much broader "Establishment", while not 
directly involved in the assassination, was not sorry to see 
Kennedy go because he was an agent of profound change 
embarking upon several courses that disturbed that 
"Establishment", including pulling out of Vietnam. In 
response to a later question about various theories, Stone 
called the Mafia theory a "red-herring." Stone said "as you 
know, the CIA has always used the Mafia for plausible 
deniability" and that it was important to look behind the 
Mafia at "who pulls the strings."

7. Other matters of Agency interest discussed include 
that both the Warren Commission attorney and particularly 
the Church Committee attorney castigated CIA for "lying" to 
the Warren Commission. The particular example offered had 
to do with "AMLASH." This individual came up in connection 
with traces the Agency apparently conducted for the Warren 
Commission. CIA purportedly had a relationship with AMLASH 
in connection with a'Castro assassination plot, but did not 
make this fact known to the Warren Commission. The 
witnesses characterized this as pertinent information CIA 
consciously withheld from the Warren Commission. Also, when 
the final panel engaged in a broader discussion of 
government disclosure and FOIA with the;subcommittee, the 
ACLU held up the CIA Openness Task Forc6 report as an 
example of why FOIA was a "dismal failure" as the mechanism 
to "vindicate t public's right to know." (On 18 March 
Conyers rigorously questioned Gary Foster on the task force 
report when his subcommittee held a hearing on "Government 
Secrecy After the Cold War.")

8. A major recurring theme was concern that, despite 
the need to make the documents publicly available, the 
Administration would not support the resolution and it could 
be vetoed. Congressman Hamilton stated that, if the 
resolution were vetoed, he hoped that at minimum the House 
would pass a resolution to release its own records. (Such 
an action would be problematic for the Administration, 
because much Executive branch information is contained in 
House records, and the House also probably considers 
documents obtained from Executive agencies as part of its

3
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Subject: House Government Operations Committee Hearing on 
H.J. Res. 454 (JFK Materials Resolution)

records.) Most witnesses thought the Congress should try to 
avoid a constitutional confrontation with the 
Administration, however, and a few practical suggestions to 
help work around problems were made. For example, the ACLU 
suggested that the Review Board might be modeled after the 
Advisory Committee established in connection with the State 
Department’s preparation of the Foreign Relations of the 
United States (FRUS) series, with which CIA's historical 
staff is familiar. This body was established by a provision 
included in last year's Foreign Relations Authorization Act.

9. In conclusion, the hearing did not get into much 
detail on provisions of the resolution. Much time was spent 
on general propositions like the fact that the documents 
ought to be released and why, and matters tangential to core 
issues raised by H.R. 454.

1/y
Victoria L. Pepper 

Assistant General Counsel
Office of Congressional Affairs

4
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4 May 1992

TABULATION OF PAGES IN THE OS RE-ASSASSINATION FILE:

Pages Date Description-

1 
4

1 
1
1 
1
3
1 
1
1 
1
1 .
1
1
7
2
2
2
1
1 
1

1
2

1
7
1
9
2

3
4
1

1
1 
14

1

4

1

6 Mar 64 Note-slip on DECLASSIFIED version held m NARA 
30 Jan 76 CIA transmittal sheet, with NARA’S query of 15 

Jan 75 on deleting #s.
6 Mar 64 DD/P transm sheet, re NARA’S holding.
6 Mar 64 Helms Memo to Rankin, describing file contents.
6 Mar 64 Copy of above, with Helms note to Rankin.
31 Oct 5<LJp>State Cable from Moscow to SecState.

" "^Redacted copy of same.
1 Nov 59 Press clipping
2 & 4 Nov Notes on Oswald & Papich (FBI) query
2 Nov 59 --^>Fon Sv Despatch, fr Moscow to Dept
9 Nov 59 x^^State Cable, Moscow to SecState

’’ ’* Redacted copy of same
9 Nov 59 —“Estate Cable, Tokyo to SecState

" Redacted copy of same

" Redacted copy of same
3 Nov 60--- DD/P Bissell to State (Cumming)

16 Nov 59 »
26 Nov 59'

Press clipping 
Press clipping

25 May 60 Cover Memo fr Dir Hoover, FBI, to Helms
12 May 60 Attachment to above
12 May 60 FBI report, fr Dallas
25 Oct 60-^^State (Cumming) to Helm, listing US defectors

II Redacted copy of same
18 Nov 60——Cover Memo (internal) to DD/P, to accompany

draft reply to Cumming
undated --- Handwritten descrip of letter cited above
21 Nov 60-- Cover letter, Bissell to Cumming, on US

defectors
" Declassified version of Oswald info from ff
" List of US defectors attached to Bissell letter

18 Nov 60 Memo fr Horton, acting C/CIS, to Bissell
21 Nov 60 Second copy of Bissell letter and list, above
9 Dec 60 2 copies of redacted request to set up Oswald

201
11 Jul 61^^Fon Sv Despatch, Moscow to Dept
26 May 61^^2 copies of Fon Sv Despatch, Moscow to Dept
13 Apr 61-^DeptState Instruction on Oswald citizenship, 

and passport (signed Rusk)
26 Jan 61~~>State MemCon re Oswald 

’’ Redacted copy of same
13 Jul 61 Cover letter to Helms fr Hoover, plus several 

FBI reports, much of which is illegible
28 Sep 61 Short bio of Marina (redacted), for inclusion 

in Oswald 201
13 Oct 61-^-Fon Sv Despatch, Moscow to Dept, covering 

copies of four Oswald letters to Embassy Moscow
7 Dec 61 Form fr INS to DD/P, asking for any derog info 

on Oswald

SECRET.
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1

5

9
2
7
3
3

2

20

20

3 Mar 62

26 Apr 62

7 SepM 62

10 Sep 63
24 Sep 63
10 Sep 63

8 Nov 63

7 Nov 63

25 Oct 63

31 Jan 64

•I

Note saying Navy message of this date is 
missing from CD 692 sent from Archives 
Collection of Navy Memo to Hoover/FBI plus 
Navy, USMC, and press items 
Hoover to Helms, plus report fr SAC/Dallas 
Redacted pages from above 
FBI field report on Oswald from Dallas 
FBI field report on Oswald from New Orleans 
FBI field report on Oswald.from Dallas 
(apparently different from above) 
Hoover to Helms, with page from New Orleans 
report 
Hoover to Helms, with a lot of bio data on 
Oswald, plus Fair-Play-for-Cuba stuff 
FBI to INS, New Orleans, with much of material 
above 
Report, not really contemprary with this file, 
entitled: "Information Developed by CIA on 

/the Activity of ...Oswald in Mexico City..,"
28 Sep—3 Oct 63 
Redacted copy of same
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OCA 2050-92 
6 May 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR:r^Director of Central Intelligence

FROM: Stanley M. Moskowitz
Director of Congressional Affairs

SUBJECT: JFK Testimony

1. Attached is a copy of your opening statement for 
the 12 May hearing before Senate Governmental Affairs 
Committee on the JFK Joint Resolution. Because we are 
commenting on legislation, Executive Branch guidelines 
require us to submit the testimony in advance to OMB for 
Administration clearance. We also intend to provide your 
opening statement in advance to the Do J and FBI. As you 
know, Director Sessions will be joining you for a panel 
presentation before the Committee.

2. Please let me know whether you have any objections 
to release of your statement to OMB, DoJ, and the FBI. The 
Committee has requested that an advance copy of your 
statement be provided to them by 8 May.

Stahley M. Moskowitz

Attachment: 
as stated
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Mr. Chairman, I am here today at your request to provide 
my views on Senate Joint Resolution 282, "The Assassination 
Materials Disclosure Act of 1992," and to describe the nature of 
documents held by the CIA that relate to the assassination of John 
F. Kennedy. I very much appreciate the opportunity to speak on 
this important matter.

Let me begin by stating that I am in complete agreement 
with the purpose underlying the joint resolution—that efforts 
should be made to declassify and make available to the public as 
quickly as possible government documents relating to the 
assassination of John F. Kennedy. We hope that opening up and 
giving journalists, historians and, most importantly, the public 
access to governmental files will help to resolve questions that 
still linger even 28 years after the assassination. Further, I believe 
that maximum disclosure will discredit the theory that tfee CIA -A*aL 
■participated-ia the murder of John F. Kennedy.

Even before introduction of this joint resolution, I 
recognized the need for greater public access to CIA documents 
of historical importance. Two months ago, I announced the 
establishment of a new unit within CIA that will be responsible 
for declassifying as many historical documents as possible 
consistent with the protection of intelligence sources and
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‘ methods. This new unit, the Historical Review Group, in the 
Agency's Center for the Study of Intelligence, will review for 
declassification documents 30 years old or older, and national • 
intelligence estimates on the former Soviet Union that are 
10 years old or older. In addition to the systematic review of 30- 
year- old documents, I have directed the History Staff in the 
Center for the Study of Intelligence to assemble CIA records 
focusing on particular events of historical importance, including 
the assassination of President Kennedy. The Historical Review 
Group will then examine the documents for the purpose of 
declassifying the records. {As we speaQ this-Group has/already^ 
begun its review of the documents related to the assassination of 
President Kennedy, and I am glad to report that the first group o: 
these records, all CIA documents on Lee Harvey

. Oswald prior to the assassination, has been declassified and 
> . transferred to the National Archives for release to the public. ‘

As we carry out our program to declassify Kennedy 
, assassination documents, we will use a presumption in favor of

Z £®, ^'releasing as many documents as possible. In fact, I recently 
approved new CIA dedlasrigcatio^ guidelines for our Historical 
Review Program whic^S^se presumption in favor of

L declassification. I believe we can be very forward leaning in
making these documents available to the public, and I have 
instructed the Historical Review Group to do so.

2
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To understand the magnitude of the effort involved in 
reviewing these documents for declassification, it is important to 
place them in some context. The CIA's collection of documents 
related to the assassination of President Kennedy consist of 
approximately 250,00073 00.000 pages of material. This includes 
64 boxes otjjiniormation provided to the^House Select Committee 
on Assassinationpggtween 1977 and 19jg, and^ve^ 17 boxes of

gjLfirst blush. YOU might thick that this is qri ennrmAJis 

amount of material for, the. CIA to have on the assassmatiop.-Lt-is 
important to recognize . however/thiHVirtually all of these.are

■ •11 ff «• 1 __ _ I I ~L T -

assassination as a result of specific inquiries received from the
Warren Commission or the House Select Committee on . y-b rU
Assassinations, ffhere were some document^that-dkj exist/5e 
the assassination, but they were only brought together in respofrSe 
to investigations of the event. I have prepared a chart that 
illustrates this very point.

As you can see, prior to President Kennedy's assassination
, ,^/XCIA held only a small file on Lee Harvey Oswald that consisted //'-'cZfr 

\ of/^documents (less-than J?OTpages)Jjaf-w4Hch 28 documents' z
J^irrrcfcted nf rnnterinl nnginoterlTythr. Pd/rfr. Dr.partnientj the

^Navy, the FBI, and newspaper-clippings^—4 have brought along a
s copy of Oswald's file as it existed before the assassination so that

you can see first hand how slender it was at the time. As I have

3
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Irea^noted^we^have declassified the CIA documents in this file, 
imffpi u vldedthwirto the National Archives. The records in this 

file dealt with Oswald's defection to the Soviet Union in 1959 and
his activities ip the U.S-, after his return in 1961. By contrast, it 

the'material on Oswald-some 33,000 pages in totals

of th

IL-should oeg 
originated from other agencies or departments. For example, in 
the 17 boxes of Oswald records, approximately 40% percent of 
the documents originated with the FBI, an^about 20% originated 
from the State Department or elsewhere, staff is still going
through the material compiled at the request of theJEiouse Select 

ssinations, which includes 63 boxes c 
tains 72 reels of microfilm, • 

Committee
records and one box that i* ovryuo-p_  _ _

approximately >*% originated from the
number of rprnrd[] ftfH J_%, originated from the State

^Department-

pjowevesj we primate that within the 63 boxes of paper records.

other agencies, we nonetheless have a substantial collection of 
CIA documents that will require a considerable effort to review.. 
A preliminary-revte^ of these files has provided us some 

indications of what they contain. Although the records cover a . 
wide variety of topics, they principally focus on CIA activities ( 
concerning Cuba and Castro, Oswald's defection to the Soviet

4
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Union, and Oswald’s subsequent activities in Mexico City and 
New Orleans. They also include a large number of name traces. > 
requested by the staff of the House Select Coimjiittee, as well as 
material relating to the Garrison investigation^Cuban exile 
activities^^epies-ef FBI reports-aboutOswaj^, and cvenr 
information about-Watergatg»

The CIA cannot{simply act tj0edassify onrelease 
documents unilaterally because of the limits in the Privacy Act 
(which protects the names of American citizens against 
unauthorized disclosure), the sequestration of many documents by 
the House Select Committee on Assassinations, and the fact that 
many of the documents belong to agencies other than the CIA. 
However, we have already taken the necessary steps to lift the 
sequestration, coordinate with other agencies and begin the 
process of declassification,

Wniie i expect: a large amount 
declassified under our program, there still will be information that 
cannot be released to the public for a variety of reasons, including 

- privacy concerns or the exposure of intelligence sources and
< methods. Let me take a moment to give examples of this type of 

material. During the investigation by the House Select 
Committee on Assassinations, I understand that security and 
personnel files were requeste^^VgenCyfeployees. These files 

contain fitness reports (performance evaluations), medical 
evaluations and credit checks on individual CIA officers.

5
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Although^rg^ly)irrelevant to the question of who killed President 
Kennedy/these and other personal documents ultimately ended up 
in the sequestered collection of documents. I do not believe that
the benefit to the public of disclosure of this information 
outweighs the clear privacy interest of the individuals in keeping 
this'information confidential. Similar privacy concerns exist with 
documents containing derogatory information on particular 
individuals where the information is based on gossip or rumor.
Our files also contain names of living individuals who provided! 
us intelligence information on a promise of confidentiality. We 
would not disclose^this-mfermatienjin breach of such a promise. 
Where we cannot disclose such information to the public, the

atio£)or summarize t^information in order to ensure tha 
the maximum amount of information is released while still 
protecting the identity of an agent or the privacy of an individual)'

The effort required to declassify the documents related t 
the assassination of President Kennedy will be daunting. 
However, it is an important program, and I am personally 
committed to making it work. Even in this time of diminishing 
resources within the Intelligence Community, I have directed the 

£ allocation of foil-time positions to expand the History Staff, 
and to form the Historical Review Group that will undertake the 
review the JFK documents and other documents of historical 
interest.
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A result. I mtend to address only Intelligence Community concerns; 
I will defer to the Department of Justice on any additional 
problems posed by the joint resolution.

[-Wliilc we arc in complete agieemem uh the~need,to 
declassify assassination of President
l^ennedy, I de-have certain technical reservations about the 

mechanism established by the joint resolution to achieve this

ons in a

drafted, is that it directs the Executive Director of the.
mation Materials Review Board to m?^ th? jni-Haj 

determination as to whet materials related to theassassination 
held by all Executive Brancliagenciesj including CIA., can be J 
released to the pubficp^e^ing^btt&fe\dew attthoaty, in an outside 

body7s~inconsistent with mystatutory responsibility to protect 
intelligence sources and methods, [in addition, I am concern 

that placing responsibility for classification detennj 
Review Board that has no [partieulaj| ex 
classification determinations ^unfamiliar-with the

assassination materfciUs'ljound to result in delays in releasing the 
material. It riTalso result in a duplication of effort since 
originating agencies will have to review the decision of the 

xecutive Director to release paiticulai documents.

I share your Belief that the review oSdocuments be done in 
an expeditious and efficiehbnianner. To tharb^d, I propose that 
the initial review of assassinatiommaterials be made by the

7
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originating agencies and completed within a reasonajrie period of 
time. Al have indicated, the CIA has already begun this process. 
Documents^^t an agency determines cannot be released to the 
publicXwould thS?be reviewed by membere^f the Review Board, 

who could operate with a lean staff. Any dispute between an 
agency and the Review Board overtne release of a document 
could then be resolved by tnbPrdsident or his designee. This 
arrangement would ensure that the initial review of documents is 
accomplished quickly by individualf^who are in place and have 
the necessary substantive experience to declassify documents 
while at the sanle time providing an independent review of all 
decisions niad^to withlmhj^^ormat^

/i ynuW"Tt 4-. /Uru^ hmM- fa. <. Q .
Second, I am concerned that the joim resolution contains no 

provision requiring security clearances or secure document 
handling by the Assassination Materials Review Board or its staff 

fA^Qirector of Central Intelligence, I have an obligatioruto protect 
intelligence sources and methods, and to uph61d^hat obligation I 
could not make classified information available to the Boaraspntil 
it took the necessary steps to safeguardXtnt information]

Third, I am concerned that the joint resolution does not 
provide the Agency with the opportunity to object to the release 
of CIA information contained in documents originated by 
Congress or the Warren Commission. Under the joint resolution, 
documents originated by these entities can be released directly by 
the Executive Director of the Assassination Materials Review

8
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Board without any review by the President or other Executive 
Branch agencies. again, this provision conflicts with my . 
statutory responsibility tb^protect sources and methods; that duty 
should not be delegated to anbptside body. I believe that the 
joint resolution should provide thab^n agency that originated 
information found in another’s documeilMhould have the 
opportunity to review the information and raifcemecessary 
objections prior to its release to the public. An interagency 
working group should be established to coordinate the rbyiew and 
release of this "third agency" information in a timely fashion?

■
i material"

□ter or 
y identified

and House 
Lions were 
should bear 

. Perhaps a 
rovide 
nal material

Fifths the joint resolution provides-only a 30-day period for 
agencies or departments to appeal decisions by the Executive 
Director to release informationlsHFhi^ may not provide sufficient 
time for meaningful review of what could prove to be large

9
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volume^ of material at one time, jlf the initial review 

documents is done by the Executive Dire ,-tKe joint resolution
should be amended to orovi 
reasonable

at an agency may request a 
sion of time to determine whether documents 

jaiay be release^

finally, section 6 of the joint resolution, which outlines the 
grounds for postponement of public release of a document, 
£oH5e-adequate-tcrprotectA^efiey4st€Feste4njxrtainj^speGts. 
For example, therqjj)no provision for postponing release of 
documents that may contain Executive privilege or deliberative 
process, attorney-client, or attorney work-product information. 
While such privileges could be waived in the public interest and 
are not likely to arise with respect to factual information directly 
related to the JFK assassination, they would be unavailable under 

c the joint resolution in the rare case that they mightbejieeded. I
also believe that "intelligence agent" underaction dfe^^dfthe 
joint resolution should be defmedTto include covert employees of 
an intelligenceageHcyfor former employe^S'who retired 
undercuVerfrom an intelligence agency;

While Relieve that the joint ^solution ca

’ want you to kno\y, Mr. Chairman, th&£ the CIA wil\ cooperate 

   

‘ with whatever reasonable mechanism ^established \o declassify 

  

the assassination material. As Director o^Central Intelligence and 

   

as Bebert Gatesg private^jtizen, I am committed to making this 

 

process work. It is my hope^hat thed^eclassifiOation of this
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NOTE FOR: DCI
FROM: ?Neal Wolin?, SA/DCI

Re: JFK Testimony

6 May 1992

Attached is the draft JFK testimony, as prepared by OCA.zS§h€ 
draft has been coordinated with OGC, the Center for the Study or< 
Intelligence- (both Dave Gries and Ken McDonald), and the DO. The’ 
handwritten edits are mine and Dave Gries'. A briefing book with 
Q's and A's will be ready by COB Friday. As Stan's cover note 
suggests, the testimony must be coordinated with others in the 
Executive; OCA's preference is to send it out tomorrow.

Dave and I agree that the section of the draft testimony 
commenting on the proposed legislation (pp. 7 et seq.) is too long 
and runs the risk of overwhelming the positive message you relay 
in the first part of the statement. It seems to me that while you 
should lay down your objections to the legislation's scheme 
clearly (and even forcefully), you should do so in language that 
will leave the impression (which is consistent with the reality) 
that (1) you are in agreement with their basic objectives relating 
to the material in question and (2) that you are doing, and will 
continue to do, all that you can to accommodate the release of 
material consistent with your statutory obligations.

In particular I think it unnecessary to reiterate your 
"statutory responsibility to protect sources and methods" more 
than a couple of times. Moreover, I think the paragraph on the 
definition of "assassination material" (middle of p.9) unnecessary 
and potentially counterproductive. One of the impetuses for the 
JFK resolution, after all, is the notion (crazy or not) that 
previous inquiries were insufficient in scope; this paragraph 
feeds right into that criticism. Some of the other "technical" 
criticisms (i.e., paragraphs on pp. 9-10) seem important to make 
(especially if the basic model of the legislation is adopted) but 
might be better included in a post-hearing letter to the committee 
or something. Again, otherwise I fear you run the risk of leaving 
the perception of trying to nitpick the concept of JFK material 
declassification to death.

?” Neal ;
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OCA 2149-92 
19 May 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR:

SUBJECT:

Director, Center for the Study of 
Intelligence

Chief, Administrative Law Division, OGC

FROM: David M. Pearline
Deputy Director for Legislation, OCA

Follow-up to DCI's 15 May JFK Testimony

1. We have reviewed a transcript of the Director's 
15 May testimony on the JFK Assassination Materials 
Resolution to identify those questions with respect to which 
CIA committed to provide answers for the record. A copy of 
the transcript with relevant portions marked is attached.

2. The following specific questions require follow-up 
action:

a. How much material has been destroyed by CIA that we 
may never know about? (p. 5)

b. Why was the Oswald file opened at the CIA 14 months 
after his defection? (p. 5)

c. Was Oswald in fact a Soviet spy? (p. 5)
d. Was that picture in his [Oswald's] file that was 

thought to be him, was that an error? Or was there 
something involved in that you can shed some light on? 
(P- 5)

e. [W]hat consisted of new information [in the Oswald 
file] that the public had not already had in its published 
files somewhere? (p. 14)

f. [W]ould the establishment of such a panel of 
outside experts [by DCI, to review redactions in the absence 
of legislation] . . .violate the Privacy Act? (p. 16)

3. I assume CSI, in coordination with appropriate 
components, will take the lead on all questions except for 
the last. I understand OGC will take the lead on the 
Privacy Act question. (Note: OGC advises that the issue of 
why Oswald’s file was not opened for 14 months after his 
defection is addressed in the Findings and Recommendations 
volume of the HSCA Report at pp. 200-202.) I appreciate 
your assistance in preparing proposed responses for the 
record.

lavid M. Pearl ine
Attachment
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Draft: 14 May 1992
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Mr. Chairman, I am here today-at-yourrequestto-provide 
my views on House Joint Resolution 454, "The Assassination 
Materials Disclosure Act of 1992," and to describe the nature of 
documents held by the CIA that relate to the assassination of John 
F. Kennedy. I very much appreciate the opportunity to speak on 

~ a

this important matter, just as I did before your Senate 
counterparts last Tuesday.

Let me begin by stating that I am in complete agreement 
with the purpose underlying the joint resolution—that efforts 
should be made to declassify and make available to the public as 
quickly as possible government documents relating to the 
assassination of John F. Kennedy. We hope that opening up and 
giving journalists, historians and, most importantly, the public 
access to governmental files will help to resolve questions that 
still linger over 28 years after the assassination. Further, I believe 
that maximum disclosure will discredit the theory that CIA had 
anything to do with the murder of President Kennedy.

Even before introduction of this joint resolution, I 
recognized the need for greater public access to CIA documents 
of historical importance. Two months ago, I announced the 
establishment of a new unit within CIA that will be responsible 
for declassifying as many historical documents as possible



consistent with the protection of intelligence sources and 
methods. This new unit, the Historical Review Group, in the 
Agency's Center for the Study of Intelligence, will review for 
declassification documents 30 years old or older, and national 
intelligence estimates on the former Soviet Union that are 
10 years old or older. In addition to the systematic review of 
30-year-old documents, I have directed the History Staff in the f'1 
Center for the Study of Intelligence to assemble CIA records i 
focusing on particular events of historical importance, including 
the assassination of President Kennedy. The Historical Review 
Group will then examine the documents for the purpose of 
declassifying the records.

Because of high interest in the JFK papers, I am not waiting 
for legislation or other agencies to start declassifying documents 
belonging to CIA. The Historical Review Group, at my direction, 
already has begun its review of the documents related to the 
assassination of President Kennedy, and I am happy to report that 
the first group of these records, including all CIA documents on 
Lee Harvey Oswald prior to the assassination, has been 
declassified with quite minimal deletions and transferred to the^ 

National Archives for release to the public. This is, I 
acknowledge, a small fraction of what we have, but it is an earnest 
of my commitment immediately to begin review for 
declassification of this material. And, indeed, as I speak, the 
reviewers are going through a substantialjn^her.pfdocuments, 
and I anticipate that many of these will be releasedshortly?^ j

2
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As we carry out our program to declassify Kennedy 
assassination documents, our goal will be to release as many as 
possible. In fact, I recently approved new CIA declassification 
guidelines for our Historical Review Program which specifically 
direct a presumption in favor of declassification. I believe we can 
be very forward leaning in making these documents available to 
the public, and I have instructed the Historical Review Group to 
take this attitude to heart. In this spirit, the Agency is making 
publicly available these new guidelines for historical review 
and declassification.

In connection with these historical review guidelines, I 
have recently commissioned a task force to review Agency 
procedures under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). I 
have instructed this task force to ensure that our internal 
FOIA procedures are consistent with the approach that I have 
described for historical declassification. Although the task 
force will have to explore the difference between current 
documents that often are requested under FOIA and 30-year- 
old documents that are placed into the historical review 
program, my intention is to bring to the FOIA process a much 
more positive attitude toward declassification and release of 
Agency records.

To understand the magnitude of the effort involved in 
reviewing the JFK papers for declassification, it is important to 

7
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place them in some context. CIA's collection of documents 
related to the assassination of President Kennedy consists of 
approximately 250,000-300,000 pages of material. This includes 
64 boxes of copies and originals of information provided to the 
Warren Commission and the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations and 17 boxes of material on Lee Harvey Oswald 
accumulated after President Kennedy's assassination.
Unfortunately, end for reasons that I do not know, what we are 
dealing with is a mass of material that is not indexed, is 
uncatalogued,' and is highly disorganized-all of which makes the 
review process more difficult. The material contains everything 
from the most sensitive intelligence sources to the most mundane 
news clippings.

These records include documents that CIA had in its files 
before the assassination, a large number of records that CIA 
received later as routine disseminations from other agencies, as 
well as the reports, correspondence, and other papers that CIA 
prepared in the course of the assassination investigations. I 
should emphasize that these records were assembled into the 
present collection as a result of specific inquiries received from 
the Warren Commission or the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations. I have prepared a chart that illustrates this point.

As you can see, prior to President Kennedy's assassination 
CIA held only a small file on Lee Hafvey Oswald that consisted 
of 34 documents (amounting to 124 pages), some of which
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originated with the FBI, State Department, the Navy, and 
newspaper clippings. (Although I reported slightly smaller 
numbers to the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 
earlier this week, a subsequent count by my staff revealed 
these exact numbers.) Only 11 of these documents originated 
within CIA. I brought along a copy of Oswald's file as it existed 
before the assassination so that you can see first-hand how slender 
it was at the time. As I have already noted, we have declassified 
the CIA documents in this file with quite minimal deletions and 
provided thein to the National Archives. The records in this file 
dealt with Oswald's defection to the Soviet Union in 1959 and his 
activities after his return in 1962. By contrast, it was only after 
the assassination that CIA accumulated the rest of the material on 
Oswald-some 33,000 pages—most of which CIA received from 
other agencies after November 22,1963.

There has been some comment on this pre-assassination 
Oswald file and how little it contained. I want to reemphasize
that this is but the first installment—an example of our 
intentions. All of the assassination-related documents we have 
will be reviewed for declassification, and we will transfef^thdj7 

declassified documents to the Archives as they are completed,
rather than waiting until work on the entirety has been 
concluded.

The committee has asked about documents in our possession 
generated by other agencies. In fact, much of the material held by

5
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CIA originated with other agencies or departments. For example, 
in the 17 boxes of Oswald records, approximately 40% of the 
documents originated with the FBI, and about 20% originated 
with the State Department or elsewhere. Our staff is still going 
through the material compiled at the request of the Warren 
Commission and the House Select Committee on Assassinations, 
which includes 63 boxes of paper records and one box that 
contains 73 reels of microfilm. The microfilms in part overlap 
material in other parts of the collection. We estimate that within 
the 63 boxes of paper records, approximately 27% originated with 
a variety of other U.S. government agencies, private 
organizations, and foreign and American press.

Mr. Chairman, you have also asked about assassination 
materials that may be held by other Intelligence Community 
agencies. The FBI will describe its holdings separately, which 
I assume include both intelligence and law enforcement 
records. The National Security Agency and the State 
Department's Bureau of Intelligence and Research report, 
after a preliminary search, that they have identified a 
relatively small amount of material responsive to previous 
inquiries by the Warren Commission, the Church Committee, 
and the House Select Committee on Assassinations. The 
Defense Intelligence Agency, which did not come into existence 
until 1961, has identified no assassination material to date, 
and it anticipates that any holdingsit might have would be

6
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minimal because its mission at the time of the Kennedy 
assassination focused upon foreign order of battle.

Although our holdings at CIA do include many documents 
from other agencies, we nonetheless have a substantial collection 
of CIA documents that will require a considerable effort to 
review, and, as I said earlier, at my direction, this review for 
declassification-is now underway. A preliminary survey of these 
files has provided us some indications of what they contain. 
Although the:records cover a wide variety of topics, they 
principally focus on CIA activities concerning Cuba and Castro, 
Oswald’s defection to the Soviet Union, and Oswald’s subsequent 
activities in Mexico City and New Orleans. They also include a 
large number of name traces requested by the staff of the House 
Select Committee on Assassinations, as well as material relating 
to the Garrison investigation and Cuban exile activities.

CIA cannot release a number of documents unilaterally 
because of the limits in the Privacy Act (which protects the names 
of American citizens against unauthorized disclosure), the 
sequestration of many documents by the House Select Committee 
on Assassinations, and the fact that many of the documents 
belong to agencies other than CIA. However, we have already 
taken steps to lift the sequestration, to coordinate with other 
agencies, and to begin the process of declassification. If 
necessary, in the absence of legislation, I will ask the House of

7
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Representatives for a resolution permitting CIA to release the 
results of the declassification effort on the sequestered documents.

While I expect a large amount of material can be 
declassified under our program, I assume that there still will be 
information that cannot be released to the public for a variety of 
reasons, including privacy concerns or the exposure of 
intelligence sources and methods. Let me take a moment to give 
examples of this type of material. During the investigation by the 
House SelectiCommittee on Assassinations, I understand that 
security and personnel files were requested on a number of 
Agency employees. These files contain fitness reports (or 
performance evaluations), medical evaluations and credit checks 
on individual CIA officers. Although irrelevant to the question of 
who killed President Kennedy, these and other personal 
documents ultimately ended up in the sequestered collection of 
documents. I do not believe that the benefit to the public of 
disclosure of this information outweighs the clear privacy interest 
of the individuals in keeping this information confidential. 
Similar privacy concerns exist with documents containing 
derogatory information on particular individuals where the 
information is based on gossip or rumor. Our files also contain 
names of individuals who provided us intelligence information on 
a promise of confidentiality. We would not disclose their names 
in breach of such a promise. Where we cannot disclose such 
information to the public, the Agency will make redactions and 
summarize the information in order to ensure that the maximum

8
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amount of information is released while still protecting the 
identity of an agent or the privacy of an individual.

If legislation is not passed by Congress and signed by the 
President regarding the JFK papers, to enhance public confidence 
and to provide reassurance that CIA has not held back any 
information relevant to the assassination, I would appoint a panel 
of distinguished Americans from outside of government, perhaps 
including distinguished former jurists, to examine whatever

Jr 

documents we have redacted or kept classified. They would then 
issue an unclassified public report on their findings.

The effort required to declassify the documents related to 
the assassination of President Kennedy will be daunting. 
However, it is an important program, and I am personally 
committed to making it work. Even in this time of diminishing 
resources within the Intelligence Community, I have directed the 
allocation of 15 full-time positions to expand the History Staff 
and to form the Historical Review Group that will review the JFK 
documents and other documents of historical interest.

I believe these actions attest to the seriousness of our intent 
to get these papers declassified and released, and to open what 
remains classified to outside, non-governmental review. It is 
against this background that, in response to the committee's 
request, I cite our few technical reservations about the mechanism 
established by the joint resolution to achieve this same result. I
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intend to address only Intelligence Community concerns; I will 
defer to the Department of Justice on any additional problems 
posed by the joint resolution.

First, vesting in an outside body the determination as to 
whether CIA materials related to the assassination can be released 
to the public is inconsistent with my own statutory responsibility 
to protect intelligence sources and methods.

Second, I am concerned that the joint resolution contains no 
provision requiring security clearances or secure document 
handling by the Assassination Materials Review Board or its staff.

Third, I am concerned that the joint resolution does not 
provide the Agency with the opportunity to object to the release 
of CIA information contained in documents originated by 
Congress or the Warren Commission. Under the joint resolution, 
documents originated by these entities can be released directly by 
the Executive Director of the Assassination Materials Review 
Board without any review by the President or other Executive 
Branch agencies.

Fourth, the joint resolution provision for a 30-day period for 
agencies or departments to appeal decisions by the Executive 
Director to release information may not provide sufficient time for 
meaningful review of what could prove to be a large volume of 
material at one time.

in
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Fifth and finally, section 6 of the joint resolution, which 
outlines the grounds for postponement of public release of a 
document, makes no provision for postponing release of 
documents that may contain Executive privilege or deliberative 
process, attorney-client, or attorney work-product information. 
While such privileges could be waived in the public interest and, 
in fact, are not likely to arise with respect to factual information 
directly related to the JFK assassination, they would be 
unavailable under the joint resolution in the rare case that they 
might be needed.

These are technical problems that I believe can be solved in 
ways that will, in fact, expedite the release of documents bearing 
on the assassination of President Kennedy.

But, again, whatever the future course of this legislation, 
CIA is proceeding even now to review for declassification the 
relevant documents under its control. Further, we will cooperate 
fully with any mechanism established by the Congress and the 
President to declassify all of this material.
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Statement of Admiral William O. Studeman, USN 
Deputy Director of Central -Intelligence ----

Before the Subcommittee on Economic and Commercial Law 
Committee on the Judiciary 

U.S. House of Representatives

2000
Mr. Chairman, I am here today at your request to provide 

our views on Houser Joint ResoIutioir4547"The"Assassinatibn 
Materials Disclosure Act of 1992," and to describe the nature of 
documents held by the CIA that relate to the assassination of John 
F. Kennedy. I very much appreciate the opportunity to speak on 
this important matter.

Let me begin, as the Director did last week in testifying on 
this subject, by emphasizing that I am in complete agreement with 
the purpose underlying the joint resolution—that efforts should be 
made to declassify and make available to the public as quickly as 
possible government documents relating to the assassination of 
John F. Kennedy. We hope that opening up and giving 
journalists, historians and, most importantly, the public access to 
governmental files will help to resolve questions that still linger 
over 28 years after the assassination. Further, we believe that 
maximum disclosure will discredit the theory that CIA had 
anything to do with the murder of President Kennedy.
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Even before introduction of this joint resolution, the 
Director recognized the need for greater public access to CIA 
^ocHmehts of historical importance. Two months ago,Jie 
announced the establishment of a new unit within CIA that will be 
responsible for declassifying as many historical documents as 
possible consistent with the protection of intelligence sources and 
methods. This new unit, the Historical Review Group, in the 

--------- _ Agency’sCentQr forthe-Studyxif Intelligence, wilfreviewTor -- -- -- 
----- --------declassification documents-30-years-old-or-older,an<inational--------  
—------------intelligence estimates on the former Soviet Union that are

10 years old or older. In addition to the systematic review of 
30-year-old documents, the Director has directed the History Staff 
in the Center for the Study of Intelligence to assemble CIA 
records focusing on particular events of historical importance, 
including the assassination of President Kennedy. The Historical 
Review Group will then examine the documents for the purpose 
of declassifying the records.

Because of high interest in the JFK papers, we are not 
waiting for legislation or other agencies to start declassifying 
documents belonging to CIA. The Historical Review Group 
already has begun its review of the documents related to the 
assassination of President Kennedy, mid the first group of these 
records, including all CIA documents on Lee Harvey Oswald 
prior to the assassination, has been declassified with quite 
minimal deletions and transferred to’the National Archives for 
release to the public. This is but a small fraction of what we have,

2
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but it is an indication of our commitment immediately to begin 
review for declassification of this material. Andnndeed, as I 
speak, the reviewers are going through a substantial number of 
documents, and we anticipate that many of these will be released 
shortly.

As we cany out our program to declassify Kennedy 
assassination documents, our goat will be to release as many as 

possible. In fact, the Director recentlynpproved new CIA-----
declassification guidelines for our Historical Review Program 
which specifically direct a presumption in favor of 
declassification. The Director believes that we can be very 
forward leaning in making these documents available to the 
public, and he has instructed the Historical Review Group to take 
this attitude to heart. In this spirit, the Agency is making publicly 
available these new guidelines for historical review and 
declassification.

In connection with these historical review guidelines, the 
Director has recently commissioned a task force to review Agency 
procedures under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). The 
mission of this task force is to ensure that our internal FOIA 
procedures are consistent with the approach that I have described 
for historical declassification. Although the task force will have 
to explore the difference between current documents that often are 
requested under FOIA and 30-year-old documents that are placed 
into the historical review program, our intention is to bring to the

3
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FOIA process a much more positive attitude toward 
declassification and release of Agency records.

To understand the magnitude of the effort involved in 
reviewing the JFK papers for declassification, it is important to 

__ place them in some context. CIA’sxofiectiomofjdocuments—— 
related to the assassination of President Kennedy consists of 
approximately 250,000-300,000 pagesDfmaterialrThis±icludes 
64 boxes of copies and originals of information^provided to the - 
Warren Commission and the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations and 17 boxes of material on Lee Harvey Oswald 
accumulated after President Kennedy’s assassination. 
Unfortunately, what we are dealing with is a mass of material that 
is not indexed, is uncatalogued, and is highly disorganized—all of 
which makes the review process more difficult. The material 
contains everything from the most sensitive intelligence sources 
to the most mundane news clippings.

i

These records include documents that CIA had in its files 
before the assassination, a large number of records that CIA 
received later as routine disseminations from other agencies, as 
well as the reports, correspondence, and other papers that CIA 
prepared in the course of the assassination investigations. I 
should emphasize that these records were assembled into the 
present collection as a result of specific inquiries received from 
the Warren Commission or the House'Select Committee on 
Assassinations.

4
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Prior to President Kennedy’s assassination, CIA held only a 
small file on Lee Harvey Oswald that consisted of 34 documents 
(amounting to 124 pages), some ofwhich originated with the FBI, 
State Department, the Navy, and newspaper, clippings. Only 11 of 
these documents originated.within.CIA. ..As I have already noted, 
we have declassified the CIA documents in this file with quite 
minimal deletions and provided them to the National Archives. 
The records in this file dealt withOswald's defection to the Soviet 
Union in 1959 and his activities after his return in 1962. By 
contrast, it was only after the assassination that CIA accumulated 
the rest of the material on Oswald—some 33,000 pages—most of 
which CIA received from other agencies after November 22, 
1963.

There has been some comment on this pre-assassination 
Oswald tile and how little it contained. I want to reemphasize 
that this pre-assassination material is but the first installment of all 
the material that we will review-an example of our intentions. 
All of the assassination-related documents we have will be 
reviewedibr declassification, and we will transfer the declassified 
documents to the Archives as they are completed, rather than 
waiting until work on the entirety has been concluded.

We have been asked about documents in our possession 
generated by other agencies. In fact,’much of the material held by 
CIA originated with other agencies or departments. For example,

5
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in the 17 boxes of Oswald records; approximately 40% of the 
documents originated with the FBI, and about 20% originated 
with die State Department or elsewhere. Our staff is still going 
through the material compiled at the request of the Warren 
Commission and the House Select Committee on Assassinations, 
which. includes_63 boxes of paper records and^ne box that— 
contains 73 reels of microfilm. The microfilms in part overlap 

 - material in other parts of the collection; We estimate that within
----- the 63 boxes of paper records,-approximately-27% originated with 

a variety of otiier U.S. government agencies, private 
organizations, and foreign and American press.

We have also been asked about assassination materials that 
may be held by other Intelligence Community agencies. The FBI 
will describe its holdings separately,-which I assume include both 
intelligence and law enforcement records. The National Security 
Agency and the State Department’s Bureau of Intelligence and 
Research report, after a preliminary search, that they have 
identified a relatively small amount of material responsive to 
previous inquiries by the Warren Commission, the Church 
Committee, and the House Select Committee on Assassinations. 
The Defense Intelligence Agency, which did not come into 

__ existence until 1961, has identified no_assassination material to 
date, and it anticipates that any holdings it might have would be 
minimal because its mission at the time of the Kennedy 
assassination focused upon foreign order of battle.

6
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Although our holdings at CIA do include many documents 
from other agencies, we nonetheless have a substantial collection 
of CIA documents that will require a considerable effort to 
review, and, as I said earlier, this review for declassification is 
now underway. A preliminary survey of these files has provided 
us some indications of what they contain. Although the records 
cover a wide variety of topics, they principally focus on CIA 
activities concerning Cuba and Castro, Oswald's defection to the 
Soviet Union, and Oswald's subsequent activities in Mexico City 
and New Orleans. They also include a large number of name 
traces requested by the staff of the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations, as well as material relating to the Garrison 
investigation and Cuban exile activities.

CIA cannot release a number of documents unilaterally 
because of the limits in the Privacy Act (which protects the names 
of American citizens against unauthorized disclosure), the 
sequestration of many documents by the House Select Committee 
on Assassinations, and the fact that many of the documents 
belong to agencies other than CIA. However, we have already 
taken steps to lift the sequestration, to coordinate with other 
agencies, and to begin the process of declassification. If 
necessary, in the absence of legislation, we will ask the House of 
Representatives for a resolution permitting CIA to release the 
results of the declassification effort on the sequestered documents. 
We hope to work with you, Mr. Chairman, to remove any 
obstacles that might arise in releasing the sequestered documents.

7
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While we expect that a large amount of material can be 
declassified under our program, I assume that there still will be 
information that cannot be released to the public for a variety of 
reasons, including privacy concems or the exposure of 
intelligence sources and methods. Let me take a moment to give 
examples of this type of material- During the investigation by the 
House Select-Committee on Assassinations, I understand that 
security and personnel files_were requested on a number of 
Agency employees. These files contain fitness reports (or 
performance evaluations), medical evaluations and credit checks 
on individual CIA officers. Although irrelevant to the question of 
who killed President Kennedy, these and other personal 
documents ultimately ended up in the sequestered collection of 
documents. I do not believe that the benefit to the public of 
disclosure of this information outweighs the clear privacy interest 
of the individuals in keeping this information confidential. 
Similar privacy concerns exist with documents containing 
derogatory information on particular individuals where the 
information is based on gossip or rumor. Our files also contain 
names of individuals who provided us intelligence information on 
^promise of confidentiality. We would not disclose their names 
in breach of such a promise. Where we cannot disclose such 
information to the public, the Agency will make redactions and 
summarize the information in order to ensure that the maximum 
amount of information is released while still protecting the 
identity of an agent or the privacy of an individual.

8
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If legislation is not passed by Congress and signed by the 
President regarding the JFK papers, to enhance public confidence 
and to provide reassurance that CIA has not held back any 
information relevant to the assassination, the Director has stated 
that he would appoint a panel of distinguished Americans from 
outside of government, perhaps including distinguished former 
jurists, to examine whatever documents we have redacted or kept 
classified. They would then issue an unclassified public report on 
their findings. - ~

Jr

The effort required to declassify the documents related to 
the assassination of President Kennedy will be daunting. 
However, it is an important program, and both the Director and I 
are personally committed to making it work. Even in this time of 
diminishing resources within the Intelligence Community, the 
Director has allocated 15 full-time positions to expand the History 
Staff and to form the Historical Review Group that will review the 
JFK documents and other documents of historical interest.

I believe these actions attest to the seriousness of our intent 
—to get these papers declassified and released, and to open what 

remains classified to outside, non-governmental review. It is 
against this background that, in response to the committee's 
request, I cite our few technical reservations about the mechanism 
established by the joint resolution to achieve this same result. I 
intend to address only Intelligence Community concerns; I will

9
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defer to the Department of Justice on any additional problems 
posed by the joint resolution.

First, vesting in an outside body the determination as to 
whether CIA materials related to the assassination can be released 
to the public is inconsistent with the Director’s statutory 
responsibility to protect intelligence sources and methods.

tf

Second, we are concerned that thejoint resolution contains 
no provision requiring security clearances or secure document 
handling by the Assassination Materials Review Board or its staff.

Third, we are concerned that the joint resolution does not 
provide the Agenoy with the opportunity to object to the release 
of CIA information contained in documents originated by 
Congress or the Warren Commission. Under the joint resolution, 
documents originated by these entities can be released directly by 
the Executive Director of the Assassination Materials Review 
Board without any review by the President or other Executive 
Branch agencies.

Fourth, the joint resolution provision for a 30-day period for 
agencies or departments to appeal decisions by the Executive 
Director to release information may not provide sufficient time for 
meaningful review of what could prove to be a large volume of 
material at one time.

10
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Fifth and finally, section 6 of the joint resolution, which 
outlines the grounds for postponement of public release of a 
document, makes no provision for postponing release of 
documents that may contain Executive privilege or deliberative 
process, attorney-client, or attorney work-product information. 
While such privileges could be waived in the public interest and, 
in fact, are not likely to arise with respect to factual information 
directly related to the JFK assassination, they would be 
unavailable under the joint resolution in the rare case that they 
might be needed.

These are technical problems that we believe can be solved 
in ways that will, in fact, expedite the release of documents 
bearing on the assassination of President Kennedy.

But, again, whatever the future course of this legislation, 
CIA is proceeding even now to review for declassification the 
relevant documents under its control. Further, we will cooperate 
fully with any mechanism established by the Congress and the 
President to declassify all of this material.

11
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SECRE'

Central Intelligence Agency

Vtahi^on.DC2O5OS

OCA 2157-92
22 May 1992

The Honorable John Glenn
Chairman
Committee on*Governmental Affairs __
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20.510
Dear Mr. Chairman: “

I am writing to correct for the record two statements I 
made when I testified before the Committee last Tuesday on 
the Assassination Materials Disclosure Act.

I testified that there were 33 documents, amounting to 
approximately 110 pages, in the Oswald file that was 
declassified and released to the public. A subsequent count 
by my staff revealed that the file actually contains a total 
of 34 documents, amounting to 124 pages. I gave the correct 
numbers when I testified last Friday before the Subcommittee 
on Legislation and National Security of the House Committee 
on Government Operations.

In addition, I was asked at your hearing by 
Senator Cohen whether the State Department or the CIA had 
had any contact with any Soviet officials concerning KGB or 
GRU files relevant to the Kennedy assassination. I 
answered that there had been no contact between the CIA and 
the Russian KGB on this matter, and I added that the State 
Department might have requested those files, but I was not 
certain. At the time, I believed that that was an accurate 
answer. I have since discovered, however, that in January 
1992 an Agency official did ask the new Russian internal 
service (MBRF) for any information related to the Kennedy 
assassination. The Russians advised us, after reviewing 
their file holdings on Oswald, that they had nothing that 
would add to our knowledge or to the 22 November 1991 ABC 
television special on this issue, which they termed 
"detailed and objective.■

CL BY &196777/
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The Honorable John Glenn

To avoid disrupting our continuing efforts to gain 
access to the Russian files on Oswald, the fact that the 
Agency has had direct contacts with the Russian service on 
this topic must remain classified. For" the purpose of 
correcting the public record, I suggest the following 
unclassified statement:

In response to a request from the US embassy in 
Moscow, the Russians have reviewed their file 
holdings'on Oswald. They have advised us that 
they had nothing that would add to our knowledge 
or to the 22 November 1991 ABC television special 
on this issue, which they termed "detailed and 
objective."

I enjoyed the opportunity to testify-before the 
Committee, and I hope that these corrections prove helpful. 
A similar letter is being sent t©-Ranking- Minority 
Member Roth.

Robert M. Gapes 
Director of Central Intelligence

cc: Senator Cohen
Senator Boren
Senator Murkowski
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Central Intelligence Agencj

MhsN^on.QC2O5OS

OCA 2157-92/1
22 May 1992

The Honorable William V. Roth, Jr.
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on“ Governmental Affairs 
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Roth:
I am writing to correct for the record two statements I 

made when I testified before the Committee last Tuesday on 
the Assassination Materials Disclosure Act.

I testified that there were 33 documents, amounting to 
approximately 110 pages, in the Oswald file that was 
declassified and released to the public. A subsequent count 
by my staff revealed that the file actually contains a total 
of 34 documents, amounting to 124 pages. I gave the correct 
numbers when I testified last Friday before the Subcommittee 
on Legislation and National Security of the House Committee 
on Government Operations.

In addition, I was asked at your hearing by 
Senator Cohen whether the State Department or the CIA had 
had any contact with any Soviet officials concerning KGB or 
GRU files relevant to the Kennedy assassination. I 
answered that there had been no contact between the CIA and 
the Russian KGB on this matter, and I added that the State 
Department might have requested those files, but I was not 
certain. At the time, I believed that that was an accurate 
answer. I have since discovered, however, that in January 
1992 an Agency official did ask the new Russian internal 
service (MBRF) for any information related to the Kennedy 
assassination. The Russians advised us, after reviewing 
their file holdings on Oswald, that they had nothing that 
would add to our knowledge or to the 22 November 1991 ABC 
television special on this issue, which they termed 
"detailed and objective."

£196777j 
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The Honorable William V. Roth, Jr.

To avoid disrupting our continuing efforts to gain 
access to the Russian files on Oswald, the fact that the 
Agency has had direct contacts with the Russian service on 
this topic must remain classified. For the purpose of 
correcting the public record, I suggest the following 
unclassified statement:

In response to a request from the US. embassy in 
Moscow, the Russians have reviewed their file 
holdings on Oswald. They have advised us that 
they had nothing that would add to our knowledge 
or to the 22 November 1991 ABC television special 
on this issue, which they termed "detailed and 
objective.“

I enjoyed the opportunity to testify before the 
Committee, and I hope that these corrections prove helpful. 
A similar letter is being sent to Chairman Glenn.

Sincerely,

Director of Central Intelligence

cc: Senator Cohen
Senator Boren
Senator Murkowski
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The Honorable John Glenn
The Honorable William V. Roth, Jr.

SUBJECT: Corrections on DCI Testimony before the Committee 
on Governmental Affairs

OCA/LEG/SMDunne:me/37916 (21 May 1992) OCA 2157-92

Distribution:
Original - Addressees

1 - DCI
1 - pDCI
1 - ExDir
1 - DDO
1 - D/OCA
1 - D/CSI
1 - C/DCI History Staff
1 - ER
1 - OCA Records
1 - Leg Subj File
1 - SMD Signer File
1 - SMD Soft File
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' ; Se lator
John Glenn

News Release
IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Contact: Jack Sparks (202) 224-5635
May 12, 1992 Leonard Weiss (202) 224-4751

Statement of Senator John Glenn 
Chairman, Senate Governmental Affairs Committee 

Hearing on
S. J. Res. 282, "The Assassination Materials Disclosure Act" 

May 12, 1992
The bill before us today, S.J. Res. 282, is the 

"Assassination Materials Disclosure Act of 1992." The 
legislation was introduced by Senator David Boren and Senator 
Arlen Specter. An identical bill was introduced in the House of 
Representatives by our colleague, Representative Louis Stokes.

The legislation would require the government to release 
records to the American public which are "relevant to the 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy." The bill would 
establish an independent review board within 90 days of 
enactment, and this board would work as quickly as possible to 
release the records to the public through the National Archives 
and the Government Printing Office.

The bill creates a strong presumption on releasing 
documents. The onus will be on those who would withhold 
documents to prove to the Review Board and the American people 
why those documents must be shielded from public scrutiny.

It is also important to stress that the legislation does 
not authorize,, any official investigation of the assassination. 
Its only purpose is to create a process by which the American 
public maybe given the most complete access to review relevant 
records, and make their own observations and assessments. The 
Committee's work and the hearing today is likewise limited to 
this purpose.

This bill is the result of a climate of suspicion and 
distrust that has grown over the years regarding the official 
explanation of the assassination of President Kennedy. It is a 
climate nurtured by many books, articles, television programs, 
and the recent movie "JFK." Disclosure of information is the 
only reliable way to maintain the public trust, and dispel 
distrust. Those of us who knew President Kennedy personally and 
remember where we were when we learned of President Kennedy's 
assassination must exercise our responsibility to the next 
generation of Americans, whose historical knowledge of the
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assassination of President Kennedy will be significantly 
improved by the release of these records.

Ironically, it was President John F. Kennedy who first 
required scheduled declassification in the release of Executive 
Branch national security information. Declassification schedules 
remained in effect until President Reagan eliminated the 
requirement in 1981, and President Bush persists in this same 
practice. It is likely that more government documents related to 
the Kennedy assassination could have been released over the past 
12 years if declassification was still a priority. It is also 
fair to say that the 1986 amendments to the Freedom of 
Information Act, including broad law enforcement exemptions, 
have narrowed the release of Kennedy assassination records by 
the FBI.

The public interest in the history of the assassination 
of President Kennedy has been insatiable. In one noted 
bibliography, a total of 5,134 books, articles, reports, films, 
or television programs were produced on the subject between the 
years 1963 and 1979. The Library of Congress has over 250 
holdings on the subject. The FBI continues to receive reports, 
allegations, and requests for further investigation. Indeed, as 
Director Sessions may testify today, the FBI has recently 
located and interviewed two of the three "hobos" who were 
identified as witnesses of the shooting, as well as seven Dallas 
police officers who were not previously interviewed by 
government investigators.

The speculation about the assassination of President 
Kennedy may be more cruel?than-the truth itself. It is arguable 
whether the disclosure of new information will dampen the 
speculation, but I hope that the breadth of information made 
available will answer many questions and provide many history 
lessons.

I view the Committee's mandate as determining whether the 
process for review and release of the records is fair and 
appropriate; and that exemptions, when needed, must be kept to a 
minimum. The Department of Justice has told the Committee that 
it will recommend a presidential veto of the bill as written. I 
hope we can find a way to construct a process for release of 
assassination related records that will be efficient and 
effective, will gain the confidence of the public, and will 
address concerns of the Justice Department that are legitimate.

The authors of the bill are to be congratulated for 
working quickly to propose an independent and accountable 
mechanism to release records related to the assassination. 
However, we must carefully consider the parameters of the bill.

I believe that the major issues include:

2
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First, how will agencies and others who hold records 
define the universe of "relevant" Kennedy assassination 
materials? It is important to be able to go beyond the frame of 
reference of previous inquiries of commissions and committees, 
but the question must be asked: Where will the search for 
documents end?

Second, the definition and search for "relevant 
assassination material" also raises important questions of human 
resources and costs to organize and make material available to 
the Review Board. How much will this cost?

Third, what is the best mechanism to govern the review 
and release of records in an independent, accountable, and 
credible manner. The tension between management and public 
confidence in the process cannot be overlooked. However, it may 
be important to simplify the process. The bill proposes a 
five-member Review Board, with an Executive Director and staff. 
Are we creating a Rube Goldberg machine, or are these layers 
necessary?

Fourth, we must ask why the bill, which acts in the name 
of openness in government, also exempts the Review Board from 
the Government in the Sunshine Act, the Freedom of Information 
Act, the Administrative Procedures Act, and judicial review?

Fifth, is the issue of standards for postponement of 
disclosure. I strongly believe that the government should 
practice disclosure of information as the rule, unless there are 
demonstrable reasons for protecting the information. It is 
important to emphasize that while hundreds of thousands of pages 
of material will be released, the bill contains national 
security and privacy exemptions, and withholds personnel and 
administrative records relating to past official inquiries.

I personally believe that the agencies and the Congress, 
which hold Kennedy assassination records should not wait for the 
passage of legislation, and the resolution of all issues in the 
bill, before releasing documents. It is my intention to move 
legislation through the Committee as quickly as possible, but 
regardless it will take time for whatever authority is created 
in statute to become assembled, establish procedures, and begin 
its work. We will hear today how ready key agencies and 
congressional officials are to release their records. If even 
some of the material can go out the door without further 
adjustments, then let's give the public access now. The review 
board or whatever authority is created will certainly have the 
opportunity to face the more difficult issues shortly 
thereafter.

Today we are fortunate to have several experts and 
authorities to discuss these issues. These include the authors 
of the legislation, as well as the Director of the Central 
Intelligence Agency and the Director of the Federal Bureau of

3
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Investigation. We are grateful to have our other witnesses as 
well. Among them is attorney James Lesar, President of the 
Assassination Archives and Research Center. Mr. Lesar's work 
represents the track record on public access to Kennedy 
assassination material under the Freedom of Information Act. He 
will speak to the nature and limitations of current access 
arrangements. We also have two prominent twentieth century 
historians, Professor Ernest May of Harvard University and 
Professor Athan Theoharis from Marquette University. Each 
possess extensive experience regarding the federal records of 
the intelligence and federal law enforcement communities. We 
welcome all of you to the Committee.

4
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(IF NOT ADDRESSED IN THE TEXT OF THE RESOLUTION)

1. Initial.. Review. <?# assaffgj.natj.on materials, it 
should be made clear that section 5 of H.J.Res. 454, which 
requires that records not provided to the Archivist for 
public disclosure be made available to the Review Board 
within 60 days of enactment, is not intended to preclude 
agencies from conducting their own reviews and making as 
much information available as possible before the Review 
Board conducts its review of assassination materials. 
Suggested clarifying report language:

The Committee notes that some agencies, such as the 
Central Intelligence Agency, have already begun to 
review and release assassination materials. Section 
5(a)(2), which requires that all records of an official 
investigation for which an agency is custodian be made 
available to the Review Board within 60 days of 
enactment of the Joint Resolution, is not intended to 
preclude agencies from continuing any reviews that they 
have ongoing and transferring documents to the Archives 
for public release wherever possible. In, fact the 
Committee encourages such reviews to continue inasmuch 
as they can provide for more expeditious release of 
assassination materials to the public.
2. ^Phird acencv rule" adhered to in review of 

documents. The legislation on its face does not necessarily 
provide that the agency or department that originated the 
infoxmation will have any input into a decision to disclose 
the record, or will even be apprised of such a decision 
after the fact. Suggested clarifying report language:

The Committee understands that existing regulations 
within the Executive Branch require that classified 
information originated in one agency may not be 
disseminated outside another agency to which it has 
been made available without the consent of the 
originating agency. The Committee expects that 
agencies that are custodians of records will follow 
this practice before providing information to the 
Archivist under section 5(a)(1) for public release 
pursuant to section 4.
Section 5(a)(2) requires agencies that are custodians 
of records of official investigations to make such 
records available to the Review Board. The Board will 
then make a determination of whether the material 
qualifies for postponement under the criteria set forth 
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in Section 7 and shall inform the custodian of records 
and the originating body of the record of its 
determination. The Committee expects that the Review 
Board also will consult with the agency or department 
that originated the information in reaching its 
determination as to whether. public disclosure of the 
material must be postponed to ensure that it is 
apprised of relevant sensitivities presented by that 
information. For example, the Review Board should 
consult with the relevant Executive Branch agency that 
provided information incorporated into a Congressional document before making a decision to release that 
document and shall inform the originating agency of a 
decision to release that information.
3. Identities of covert employees qualify for 

postponement. "Intelligence agent" is something of a term 
of art that, left undefined, might not be construed to 
protect information that would reveal the identity of covert 
employees of intelligence organizations. Suggested 
clarifying report language:

The term "intelligence agent" as used in section 
7(a)(1)(A) is intended to permit postponement of 
release of information that would reveal the identity 
of a domestic or foreign intelligence or 
counterintelligence asset, collaborator, foreign 
liaison contact, or covert employee of a United States 
intelligence organization, where the identity of any of 
these currently requires protection.
4. Board access to "any record" of an Executive 

agency. In addition to adding language to section 10(1)(1) 
to clarify that requests for additional records must be made 
by the Review Board itself, report language should make 
clear that the Committee does not intend the Board's 
discretion in this regard to be unbounded. Suggested report 
language:

Section 10(1)(1) provides that the Review Board may 
request "any record" from an Executive agency. The 
Committee intends to give the Review Board wide 
latitude to determine what additional records may be 
held by agencies that are relevant to the assassination 
of President Kennedy. Rather than the Committee 
attempting to define what records should be requested, 
the Committee believes that this judgment is best left 
to the Board, which will develop expertise in 
assassination-related issues and documents as its work
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proceeds. However, the Committee does not intend to 
vest unfettered discretion in the Review Board to 
request any and all records of agencies without regard 
to their relationship to the assassination. The 
Committee expects that the Board will request only 
documents that may bear some reasonable relationship to 
the assassination, and that the Board will be guided by 
the principle that unreasonable risk of exposure of 
sensitive intelligence or law enforcement sources or 
methods is to be avoided.

tf
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SECRET

HPSCI BRIEFING - JFK DECLASSIFICATION 10 April 1996

1. Nature of the records--Oswald 201, Sequestered

- Other records: Minutes of DCI morning meetings; working 
files

- Third Agency documents: FBI, SSCI, Presidential libraries

2. Pages released (227,000)

- Percentage of pages redacted; 70 %

3. Process of declassification

- Former senior officers in HRG review

- Coordination with OGC, DO (DO team detailed to HRG)

4. Standards for review in JFK Assassination Records Collection
Act, 1992

- Records related to the assassination or investigation 
into the assassination

- Law provides grounds for postponement of disclosure of 
records

-- “Clear and convincing evidence" must be pre
sented to the Board

E.g., Identity of agent currently requiring 
protection

Source or method currently utilized

- Foreign government relationship cur
rently requiring protection

5. Board has authority to release records unless it agrees there 
is “clear and convincing evidence” to support a postponement

- Board then has to justify on the record each redaction 
with which it agrees

- Once a determination is made, Board must publish it in 
Federal Register within 14 days
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- Options available: substitute language e.g., “Northern 
European station”

- Also, summary of a record

- Board has access to every document in full

6. Issues raised by Board's decisions:

- Problem: Board has difficulty in 
information that is 30 years old 
intelligence operations

linking disclosure of 
with damage to current

- Identification of stations e.g., Helsinki 

who retired under cover- Names of former Agency employees

- Board guidelines: Protect person if retired under 
cover and now residing overseas, but not if in US

- {Liaison, joint operations in Mexico

- Briefing of the Board by (Dave Edgerj, Jeff Smith, Central 
Cover, DO desk officers, others

- Problem of accumulative effect of releases--eroding cover, 
ability to conduct operations

7. Provision for appeal to the White House if we disagree 
with Board's determination

- President has sole authority to require postponement of 
a record or information

--President required to advise the Board within 30 days 
of the Board's determination

-- This is published in the Federal Register

8. Current appeal (now resolved)

- Issues: identification of Agency asset 
liaison relationship 
identification of station

- Potential appeal:

9. Additional requests of Board to review other records e.g., 
history of Mexico City station, Intelligence Community Staff 
records
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ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNAL USE ONLY

CSI 1997-552 
10 December 1997

NOTE FOR: Director, Center for the Study 
of Intelligence

Deputy Director
Office of Congressional Affairs

FROM: John Pereira
Chief, Historical Review Group

SUBJECT: JFK/Possible Letter from 
Congressman Burton to EXDIR

Jeremy Gunn, Executive Director of the JFK Board, told 
HRG yesterday that Congressman Dan Burton may well write a 
letter to the EXDIR expressing concern about whether CIA 
will be able to meet the deadline for declassification of 
assassination-related records. Burton chairs the Government 
Reform and Oversight Committee which has cognizance over the 
JFK Board.

Gunn said that he briefed members of Burton's staff 
last week and told them he was concerned that the Agency may 
not have enough resources dedicated to JFK to finish the 
review of documents by 1 September 1998. Gunn showed the 
staffers the recent exchange of letters between the Board 
and the EXDIR on the same issue. According to the staffers, 
Burton has a strong personal interest in the release of the 
assassination records. The staffers gave Gunn the 
impression that Burton's strong interest will prompt him to 
write to the Agency.

During our discussion with Gunn, we reviewed with him 
the Agency's clear commitment to declassifying all 
assassination records. We also explained that we have 
shifted four additional contractors to the JFK project, and 
will shift more if necessary, even at the cost of slowing 
down or stopping other declassification efforts.

ADMINISTRATIVE

uonn nereira

INTERNAL USE ONLY
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The Honorable George J. Tenet 
Director of Central Intelligence 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Washington, D.C. 20505

Dear Director Tenet:

CIA HAS NO OBJECTION TOa 
DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR^, 
RELEASE OF CIA INFORMATION’ 
;:J THIS DOCUMENT

As Chairman of the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, 1 have a great interest in 
ensuring that the Assassination Records Review Board, which is under die jurisdiction of the Committee, 
completes its work by its scheduled termination date of September 30,1998. Earlier this year I introduced 
H.R» 1553, now Public Law 105-25, which extended the authorization of die Review Board for one additional 
year, until September 30,1998. This one-ycar extension of authorization for the Review Board was included 
in President Clinton’s fiscal year 1998 budget, and received bipartisan support in Congress.

During consideration of H.R. 1553,1 stated my firm intention for this to be the final extension of 
authorization for the Review Board. Accordingly. I believe that it is of utmost importance that all federal 
agencies holding assassination records fully cooperate with the Review Board, in a timely manner, in order 
that documents may bo processed and transferred to the National Archives, in compliance with the President 
JohnF. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992 (Public Law 102-526).

The Review Board has advised me that while it perceives that the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 
generally has bcch cooperative and helpful, the Board nevertheless believes that the CIA is not transferring 
records to the Board ata pace consistent with the need to complete the work on time. The Board similarly 
has advised that, unless it receives processed records in a more expeditious manner, it is prepared to use its 
legal powers to order a transfer of records to the Board which would then vote to open the records without 
benefit ofa pro-review by the CIA. The Board has informed me that it docs not wish to take this step, but 
that it is fully prepared to do so if necessary to complete its work by its September 30,1998, termination 
date.

I urge you to take all appropriate steps to ensure that the CIA promptly fulfills its obligations under 
the law by expeditiously reviewing and transferring the relevant records to the Review Board.

Dan Burton 
Chairman

DB:jts
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20505

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

OCA 97-1969
8 January 1998

CIA SPECIAL COLLECTIONS' 
RELEASE IN FULL

2000
The Honorable Dan Burton 
Chairman
Committee on Government Reform
and Oversight

House of Representatives 
Washington, J).C. 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of December 16, 1997 in which 
you expressed interest in the status of Central Intelligence 
Agency's (CIA) processing of records related to President 
John F. Kennedy's assassination.

You referred to the Assassination Records Review Board's 
concern that CIA may not be processing records at a pace 
sufficient to complete the work on time. I want to assure 
you, as I did to the Review Board's Executive Director in 
the enclosed November 21, 1997 letter, that the Agency is 
committed to taking all necessary steps to meet the statutory 
deadline of September 30, 1998 for reviewing all of the 
Agency's assassination-related materials. As the Review 
Board has noted, we are cooperating fully with the Board 
and its staff in this effort.

We share the Review Board's goal of declassifying 
and releasing the relevant records to the fullest extent 
possible. As you are aware, it is important that there be 
a proper review of all the records so that still sensitive 
information that might warrant continued protection can be 
identified to the Board. For the past several years a team 
of experienced reviewers has been dedicated to the task 
of declassifying the assassination records. Recently we 
shifted several additional personnel to the team in order to 
accelerate the processing of documents and assure the prompt 
transfer to the Review Board and ultimately to the National 
Archives.
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The Honorable Dan Burton

I understand the importance that the Congress and the 
President have placed on disclosing to the American people 
all available information about the assassination. To this 
end, we have released more than 200,000 pages of material 
and are working diligently to complete our review of the 
remaining records.

If you or your staff require any further information or 
would like a briefing on our declassification program, please 
have your staff contact Mr. Jim Meehan, Office of Congressional 
Affairs, at (703) 482-8796.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
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The Honorable Dan Burton

DCI/OCA/Liaison Grp/JPMeehan:dms/37976 (29 Dec 97 INTERIM) 
OCA 97-1969 (FN:wdata/action/liaison/burton.doc)
Revised from INTERIM LTR (never sent) to FINAL LTR (6 Jan 97)

Distribution:
Original - The Honorable Dan Burton, HGR&OC

1 - EXDIR/CIA (Follow-up to SCI'97-536)
1 - DCI
1 - DDCI
1 - ER (ACTION ITEM: ER 97-5851)
1 - DCI/OGC
1 - DCI/CSI
1 - DDO
1 - DO/IMS
1 - DA/OIM
1 - DA/OIM/IRG
1 - DA/MS
1 - D/OCA
1 - AO/OCA

c 1 - OCA Records (ACTION ITEM: A/97-05697)
1 - JPMeehan Chrono
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Mr. Chairman, I am here today at your request to provide 
my views on Senate Joint Resolution 282, "The Assassination 
Materials Disclosure Act of 1992," and to describe the nature of 
documents held by the CIA that relate to the assassination of John 
F. Kennedy. I very much appreciate the opportunity to speak on 
this important 'matter.

Let me begin by stating that I am in complete agreement 
with the purpose underlying the joint resolution-that efforts 
should be made to declassify and make available to the public as 
quickly as possible government documents relating to the 
assassination of John F. Kennedy. We hope that opening up and 
giving journalists, historians and, most importantly, the public 
access to governmental files will help to resolve questions that 
still linger over 28 years after the assassination. Further, I believe 
that maximum disclosure will discredit the theory that CIA had 
anything to do with the murder of John F. Kennedy.

Even before introduction of this joint resolution, I 
recognized the need for greater public access to CIA documents 
of historical importance. Two months ago, I announced the 
establishment of a new unit within CIA that will be responsible 
for declassifying as many historical documents as possible 
consistent with the protection of intelligence sources and
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methods. This new unit, the Historical Review Group, in the 
Agency’s Center for the Study of Intelligence, will review for 
declassification documents 30 years old or older, and national 
intelligence estimates on the former Soviet Union that are 
10 years old or older. In addition to the systematic review of 
30-year-old documents, I have directed the History Staff in the 
Center for the Study of Intelligence to assemble CIA records 
focusing on particular events of historical importance, including 
the assassination of President Kennedy. The Historical Review 
Group will then examine the documents for the purpose of 
declassifying the records.

Because of high interest in the JFK papers, I am not waiting 
for legislation or other agencies to start declassifying documents 
belonging to CIA. The Historical Review Group, at my direction, 
already has begun its review of the documents related to the 
assassination of President Kennedy, and I am glad to report that 
the first group of these records, including all CIA documents on 
Lee Harvey Oswald prior to the assassination, has-been 
declassified with quite minimal deletions and is being transferred 
to the National Archives for release to the public. This is, I 
acknowledge, a small fraction of what we have, but it is an earnest 
of my commitment to begin review for declassification 
immediately of this material. And, indeed, as I speak, the 
reviewers are going through a substantial number of documents, 
and I anticipate that many of these will be released shortly.

2



As we carry out our program to declassify Kennedy 
assassination documents, our goal will be to release as many 
documents as possible. In fax?t, I recently approved new CIA 
declassification guidelines for our Historical Review Program 
which specifically direct a presumption in favor of 
declassification. I believe we can be very forward leaning in 
making these documents available to the public, and I have 
instructed the Historical Review Group to take this attitude to 
heart.

To understand the magnitude of the effort involved in 
reviewing these documents for declassification, it is important to 
place them in some context. The CIA's collection of documents 
related to the assassination of President Kennedy consists of 
approximately 250,000-300,000 pages of material. This includes 
64 boxes of copies and originals of information provided to the 
Warren Commission and the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations and 17 boxes of material on Lee Harvey Oswald 
accumulated after President Kennedy's assassination. 
Unfortunately, and for reasons I do not know, what we are dealing 

ft 

with is a mass of material that is not indexed, is uncatalogued, and 
is highly disorganized-all of which makes the review process 
more difficult. The material contains everything from the most 
sensitive intelligence sources to the most mundane news 
clippings.
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These records include documents that CIA had in its files *
before the assassination, a large number of records that CIA 
received later as routine disseminations from other agencies, as 
well as the reports, correspondence, and other papers that CIA 
prepared in the course of the assassination investigations. I 
should emphasize that these records were assembled into the 
present collection as a result of specific inquiries received from 
the Warren Commission or the. House Select Committee on 
Assassinations. I have prepared a chart that illustrates this point.

As you can see, prior to President Kennedy's assassination 
CIA held only a small file on Lee Harvey Oswald that consisted 
of 33 documents (approximately 110 pages), some of which 
originated with the FBI, State Department, the Navy, and 
newspaper clippings. Only 11 documents originated with the 
CIA. I have brought along a copy of Oswald's file as it existed 
before the assassination so that you can see first-hand how slender 
it was at the time. As I have already noted, we have declassified 
the CIA documents in this file with quite minimardeletions, and 
we are providing them to the National Archives. The records in 
this file dealt with Oswald's defection to the Soviet Union in 1959 
and his activities after his return in 1961. By contrast, it was only 
after the assassination that CIA accumulated the rest of the 
material on Oswald-some 33,000 pages-most of which CIA 
received from other agencies after November 22, 1963.

/
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You have asked about documents in our possession 
generated by other agencies?* In fact, much of the material held by 
CIA originated with other agencies or departments. For example, 
in the 17 boxes of Oswald records, approximately 40% of the 
documents originated with the FBI, and about 20% originated 
from the State Department or elsewhere. Our staff is still going
through the material compiled at the request of the Warren 
Commission and the House Select Committee on Assassinations, 
which includes 63 boxes of paper records and one box that 
contains 72;reels of microfilm. The microfilms in part overlap 
material in other parts of the collection. We estimate that within
the 63 boxes of paper records, approximately 27% of the 
documents originated with a variety of other U.S. government 
agencies, private organizations, and foreign and American press.

Although our holdings do include many documents from 
other agencies, we nonetheless have a substantial collection of 
CIA documents that will require a considerable effort to review 
and, as I said earlier, at my direction, this review for 
declassification is now underway. A preliminary survey of these 
files has provided us some indications of what they contain. 
Although the records cover a wide variety of topics, they 
principally focus on CIA activities concerning Cuba and Castro, 
Oswald’s defection to the Soviet Union, and Oswald’s subsequent 
activities in Mexico City and New Orleans. They also include a 
large number of name traces requested by the staff of the House

5
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Select Committee on Assassinations, as well as material relating 
to the Garrison investigation and Cuban exile activities.

The CIA cannot release a number of documents unilaterally 
because of the limits in the Privacy Act (which protects the names 
of American citizens against unauthorized disclosure), the 
sequestration of many documents by the House Select Committee 
on Assassinations^ and the fact that many of the documents 
belong to agencies other than the CIA. However, we have already 
taken the necessaiy steps to lift the sequestration, coordinate with 
other agencies and begin the process of declassification. If 
necessary, I will ask the House for a resolution permitting CIA to 
release the results of the declassification effort on the sequestered 
documents.

While I expect a large amount of material can be 
declassified under our program, I assume that there still will be 
information that cannot be released to the public for a variety of 
reasons, including privacy concerns or the exposure of 
intelligence sources and methods. Let me take a moment to give 
examples of this type of material. During the investigation by the 
House Select Committee on Assassinations, I understand that 
security and personnel files were requested on a number of 
Agency employees. These files contain fitness reports 
(performance evaluations), medical evaluations and credit checks 
on individual CIA officers. Although irrelevant to the question of 
who killed President Kennedy, these and other personal

6
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documents ultimately ended up in the sequestered collection of *
documents, I do not believe that the benefit to the public of 
disclosure of this information outweighs the clear privacy interest 
of the individuals in keeping this information confidential. 
Similar privacy concerns exist with documents containing 
derogatory information on particular individuals where the 
information is based on gossip or rumor. Our files also contain 
names of individuals who provided us intelligence information on 
a promise of confidentiality. We would not disclose their names 
in breach of such a promise. Where we cannot disclose such 
information to the public, the Agency will make redactions and 
summarize the information in order to ensure that the maximum 
amount of information is released while still protecting the 
identity of an agent or the privacy of an individual.

If legislation is not passed by Congress and signed by the 
President regarding the JFK papers, to enhance public confidence 
and provide reassurance that CIA has not held back any 
information relevant to the assassination, I will appoint a panel of 
distinguished Americans from outside of government to examine 
whatever documents we have redacted or kept classified. They 
would then issue an unclassified public report on their findings.

The effort required to declassify the documents related to 
the assassination of President Kennedy will be daunting. 
However, it is an important program, and I am personally 
committed to making it work. Even in this time of diminishing

7
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resources within the Intelligence Community, I have directed the 
allocation of 15 full-time positions to expand the History Staff 
and to form the Historical Review Group that will review the JFK 
documents and other documents of historical interest.

I believe these actions attest to the seriousness of our intent 
to get these papers declassified and released, and to open what 
remains classified to outside, non-governmental review. It is 
against this background that, in response to this Committee's 
request, I cite our£echnical reservations about the mechanism 
established by the joint resolution to achieve this same result. I 
intend to address only Intelligence Community concerns; I will 
defer to the Department of Justice on any additional problems 
posed by the joint resolution.

First, vesting in an outside body the determination as to 
whether CIA materials related to the assassination can be released 
to the public is inconsistent with my statutory responsibility to 
protect intelligence sources and methods.

fl

Second, I am concerned that the joint resolution contains no 
provision requiring security clearances or secure document 
handling by the Assassination Materials Review Board or its staff.

Third, I am concerned that the joint resolution does not 
provide the Agency with the opportunity to object to the release 
of CIA information contained in dOCUClSlUS originated by

8
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Congress or the Warren Commission. Under the joint resolution, 
documents originated by these entities can be released directly by 
the Executive Director of the Assassination Materials Review 
Board without any review by the President or other Executive 
Branch agencies.

Fourth, the joint resolution provision for a 30-day period for 
agencies or departments to appeal decisions by the Executive 
Director to release information may not provide sufficient time for 
meaningful review of what could prove to be a large volume of 
material at one time.

Fifth and finally, section 6 of the joint resolution, which 
outlines the grounds for postponement of public release of a 
document, makes no provision for postponing release of 
documents that may contain Executive privilege or deliberative 
process, attorney-client, or attorney work-product information. 
While such privileges could be waived in the public interest and 
are not likely to arise with respect to factual information directly 
related to the JFK assassination, they would be unavailable under 
the joint resolution in the rare case that they might be needed.

These are^technical problems that I believe can be solved in 
ways that will, in fact, expedite the release of documents bearing 
on the assassination of President Kennedy.

9
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But, again, whatever the future course of the legislation, 
CIA is proceeding even now'to review for declassification the 
relevant documents under its control. Further, we will cooperate 
with any mechanism established by the Congress and the 
President to declassify all of this material.

10



4 May 1992
TABULATION OF PAGES IN THE OSWALb'HPRE-ASSASSINATION FILE:

Pages Date Description.

1 
4

1 
4

1 
1
1 
1
3
1 
1
1 
1
1 
1
1 
7
2
2
2
1 
1
1

1 
2

1
7 
1
9 
2

6 Mar 64 Note-slip on DECLASSIFIED version held in NARA 
30 Jan 76 CIA transmittal sheet, with NARA’s query of 15

6 Mar 64
6 Mar 64
6 Mar 64
3:L OctN : 51

1 Nov 59
2 & 4 Nov
2 Nov 59
9 Nov fl 59 -

9 Nov 59

Jan 75 on deleting #s.
DD/P transm sheet, re NARA’s holding.
Helms Memo to Rankin, describing file contents.
Copy of above, with Helms note to Rankin.

_^»State Cable from Moscow to SecState.
Redacted copy of same.
Press clipping
Notes on Oswald & Papich (FBI) query

<-^>Fon Sv Despatch, fr Moscow to Dept
/<^^6tate Cable, Moscow to SecState

“ Redacted copy of same
—^State Cable, Tokyo to SecState

N Redacted copy of same
16 Nov 59 Press clipping
26 Nov 59' Press clipping
25 May 60 Cover Memo fr Dir Hoover, FBI, to Helms
12 May 60 Attachment to above
12 May 60 FBI report, fr Dallas
25 Oct 60“'—estate (Cumming) to Helm, listing US defectorsw Redacted copy of same
3 Nov 60 “DD/P Bissell to State (Cumming)

w Redacted copy of same
18 Nov 60--- Cover Memo (internal) to DD/P, to accompany

draft reply to Cumming
undated — “Handwritten descrip of letter cited above
21 Nov 60-- Cover letter, Bissell to Cumming, on US

3
4
1

1
1 
14

1

4

1

defectors
" Declassified version of Oswald info from ff
" List of US defectors attached to Bissell letter

18 Nov 60 Memo fr Horton, acting C/CIS, to Bissell
21 Nov 60 Second copy of Bissell letter and list, above 
9 Dec 60 2 copies of redacted request to set up Oswald

201
11 Jul 61^>Fon Sv Despatch, Moscow to Dept
26 May copies of Fon Sv Despatch, Moscow to Dept13 Apr 61-^DeptState Instruction on Oswald citizenship, 

and passport (signed Rusk)
26 Jan 61—^State MemCon re Oswald 

" Redacted copy of same
13 Jul 61 Cover letter to Helms fr Hoover, plus several 

FBI reports, much of which is illegible
28 Sep 61 Short bio of Marina (redacted), for inclusion 

in Oswald 201
13 Oct 61-^-Fon Sv Despatch, Moscow to Dept, covering 

copies of four Oswald letters to Embassy Moscow
7 Dec 61 Form fr INS to DD/P, asking for any derog info 

on Oswald

SECRET
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1

5

9
2
7
3
3

2

20

20

3 Mar 62

26 Apr 62

7 Sep 62

10 Sep 63
24 Sep 63
10 Sep 63
8 Nov 63

7 Nov 63

25 Oct 63

31 Jan 64

•I

Note saying Navy message of this date is 
missing from CD 692 sent from Archives 
Collection of Navy Memo to Hoover/FBI plus 
Navy, USMC, and press items 
Hoover to Helms, plus report fr SAC/Dallas 
Redacted pages from above 
FBI field report on Oswald from Dallas 
FBI field report on Oswald from New Orleans 
FBI field report on Oswald from Dallas 
(apparently different from' above) 
Hoover to Helms, with page from New Orleans 
report 
Hoover to Helms, with a lot of bio data on 
Oswald, plus Fair-Play-for-Cuba stuff 
FBI to INS, New Orleans, with much of material 
above
Report, not really contemprary with this file, 
entitled: "Information Developed by CIA on 
the Activity of ...Oswald in Mexico City..," 
28 Sep—3 Oct 63 
Redacted copy of same
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Theoharis -- Appendix A

CIA HAS KO OBJECTION TO 
declassification and/or 
•PLEASE OF THIS DOCUMENT

MR. TOLSON:

June 14, .1966

Def nriri
•Mt. Mohr

Mr. Wick -______
Mr. Casper - 
Mr. Callahan____
Mr. Conrad ___ 

J/i Mr. Felt X 
y/7-Mr. Gale _____

y/* Mr. Rosen ■
Mr. Sullivan —— 
Mr. Tavel -

Ar,<i %
Justice Fortas returned my call of midday, 

6/13/66, late last night. I told him that I wanted to see him 
about a matter which he might consider bordered on a violation 
of judicial ethics. He was told that I had been able to discuss

Mr. Trotter _ 

Tele. Room——-t 
Miss Holmes t , 
Miss Gandy t/

matters in confidence with him on several other occasions, i. e., tns'denxins case,VBHBHHHHHHFboyfriend, and other items which 
Mr? Hoover had me handle with him, and that I therefore felt that he 
wouldn't mind if this matter was brought to his attention.

0 3 f'The Black case was then brought up and he was told that 
although he had disqualified himself, he might not desire to discuss this 
matter. Justice Fortas replied that he would be glad to not only discuss 
this matter but any other matter with me on a confidential basis at any time. 
He then asked me to have breakfast with him at 7:45 a. m. this morning.

Upon seeing the Justice in his home for breakfast, we 
preliminarily engaged in small talk and eventually got down to the meat 
of the problem. I gave him a complete rundown on the exchange of correspondence that the Director had haH’wfoTkatzenbach. He,was, told specifically 
of Katzenbach's evasive tactics in attempting to defend Bobtiy’ Kei&edy. 
I then mentioned the Black case and told him that while the Director planned 
to furnish the Attorney General specific, honest, hardhitting answers to the 
Supreme Court's questions, we nevertheless knew that Katzenbach would 
throw our answers out the window and present his own slanted version to 
the Supreme Court. Justice Fortas agreed.

Justice Fortas stated that the entire matter boiled down to a j continuing fight for the Presidency. He stated that Kennedy was of course 
* out to capture that segment of voters which in the past had belonged to
Vice President Humphrey. He mentioned that Kennedy, to a certain extent, 
had succeeded in capturing this left-wing group. He added that of course if 
facts, as possessed by the FBI concerning Kennedy's approval of wiretappingI were made known to the general public that it would serve to completely

I destroy Kennedy.
• A '

CDD:amr
(2) CONTINUED........ OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson

Justice Fortas spoke of the Black case. He stated that after 
i Solicitor General Thur good Marshall had ineptly and inadequately presented [the matter of electronic devices to the Supreme Court, the Supreme Court 
had held a confidential meeting among themselves. Although Justice Fortas 
and Justice White disqualified themselves, they still attended the meeting. 
At the meeting it was decided among the Justices that rather than remand 
the Black case to a lower court, the Supreme Court would set itself up as a 
tribunal to gather further information concerning the usage of electronic 

I devices and afterwards make a decision. The Justices, with the exception 
of Byron White, felt that if the case was immediately remanded to a lower 
court Attorney General Katzenbach would, in order to win the case, pick his 
own Judge and thereby attain victory. Justice Fortas stated that some of 
the Justices in the Supreme Court were somewhat belligerent in their attitude 
towards Kennedy and Katzenbach. He stated these men would not be "pushed 
around" regardless of the politics involved.

Justice Fortas stated that the problem at hand was to determine 
how the FBI's irrefutable evidence exposing Kennedy and the Department in 

' their clear-cut authorization for usage of microphones could be gotten to the 
Supreme Court and to the people. I showed him at this point several memo* 

. randa taken from the file, including the New York telephone memorandum 
which Kennedy had signed. He stated that there was no doubt in his mind 
but what the FBI acted in a complete, above-board and honest manner at the 
specific urging of Kennedy and the Department. He then stated that he fully 
recognized that Katzenbach would only slant any reply the FBI gave him in 
answer to the questions posed by the Supreme Court.

After some deliberation^ Justice Fortas stated that he thought 
the best thing to* do would be for him to slip in the back door and see the 
President. He stated he would tell the President all of the above facts. As 
an aside, Justice Fortas asked me if the President had been aware of the 
exchange of correspondence pertaining to the Director and the Attorney 
General. I replied that the Director in all fairness and in order to protect 
the FBI, had definitely advised Watson and the President. The Justice 
replied that this was good, however, he felt that the President would want 
to know his opinion as a result of seeing it from the Supreme Court.

He then stated that his plan of action would serve to protect 
the President and the FBI and could spell "back seat" for Katzenbach and 
Kennedy. He mentioned that he would recommend to the President that the 
President should immediately call Katzenbach in his office and tell him that

CONTINUED........ OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson

he was very greatly concerned about this entire matter and that, in order 
for honesty and justice to prevail, an arbitrator should be set up who would 
listen to all of the evidence and then furnish a complete report to the 
Supreme Court. Justice Fortas added that naturally the arbitrator would 
be someone whom the President could trust to furnish the absolute true facts.

He stated the next problem would b^to find this particular man. He said he had in mind somebody li£e'Ken Royalty former Secretary 
of the Army. He asked me what I thought of him. I told him I naturally 
had heard Mr. Royal’s name, however, Mr. Hoover would have far better 
judgment on this matter than I would. He next stated that perhaps someone like Ross' Malone’ 'former President of the American Bar Association, would 
be good in this regard. I told him that we had enjoyed very favorable 
relations with Mr. Malone. Justice Fortas then mentioned that there was 
an immediate past President of the American Bar Association, from the State 
of Virginia. I told him he probably was thinking of Lewis Powell. He stated 
this was correct. He asked me what I thought of Powell. I told him that 
Mr. Powell had generally concurred with Mr. Hoover's beliefs concerning 
crime, however, on occasions he had been somewhat naive and a little weak. 
Justice Fortas stated that he thought Royal or Malone would be the best man.

Justice Fortas told me that he would take the above action 
f immediately. He stated he was going to Jacksonville, Florida, today; however 
he would try to talk to the President prior to his departure—if not, he would 
Idiscuss this matter with the President Thursday morning, 6/16/66. I told 
him that time was growing short inasmuch as the Supreme Court wanted an 
answer almost immediately. He stated this was true and that, as a matter 
of fact, once the arbitrator was appointed all of his facts would have to be 
gathered and furnished to the Supreme Court within two weeks. He stated 
he thought this could be done.

Justice Fortas told me that he wanted to mention another

(
subject. He stated that he had already taken steps to disqualify himself in 
the Hoffa case. He mentioned that the Black, Baker and Hoffa cases would 
be continuing cases which would go on for many years. He asked me if I 
'knew of any irregularities on the part of Bobby Kennedy in connection with I the Hoffa case. I replied in the affirmative, stating that Kennedy on one 
occasion had specifically asked an FBI representative to place a microphone 
on an attorney by the name of Haggerty. I stated this action had been taken 
despite the fact that the FBI had not wanted to do this. Justice Fortas replied 
that he had felt that such might be the case and that under the circumstances

CONTINUED........OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson

rhe would sit with the rest of the Supreme Court on the Hoffa case and would 
make certain that Kennedy was exposed. He stated that he felt that the 
Supreme Court would definitely confirm the decision of the lower court in the 
Hoffa case. He mentioned that this opinion had been expressed to him by the 

t other Justices.
(f Justice Fortas nex^inquired if I had known a former BureauI {employee by the name of Courtney'Ev^hs. I told him that I did know Evans.
> ’He asked if I knew of Evans' association with Kennedy. I told him that we 
Hwere well aware x>f this relationship. I then briefed Justice Fortas completely 
I I concerning Evans. I told him of the statements made by Edward Bennett 
I Williams with respect to the fact that Kennedy planned to use Evans as his 
I "ace in the hole." I told Justice Fortas that Mr. Hoover had instructed me 
J to call Evans in and to show him approximately eight memoranda which had 
1 previously been prepared by Evans. Justice Fortas was advised that Evans 
! had been told that he had not only prepared but approved such memoranda and 
= that we demanded to know if the facts as he had given them at the time of 
• preparation were as true now as they were then. I told Justice Fortas that

I Evans had affirmed the truthfulness of these facts and had sadly indicated, 
• "Facts are facts and can't be changed." I also told Justice Fortas that we 
had specifically asked Evans if Bobby Kennedy had been furnished information 
from microphone coverage in the Black case. The Justice was advised that 
Evans had admitted that he had frequently briefed Kennedy in this regard.

11 The Justice was told that we next inquired of Evans whether or not Kennedy 
| (knew that such information came from microphone coverage and that Evans J lhad replied that there was one specific occasion in which Kennedy specifically 
: ■ could have inferred that the information could only have come from microphone 11 coverage.

ft
Justice Fortas asked if the President knew of Evans' background. 

I told him that apparently the President did not know this. It was further 
mentioned that Evans was currently employed by Katzenbach. obviously at 
the urging of Kennedy. Justice Fortas replied that ths was the worst news he 
had received since Bobby Kennedy's urging that the Viet Cong be allowed to 
sit down at the conference table. He stated that the President should definitely 
be told of this fact. He then mentioned that several members of the Supreme 
Court are well aware of the background of Evans as well as the background of 
such characters as Sheridan, Bellino, and other henchmen of Kennedy's.

CONTINUED....OVER

- 4 -
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson

At this point, I told Justice Fortas of. the memoranda in which 
the Director in 1963, at the specific request of the President, had furnished 
the President concerning Bellino, et al., and that the President had the 
following day dismissed these individuals from employment at the White 

- House. I mentioned that Kenny O'Donnell had immediately advised Bobby 
Kennedy, and Bobby Kennedy had had Ed Guthman issue a direct threat to 
us in connection with this matter. Justice Fortas stated this was typical 
of Kennedy.

Justice Fortas next made reference to the decision handed 
down by the Supreme Court yesterday in connection with confessions. He 
st ated that he sincerely hoped that the Director and the personnel of the FBI 
would pay close attention to the conclusion of the statement by Chief Justice 
(Warren wherein the Chief Justice clearly implied that the FBI was a model 
agency for all law enforcement to follow. Justice Fortas told me that he 
wanted the Director to know that following Thurgood Marshall's inept and 
stupid presentation to the Supreme Court regarding the general matter of 
confessions, he, Justice Fortas, had been instrumental in instructing 
Thurgood Marshall to specifically return to the Department and ascertain 
exactly how the FBI handled the matters of questioning of subjects, arraign
ment of subjects, confessions, etc. He stated that Marshall therefore, as a 
result of such action, had found it necessary to submit such procedures to 
the Supreme Court. He stated on this basis, Chief Justice Warren had no 

' alternative but to pat the FBI on the back.

CONTINUED........OVER
-5- '

* Justice Fortas inquired as to the Director's opinion concerning 
\ Ramsey Clark. I told him that the Director of course had enjoyed a very 
favorable friendly relationship with Justice Tom Clark for many years and 
that the Director had also enjoyed a fairly favorable relationship with Ramsey Clark, however, not anywhere near as close as the friendship with his father. 
I told the Justice that the Director had received information pointing out that 
despite the fact Ramsey Clark was known as a "Johnson man," he nevertheless 
could see no wrong in Bobby Kennedy. Justice Fortas stated that he felt. * Ramsey was a good man but young, naive and one that constantly looked down 

11 into the deep waters and could see no wrong in anyone. He stated that Ramsey ] I Clark was a "dreamer." Justice Fortas then inquired as to whether or not 
*1 there are any loyal Johnson supporters in the Department. I stated that the 
Director had mentioned on a number of occasions that perhaps the only one 
who could be declared a loyal supporter of the President's was Ed Weisl, Jr. 
The Justice expressed no surprise. He stated he thought this to be the case.
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson

At the conclusion of our discussion, the Justice reiterated 
once again the action he planned to take with the establishment of an "arbitrator." 
He stated that I should keep in touch with him on a confidential basis regarding 
this matter. He also stated that I should not hesitate in the future to get in 
touch with him concerning any problems in which the FBI's interest should be 
protected. He reminded me that the President had great faith in the Director 
and the FBI and that in many Instances we undoubtedly found ourselves in a 
position where we could not protect ourselves. He also stated that while the 
President had issued specific statements concerning wiretapping and usage of 
electronic devices, he nevertheless realized that the FBI had to have the 
advantage of such devices in order to adequately handle its responsibilities 
both in the security and criminal fields. He stated the President's only concern 
had been his opinion that there were too many electronic devices in the political 
field. He stated we of course were not guilty of such practices. He stated he 
recognized this and he also recognized that the entire hysteria concerning the 
usage of microphones and electronic devices had been brought about as a result 
of Bobby Kennedy's brash practices. He-stated he deeply resented the fact 
that Bobby Kennedy had thrown his former partner, Sheldon Cohen (Director, # 
Internal Revenue) to the wolves in connection with these matters. /

* • tv < 
ACTION: (1) Pursuant to the Director's instructions I will advise Marvin (4

Watson today of the background and current employment of 
Courtney Evans.
(2) If the Director agrees, I will advise Justice Fortas that 

the Director is of the opinion that Ross Malone would probably be the best 
man to serve as an "arbitrator."
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Theoharis -- Appendix C

SECURITY UP'^U1) » - 3

March 16, 1953

PR30MAL AMD CC3P TIAL

MgMORAMDCM PGR TSS ATTORNEY GTT^RAL

In connection with a possible unauthorized 
leak of official Government information, it is believed 
desirable to Institute a technical surveillance of 
Henry w ill iam-<3 rune wald, a prominent figure in Washington,

I therefore recoxmend that you grant authority 
to place a technical surveillance on the residence of 
Qrunewald, Apartment 6258, The Westchester, UOOO 
Cathedral Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C., telephone: 
Woodsy 7-5700, or any other residence or office space 
which ho night occupy in the future.

John Edgar Hoover 
Director

m

RECORDED - 9 ।
MAR 181953 ’ r-3 cn

ic 3 The Attorney General onPebruary 13, 1953, request ad tba^ 
we cover the activities of Gruhewald,^and asked that a § 
technical surveillance be instituted'on his residence ,x 
This memorandum is beixigf .submitted in accordance with the 
Attorney General's suggestiori»V.,}. (EHW/rh)

JO

GFCuRITY IHPCRMATICtf
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B. Nichols

of the Kean 
out that

Office Memorandum • united states government

the General Counsel 
27th. Tobin pointed 
Executive session

ALL nrPORMATIOM C08TA1MO

TESTIMONY OF HENRY GRUNEWALD 
KEAN COMMITTEE

DATli April 28* 1953

BUBJSCTt

ascer

. 2

such a reference in

Grunewald had the habit of passing 
art 1951 Grunewald had sent ties to- 

I told Tobin if he was inferring

Tobin stated-that 
out ties at Christmas and that as late 
the Director* Clyde Tolson and Guy Hotel. 
that because Grunewald sent ties ,to these three individuals they might have _ 
furnished him the information, that he ought to be pretty cautious because (J/ 
I knew pretty well what the feeling was. I told him in the first place ' 
the Director had not seen Grunewald to my certain knowledge for a long 
period of time; the 
has not appreciated

the report of Special Agen 
1951, in the investigation on

noM

Mr. Tolson

I saw John E. Tobin* 
Committee, on Monday evening, April 
on the first da Grunewald testified in 

was probably

was 
wasstated caused him the most concern because there 

dated at Jtew York on July 20*

Tobin

cc: Mr. Ladd 
Mr. Rosen

Director was not intimate with Grunewald; the Director 
the manner in which Gjunewald has thrown the Director's

RECORD -»
\Mnrym - 5G'
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■W

had ever 
file on 
Tolson 
that

Thirdly,

'name around add I had my serious doubts whether the Director 
seen the ties and I was certain the Director never reviewed the 

With reference to Mr. Tolson, I told Tobin that Mr.
was one of the most conscientious individuals in Washington and 
certainly Mr. Tolson would not engage in any such activity, 
all he had to do was -look at the record so far ar Hottel was concerned; 
that a few* years ago, Hottel was primarily responsible for leading to 
Grunewald's downfall when he was hiding out from the Senate District 
Committee.

Tobin was making quite a point about how Grunewald 
could have gotten the information. I told Tobin categorically 1 had 

. reviewed the files on the five individuals he had mentioned and that I 
j was absolutely certain Grunewald did not get any information from-the 

information on 
it would have been 

at 
him it was my

Bureau. I further told him that with reference to the 
Grunewald was a fairly good i Leator and 

a simple matter for him to find out 
with reference to the information on 
understandin

told

matter ox puwas a 
record; that one of the first things an investigator would do in the investi- 

check on his admissicfa to the Bar and 
that anybody could have gotten this. 

information to the effect that 
in the investigation He stated 

I told hixfi undoubtedly
s in the Department for many 

the Department. I asked whether

gation gli. lawyer would be to 
with the Grievance Committee; 
FurtheE I

ft

(knew
Grunewald • stated

ether he had any 
assisted Grunewald 

ssisted him.
y; thatperso 

and no doubt had friendsyears himse

-2-
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• The matter boiled down to the fact he was primarily
|| concerned about I told him .the investigative reports on
■HB*ent to the Attorney General and Vanech on November 9» 1951;
Congressman King on August 9, 1951; photostatic copies were given to 
G-2 on December 26, 1951, and that the Attorney General requested a 
summary of our files on February 28th; that a summary memo was 
furnishe^the AG under date of February 29th

I and He then inquired as to why G-2 wouldwan^tn^iniormation.
I told him I could not answer this, but would endeavor to ascertain the 
answer.

I asked him if he had any indication as to when Grunewald 
made his investigation. He stated it was shortly after the time when the 
committee first started checking on Grunewald, which would be in 
November or December, 1951.

_ I further told Tobin a reputable news source had inquired 
regarding ^^m^and^imi^ stating he had heard there were a 
couple of Communists on the staff and that the evidence was> supposed to 
be on the Director's desk. I told him obviously that was not the case 
and it would''appear that the newspaper source was merely calling us to 
let us know what was being circulated around town, but obviously we 
furnish^d/no information; that there was some indication from the source 
thathad been helping Grunewald and might be in contact
with hiclnerney.

i

I told him I would check for the reason why G-2 wanted 
the information and let him know, which is being done.

b‘7c-
-3-
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•D 
'lZ

j

In ny conversation with Tobin, he advised that there was 
information over tn the Senate atnilar to that furnished by Grunewald 

d it cane out of Senator 
told 

enator about ___
well the next tTne 
whether she recalled what nenber of

I asked hin where in the Senate 
McCarran,a Office* Inasmuch a 
the Kt ittee had told the 
and I think it night be
to entially inquire aa' to
the Connittee furnished then this infornation*

that a nenber o

It of course, aee no point tn talking to 
any further about thia natter*

- 4 -
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Director, FBI
u *7

Ladd 
Rosen

j •

The Attorney General

HENRY WILLIAMuRRNEWALD 
INFORMATION CONCfiRNING

c c Ilr

rir

May 1J,, 1951

«J UJiJS

DZ 
OH

The following Infornatlon concerning Henry William 
Grunewald was obtained by a confidential source of known *v n 
reliability on May 11, 1953*
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?, The Attorney General

Complete details concerning the information developed 
in connection with tae request of Deputy Attorney General Ragers 
will, of course, be furnished to him upon-the completion ui' the 
investigation of these natters*

NOTE:

This is a condensed version of information received from 
the Washington Field Office which has been set forth in as readable 
form as possible for the information of the Attorney General. 
It is to be noted an attempt has been made to furnish the attorney 
General with only pertinent information which appears would be of 
interest to him. *

- 2
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Theoharis -- Apendix B

(5) Bursae file 67-322 also reflects that, la April 192$, the >fhi 
conducted an Investigation oatitlnd, Ttlllaa H. Tander Pool, Bwuy W« Gruncmld, 
Application for Cnmrf Brian la officer's Beservo Corps.* It la noted that 
Tander Pool had served as an Agent of the Bsroaa of Investigation dnrlag World 
War I. At tha tlw cf iho investigation, both vara oookiMg to obtain a eon-' 
■lesion in tha united states Any. * The Bureau's Investigation reflected that 
Grunamld ms not trustworthy, posseeood a bad reputation and had boon indicted 
for violation cf the Rational Prohibition Act, although ba ana not convicted 
of thia offense. Thia information ana furnished to tha Military Xntalligmeo 
Service hy SMmoranda to tha Department dated lay i, 192?, end September IQ, 1929.

(6) Bureau filo 65-6165 reflects that at the request of Mr. St ephon 
T. Early, Secretary to the Pyesldent, the Bureau conducted an investigation in •
June and July, 1940, entitled, "Barry H. Woodring; Henry willian Grunewald, 
also known as Henry Greenwald, Froderich Wilhelm Gruneeald, and Kaari Grunomld;
Misconduct in Office, Espionage.* Mr. Bar 
received 
effect that G 
Xye and tha 
Gruaewald, on too ecca 
$4000 for Senator Rye.

Senator Gerald P. 
had told CflHH^.that 

secretary a enee^^ntho sun of 
It vaa alleged that Gronewald had intimated this money

case free Secretary of War, Barry H. Woodring and that the money ms paid in 
connection with Bar Dopartmeni negotiations. On June 25, I960, the Bcreea 
received a mmorandimi from the Military Intelligence Service reflecting that 
Mr. smith t. Brookhart had Informed that Service that he had learned through 

\j<D wi alleged employee of the"FreneMB«llsh XntolHc*—
Service la 1917-1918 that the head of Baal espionage la Washington, B. C«, was 
Froderich Til tesla Gmnomlde •1>o tnoua as Woniy .Millan ma|owML ‘WoHrtf0 nr ' 
Apartaents, -Mshiagten. >. C. It In anted that BBDnenJ l at W^fMne nas Adwe ;Z 
residing in the Westchester Apartasets and durlag WT and .0 firtlrn af * * 
Grunomld shared offices with leDonald and former Semcter Artbar *• Bebineoa, 
in the Munsey Bnlldlng, Washlagton, D. C. (1)

v (1) 65-6165-3
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson

At the conclusion of our discussion, the Justice reiterated 
once again the action he planned to take with the establishment of an "arbitrator." 
He stated that I should keep in touch with him on a confidential basis regarding 
this matter. He also stated that I should not hesitate in the future to 
touchwith him concerning any problems in which the FBI's interes 
protected. He reminded me that the President had great faith 
and the FBI and that in many Instances we undoubtedly found 
position where we could not protect ourselves. He also s 
President had issued specific statements concerning 
electronic devices, he nevertheless realized that 
advantage of such devices in order to adequately 
both in the security and criminal fields. He 
had been his opinion thatxthere were too 
field. He stated we of course were not 
recognized this and he also recognized__ ______ _________________D__
usage of microphones and electroniCzdevices had been brought about as a result 
of Bobby Kennedy's brash practices! He* stated he deeply resented the fact 
that Bobby Kennedy had thrown hrs former partner, Sheldon Cohen (Director, f Internal Revenue) to the wolvesln connection with these matters. I

A ;

tin 
ould be 

e Director 
selves in a 

ed that while the 
^tapping and usage of 

BI had to have the 
die its responsibilities 

ted the President's only conbern 
electronic devices in the political 

ty of such practices. He stated he 
t the entire hysteria concerning the

i •

ACTION: (1) Pursuant© the Director's instructions I will advise Marvii
Watson i 
Courtne

und and current employment of

07 D. DE LOACH

(2) If the Director agrees, I wilTadvise Justice Fortas that 
the Director is 6f the opinion that Ross Malone woulx^ probably be the best 
man to servezas an "arbitrator.

RESPECTFU
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•With further reference to Jfenxy TSiUlra Grunewald, 
in where we are presently lnUrestedA_X_aa_attaChin^^e*orandug. 
for ?'r. Carson fro ■*“

V~ ‘ ’For your approvel| there is attached hereto a letter 
for the attorney General's signature, to the SecnstMT^^^g
Treasury

Jtesyectfullj

P. E. Fwcrorth
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apprcodietely 
her parse la order,000 in her puree Money we o 

to furnish currency to Grunwald to peso out to the srowd.

T..c Investigation in this natter, which was closed July $,~~3940, revealed 
<that the original allegations wore apparently based on surmise and suspicion 
and not on any definite knowledge of- tho complainants. '*£Ba$ther the conditions 
alleged nor any irregularity oo tho pert of Crunewald '®r'former Secretary of 
"Bar TOodring were discovered* There was so evidence developed that Grunwald 
Bas engaged in any activity for ths Qermn gevemeent* The result of the in-

- (7) Bureau Hie 65-6165 also reflects that in Bay, 3941, the Military 
InteUIgeooe Service Advised the Bureau that information had been received by 
one of Ito Informants that Grunouald we the pay-off san for German agents in 
.the United States and we also contact Ban for various Aasrican peace and sub
versive organisations* Subsequently, the Bureau ascertained that the infccmant 
of the Military Intelligence service was 
felt that the Military Intelligence 8
formation in view of the faetthat the Bureau had previously investigated the 
ease allegations sudo However, on Hay 13, 1941, a technl <rwl sv
veillance of Grunewald ma~authoriaod and fTon JUne 4, 1941 through August 1, 
1941, such survsillanee ^as Maintained on his apartaent in the test chest er 
Apartments, 'bo definite}infoxaation ws developed, indicating that Crunewald 
had violated any specific Federal Statute. (2)

'• (8) Bureau file 65-6165 reflects that on September 15, 1942, the Oaaha 
Office of. the Bureau received a complaint from the military Intelligence Service 
that Henry Tdllian Grunewald had, on the previous evening, given $110.00 in 
currency to two Privates attached nth Service Command
while

uno
the Fontenelle Hotel in Oaaha* The two Privates were then engaged in studying 
intelligence work, and. becoming suspicious of Crunewald* a apparent generosity 
*±t.; his no d the Matter to the Quaha Office* Th indicated that

Grunwald waa interviewed by two Agents of the Omaha office on 
September 15, 1942, regarding ths natter and ho identified himself as being 
connected with the Alien property Custodian's office in Washington, D.C., by 
exhibiting travel authority 55G, signed by Jsass E* Barkhan, of the Alien 
Troperty Custodiaab Offioe in Washington, p* C* Grunwald cl«1 serf to receive 
$8000 per year as salary frets the Alien Property Custodian'S Office. He admitted 

,z3passing out money promiscuously in ths bar and stated thatjhe did not wish the 
^^AMatter reported to his superiors in Washington although be wsvdllins to 
?'•<£• furnish information about the i nd deni confidentially .^cj'^iijBujwau. Be stated

(1) 65-6165-8 , . A
S2) 65-6165-22j 65-6165 sub. J., Serial 1 to 122 •- A •’■?. >'

52
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SuhjectJENRY WILLIAM GRUNEWALD__________ ‘ _

This serial, the or iginsd. memorandum from the FBI to the 
Attorney General dated 3/16/53_______ ♦ t which was
returned to the 
authorizing FBI 
been ermanentl

Bureau signed by the Attorney General 
to conduct electronic surveillance has 
removed for retention in 

er

or details an
e 

where maintained

the 
memorandum 
See 62-115

Removed By 3*+3 Date 1/21/71*_______

Complete File and Serial Number 65-6165"12tfr
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY

14 May 1992

Note For: David Pearline, OCA

Subject: Suggested Qs & As for Hearing on JFK Assassination 
Documents

(Dave Gries suggests additional Qs and As along the following 
lines)

Q. Many of the Oswald documents transferred to the National 
Archives earlier this week were said to have been in the 
Archives previously . Is this correct ?

Ans. Yes, but most of the documents were originated by 
other agencies, and we were not aware of what those agencies 
had previously released.

Q. There appears to be little information of interest in the 
Oswald file that was released. Is this true ?

Ans. Yes this is essentially accurate. But the objective 
in transferring the file was to demonstrate our good faith 
commitment to release as many documents related to the 
assassination as possible, and as expeditiously as possible

John Pereira 
x /f6160?

OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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ROBERT GATES (director, CIA): Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman.

I'm here to provide my views on House Resolution 454-,---
the assassination materials disclosure act of 1992. I very much 
appreciate the opportunity to appear before the committee, just 
as I did before your colleagues in the Senate last Tuesday.

I can summarize my statement, I think. It is largely 
the same as the one I did earlier. Let me just say, as I have 
said, that I'm in complete agreement with the effort to 
underline the joint resolution, that is, the effort to 
declassify and make available to the public as quickly as 
possible government documents relating to the assassination of 
President Kennedy.

Further, I believe that'maximum disclosure will 
discredit the theory that CIA had anything to do with his 
murder.

I have undertaken a number of efforts at CIA to 
accelerate the declassification of historical materials, 
creating a new organization to do that. It will be classified, 
or review for declassification, all documents over 30 years old, 
and Soviet estimates up to 10 years ago.

I've asked them to take as their first priority the 
review for declassification a review of the documents relating 
to. the assassination of President Kennedy. And we have 
proceeded with that, without waiting for legislation.

And I've indicated earlier this week, we've 
declassified the first set of these records, the pre
assassination Oswald file. And these have now been transferred 
to the National Archives for release.
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It's a small fraction of what we have, but I want to 
do it right away as an earnest of our intention to move on, to 
declassify these documents and to get them before the public as 
quickly as possible.

I’ve also made publicly available this week the 
agency's new guidelines for historical review and 
declassification.

--------------------in-connecti-on with~these guidelines I have recently 
commissioned a task force to review agency procedures under the 
Freedom of Information Act. I've instructed this task force to 
ensure that our internal FOIA procedures are consistent with the 
approach that I've described for historical. declassification.- — 

Although the task force will have to explore the 
difference between current documents and those that are often 
requested under FOIA, and 30-year-old documents placed under 
historical review programs, my intention is to bring to the FOIA 
process a much more positive attitude- toward declassification 
and the release of government or CIA records. —

The chart that I've brought along with me describes 
the nature of CIA's collection of documents, about 250,000 to 
300,000 pages of material. And I don't need I think to go into 
any further detail on that.

As I indicated, only about 11 of the pre-assassination 
documents belong to CIA, and we have released those, and as I 
did earlier in the week, brought along that file simply to show 
how thin it was before that time.

It was only after the assassination that CIA 
accumulated most of the documents that it had; 33,000 pages on 
Oswald alone.

There has been some comment on the pre-assassination 
Oswald file, and how little it contained. I want to reemphasize 
that this pre-assassination material is but the first -----
installment-of all the material we will review; merely an 
earnest of our intentions.

All of the assassination-related documents we have 
will be reviewed for declassification, and we will transfer the 
declassified documents to the archives as they are completed 
without waiting for work on the entirety to be completed.

Mr. Chairman, you have asked about assassination 
materials that may be held by other intelligence community 
agencies. The FBI will describe its holdings separately, which 
I assume include both intelligence and law enforcement records.

The National Security Agency and the State 
Department's bureau of intelligence and research report after a 
preliminary search that they have identified a relatively small 
amount of material responsive to previous inquiries by the 
Warren Commission, the Church committee, and the House Select 
Committee on Assassinations.

The Defense Intelligence Agency, which did not come 
into existence until 1961, has identified no assassination 
material to date, and it anticipates that any holdings it might 
have would be minimal, because its mission at the time of the 
assassination focused on foreign military order of battle.

I've indicated in my statement for the record that CIA 
cannot release a number of documents unilaterally, because of 
limits in the privacy act, which protects the names of Americans 
against unauthorized disclosure; the sequestration of many 
documents by the House Select Committee on Assassinations; and 
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the fact that many of the documents belong to agencies other 
than CIA.

However, we've already taken steps to lift the 
sequestration, to coordinate with other agencies, and to begin 
the process of declassification.

As I indicated earlier-in the week, if necessary, and 
__ in the absence of legislation, I will ask the House of 
____ Representatives-for-a resolution-permittirrg^CIA-to-release~ the 

results, of the declassification effort on the sequestered 
documents. And I hope that we can work together, Mr. Chairman, 
to remove any obstacles that might arise in releasing the 
sequestered documents.

I also have indicated in my statement for the record 
that I assume there will be some materials that cannot be 
released, for a variety of reasons, including privacy concerns, 
or the exposure of intelligence sources and methods.

And let me again-take a moment to give an example of 
this type of material.

During the investigation by the House Select Committee 
on Assassinations, I understand that.a number of security and 
personnel files of CIA employees were requested. These files 
contained fitness reports, or performance evaluations, medical 
evaluations, and credit checks on individual CIA officers.

Although irrelevant to the question of who killed 
President Kennedy, these and other personal documents ultimately 
ended up—in the sequestered collection of documents. I do not 
believe that the benefit to the public of the disclosure of this 
information outweighs the clear privacy interest of the 
individuals in keeping it confidential.

Similar privacy concerns exist with documents 
containing derogatory information on particular individuals, 
where the information is based on gossip or rumor.

Our files also contain the names of individuals who 
provided us intelligence information on a promise of 
confidentiality, and we would not release their names in breach 
of such a promise.

Where we cannot disclosure such information to the 
public, the agency will make redactions and summarize the 
information in order to ensure that the maximum amount of 
information is released while still protecting the identity of 
an agent, or the privacy of an individual.

As I told your Senate colleagues earlier in the week, 
if legislation is not passed by the Congress and signed by the 
president regarding these papers, to enhance public confidence 
and to, provide reassurance that CIA has not held back 
information relative to the assassination, I would appoint a 
panel of distinguished Americans from outside of government, 
perhaps including former jurists, to examine whatever documents 
we have redacted or kept classified.

And they would then issue an unclassified report on 
their findings.

I believe that these actions attest to the seriousness 
of our intent to get these documents declassified and released, 
and to open what remains classified to outside nongovernmental 
review.

It is against this background that I cite our few 
technical reservations about the mechanism established by the 
joint resolution to achieve this result.
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First, vesting in a body outside—in an outside body 
the determination whether CIA materials related to the 
assassination can be released to the public is inconsistent with 
my own statutory responsibility to protect intelligence sources 
and methods.

Second, I am concerned” that the joint resolution, 
contains no provision requiring security clearances or secure______
-document hdndling by^'the assassination materials review board or 
its staff. —

Third, I’m concerned that the joint resolution does 
not provide the agency with the opportunity to object to the 
release of CIA information contained-in. documents originated by. 
the Congress or the Warren Commission.'

Under the joint resolution documents originated by 
these entities can be released directly, by. the executive 
director of the assassination materials review board, without 
any review by the president or the executive branch.

Fourth, the joint resolutionTprovision for a 30-day 
period for agencies and departments to appeal decisions of the 
executive director to release information may not provide 
sufficient time for meaningful review of what could .prove to be 
a large volume of material at one time.

Fifth and finally, Section 6 of the Joint Resolution, 
which outlines the grounds for postponement of a public release 
of the documents, makes no provision for postponing release of 
documents that may contain executive privilege, dr deliberative 
process, attorney-client or attorney-work product information, 
while such privileges could be waived in the public interest, 
and in fact are not likely to arise with respect to factual 
information directly relating to the assassination, they would 
be unavailable in the joint resolution in the rare case they 
might be needed.

These are technical problems, and I believe they can 
be solved in ways that can expedite the release of .documents 
bearing on the assassination of President Kennedy. But again, 
whatever the future course of this legislation, CIA is 
proceeding even now to review for declassification the relevant 
documents under its control. And further, weiwill cooperate 
fully with any mechanism established by the Congress and the 
president- to declassify this material.

That concludes my summary of my statement, Mr. 
Chairman. 

***** 
*****
The Reuter Transcript Report 
Assassinations/hearing 
May 15, 1992 
MORE
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x x x Mr. Chairman.

REP. JOHN CONYERS JR. (D-MI): Thank you very much, 
Mr. Gates. We appreciate your statement. And I only have a 
couple of observations.

Putting them altogether, I'm interested in how much 
material has been destroyed by CIA that we may never know about? tWhy "the Lee Oswald file was opened at the CIA 14 months after '
his defection. Was Oswald in fact a Soviet spy? And was that ” \
picture in his file that was thought to be him, was that an 
error? Or was there something involved in that that you can 
shed some light on?

GATES: Well, at the risk of appearing appallingly ignorant, Mr. Chairman, I don't know the answers to any of those £ 
questions. But I will take them for the record and respond J 1
quickly to the committee. k . • J

REP. "CONYERS: Well, thank you so much.
We' re here against the background of history and the 

fact that this is the murder of the century. A president of the 
United States, sitting president. And I thought it was 
exemplary of the CIA—I never thought I'd be saying this this 
morning, either—to find out that you had permitted your 
representatives to discuss the subject matter with various think 
tanks around the city, one of which was included was the 
Institute for Policy Studies, whose cofounder is Marcus Raskin.

And I was told that there was a very candid exchange . 
about this subject matter which was the purpose of the meeting. 
Some dozen or more of your representatives were meeting with 
them.

And I think that that is a very healthy sign of the 
times. I never thought it would happen, so I never thought I'd 
say what I am saying today.- But one of the parts of that 
discussion was that Oliver Stone, the producer of the movie, has 
been parading around the country saying that you will not meet 
with him. \

And as a conciliatory member of this Congress, could I 
facilitate such an arrangement so that it would help relieve the 
confusions and the disturbances of a lot of people, since he 

5
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has, as a result of this movie, become apparently an expert on 
this subject?

GATES: Mr. Chairman, I would characterize him as a 
self-styled expert on this subject. I am no expert at all. I 
think I have moved very far in the direction of releasing these 
documents, as you indicated at the outset of the hearing. I 
-think that—the—agency—has—in-many ways set a standard ih~terms 
of its willingness to release these documents, and our 
determination to do so whether or not there is legislation.

Frankly, I find that the allegations contained in 
the—that I have been told about in the movie; I have not seen 
it—are offensive to the agency, and to the American government, 
and to a number of people who were in office at that time from 
the President of the United States on down, President Johnson on 
down.

It-is not entirely clear to me what particular purpose 
would be served by a meeting between myself and Mr. Stone.

REP. CONYERS: Can you tell me about the sympathy and 
understanding that you may have for the American people's 
confusion and differences of view about whether Lee Harvey 
Oswald was alone the sole assassin of the president?

GATES: Well, my view, and it's a very personal view, 
Mr. Chairman, is that—and I have never made a study of the 
assassination; I have not read the many books that have been 
written about it—but my personal view is that the enormity of 
the event and the sense of tragedy that the American people 
felt, and still feel, over that event, is so great that the idea 
of a single individual, a single irrational individual, 
committing an act of such enormous historical consequence is — 
enormously- difficult to--for them to accept at face value.

And in many respects, it is similar to the continuing 
controversy over the assassination of President Lincoln, as more 
than 100 years later we still read books about conspiracies and 
so on in that respect.

And by the same token, and with all due respect to his 
memory, there doesn't seem to any similar kind of controversy 
about the assassination of President McKinley.

And so I think it is the inability of a lot of people 
to accept such an irrational act with such enormous consequences 
that has contributed to this. And I think that the—one of the 
concerns that grows out of this film is not that people accept 
it at face value but rather than particularly young people who 
may not read much history and may not read the reviews and may 
not read what historians have to say that is critical about the 
movie, but come out of it with the sense that there is some fire 
in all that smoke; that he may not have it right, but there must 
have been some sort of conspiracy.

And I've had, as I indicated to you the other day, I 
had a conversation about this with a distinguished United States 
Senator who had sent some of his smartest young staff out to see 
the feoney, and they came back and the reaction was not that they 
accepted what the movie said, but their concern that their 
government had in some way been involved. And frankly it was 
that more than anything else that prompted me to decide that it 
was imperative to get these documents out and try to dispel the
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suspicions that had been created.
REP. CONYERS: Thank you very much. Mr. Schiff.
REP. STEVEN SCHIFF (R-NM)-: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
First, Director Gates; I want to thank you for 

appearing personally here. I know that you have a heavy 
schedule, and I’m sure all the members*of“the~commTttee do '
appreciate that.

I have just a few questions, but I do have a couple of 
observations on your statement. The first is, I do not know 
personally whether Mr. Oliver Stone who testified before us at 
the last hearing is a real expert on the assassination of 
President Kennedy, or as you suggested a self-styled expert.

I do know this, though. I do know that it's because 
of his movie that members of the Congress of the United States 
are discussing this matter publicly with the director of the 
CIA. And I'm quite-positive that his movie has caused all of 
that to happen today, „pnd I personally give him the credit for 
that.

Second of all, I note your observation that there is 
not a lingering conspiracy theory involving the assassination of 
President McKinley. To your knowledge, anywhere in the 
government, your agency or elsewhere, are there any documents or 
information which for any reason are not being released with 
respect to the assassination of President McKinley?

GATES: Well, I can't speak to that from direct 
knowledge, Mr. Schiff. But I will say that since it predated 
CIA's formation by 47 years, I imagine not.

REP. SCHIFF: Well, you see, I think that's-the ---
central point here, is that there is—I'm not sure we'll ever 
resolve all the questions about the assassination of President 
Kennedy. You are correct that we have not resolved all the 
questions about the assassination of President Lincoln. On 
national TV I saw a program recently suggesting that John Wilkes 
Booth did not actually die as suggested, and gave, reasons for 
that.

But the difference between the assassination of 
President Kennedy and these prior terrible assassinations in our 
country' s history is, this is the one situation where the 
government, for whatever reason, and»for whatever circumstances, 
still holds information which it considers to be confidential.

And that's the root of this controversy now, and 
that's the root of this hearing, I think.

And I made a note of items that you as director of the 
CIA would consider to be still—to still warrant confidentiality 
today. ’And I made notes of three. If there were more, I 
apologize that I missed them. I'm not talking about the 
procedures, which you made observations about, and which I think 
you'll find the committee willing to discuss with the executive 
branch.

But three classifications of records. The first is 
personnel records involving, I gather, government agents, 
perhaps CIA agents, fitness reports and credit reports, first of 
all.

Second of all, the privacy issue because government
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files often accrue totally unsubstantiated information which can 
be fairly characterized as gossip, but which do get into the 
files when a total investigation is done; and third, where we've 
made a specific promise of confidentiality to a particular 
informant.

Before I ask you about “those three, can I just ask, 
are there any other areas of documents that you as director _of_____

- the CIA believe- should not be released-irTterms of a generic 
category like these? _

GATES: No, I would only include in the protection of 
sources also the protection of intelligence methods. But I 
think you've captured it.

REP. SCHIFF: Let me just go back on each of these 
briefly.

On protection of personnel records, why would those 
have gotten—I understand what you're talking about. I think we 
all do matters where thgre is internal monitoring of your own 
agents, which I understand is a necessity at times, why would 
those records have gotten into the assassination records on 
President Kennedy? Why are they mixed in there, do you know?

GATES: I don't really know, Mr. Schiff. I think, as 
I understand it, from the materials that were prepared for me, a 
great deal of documents were swept-up in the material that is 
kept, and as my statement indicates, I don't think I read this 
part of it: These files contain everything from the most- 
mundane newspaper articles, which are obviously not classified, 
or shouldn't be, to the most sensitive intelligence sources.

And so I think it's just a hodgepodge. As I also 
indicated, part of the problem that we have in going through —....
these documents-is that they are’hot indexed; they are not 
catalogued; and they really have no organization to them.

So when I started asking some months ago what was in 
the documents, what did we have, it actually took quite some 
time even to perform a survey to get some kind of idea of - what 
kinds of records were in there. -

But I assume that these kinds of-things were just 
swept up with a lot of other material. ***** 

*****
The Reuter Transcript Report •• 
Assassinations/hearing (first add) 
May 15, 1992 
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xxx other material, tf
REP. SCHIFF: Well, let me go on to one of the other 

categories, and that is, where the government has given a 
promise of confidentiality, the government ought to keep that. 
Can' t the information be released without revealing the 
informant? Because I think it's the information that is desired 
here, not necessarily the-identity of who provided it.

GATES: My own view, Mr. Schiff, is that that should 
be the case in almost every instance.

REP. SCHIFF: Finally with respect to intelligence 
methods, I understand that there's a national security point — 
there. But we are also talking about 30 years ago, 
approximately.

Are our intelligence-gathering methods so unchanged in 
30 years that you believe that revealing how agencies gather and 
collect and evaluation information would present a national 
security risk today if revealed?

GATES: Well, first of all, if an intelligence method 
is no longer in use, then I think it no longer—and there's 
little prospect of it ever being used again, I see no reason to 
protect it. ,,

I think here again, though, that the focus should be 
on the information provided by these sources and methods, rather 
than the identification of the sources and methods themselves.

The only reason I would seek to protect them is in 
those instances in which those techniques are still being used, 
or we think there is a good chance they will be used again.

With respect to sources, I think that we have a much 
longer standing commitment to protect them. But again, I'm 
prepared, either under the legislation, through the board that 
would be established, or in the absence of legislation, through 
an outside panel, to let people who are not in the intelligence 
business review any of that material that we had held back to 
see that we had justifiable reasons for doing so.

REP. SCHIFF: So your overall position, Director
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Gates, is that everything that can be released should be 
released?

GATES: Absolutely, Mr. Schiff.
REP. SCHIFF: Thank you very much. I yield back. Mr.

Chairman. _ _______________ ,
REP. CONYERS: Thank you, Mr. Schiff.
The chair recognizes Mr. Thornton.

REP. RAY THORNTON (D-AR): Thank you very much, Mr. 
Chairman.

And thank you, Director Gates, for a very forthcoming 
and positive testimony before this committee. _I think that it 
is important to emphasize that we share an-interest in 
disclosing all of the information related to the substance of 
this without jeopardizing the capacity of your agency to conduct 
its business. „

And in fact, Section 6 of the proposed resolution says 
that disclosure to the general public of assassination material 
or particular information in assassination material may be 
postponed if its release would—and there's a whole list—but 
among that list is, if an intelligence source or method which is 
currently utilized or reasonably expected to be utilized by the 
United States government is involved.

And Director Gates, I believe that you're telling us, 
and I want to ask you directly, that if the standards that are 
contained in this resolution were adopted, and the CIA's records 
as you have suggested they should be, were released, with those 
safeguards, do you believe that any sensitive sources or methods 
would be revealed or compromise by the information which is —
released? ---

GATES: I think that the provisions that provide for 
the protection of spurces and methods and that allow us 
ultimately the president to have the final say would provide 
adequate safeguards.

REP. THORNTON: The protections in the bill for 
intelligence-related information then are sufficient?

GATES: Yes, sir. I've'indicated in my testimony we 
would ask the Congress to consider I think two additional 
categories of information. I mentioned executive privilege, or 
deliberative process. Attorney-client kinds of information.

Again, we think that there would be very little 
information that would be withheld under those circumstances, 
but without mentioning it, that recourse would be denied.

The second is, I think it would be useful to pick up 
on the same protection that the Congress has granted in separate 
legislation in terms of not revealing the names of covert 
employees of U.S. intelligence agencies.

REP. THORNTON: I appreciate those suggestions. But 
in summary the release of the CIA records in accordance with the 
general outline contained in this resolution would not damage 
any current CIA operations; is that correct?

IO
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GATES: No, sir, not in keeping with those safeguards.
REP. THORNTON: I know. Director Gates, that you’ve 

recently released, as you told us, some .materials regarding 
Oswald. Can you make a commitment here to promptly release all 
of the files about the CIA's operations against Fidel-Castro in 

__ the__la.te_.' 50s- and-early -'-60s?------------------------------------------
GATES: We certainly—the files concerning Operation 

Mongoose, AMLash (phonetic), and so on, are included in the 
documents that will be reviewed in the—

REP. THORNTON: That was my specific followup question 
as to whether those files would be included in the material.

GATES: Yes, sir.

REP. THORNTON: I want to thank you again for your 
-testimony. Like you I “have not seen the movie, and that is not 
the basis of my concern. The basis of my concern is to make 
sure that all of the information that is in government 
possession relating to this assassination be released. Because 
in addition to the movie, I believe there are some inferences 
drawn by the House committee on investigations, and by the 
Garrison jury, that while no showing of a government conspiracy-/- 
that there were allusions to the possibility of an external 
conspiracy, and whatever may have existed needs to be dispelled 
by having the light of full disclosure shown upon the events of 
that time.

Would you agree with that, sir?
GATES: I agree, with that totally, Mr. Thornton. "

REP. THORNTON: Thank you. I yield back the balance 
of my time.

REP. CONYERS: Thank you very much,. Mr. Thornton. 
The chair recognizes Ms. Mink.
REP. PATSY T. MINK (D-HI): Thank you very much, Mr. 

Chairman. I too want to commend the forthright position that 
you've taken as the head of the CIA ip. initiating steps to 
release important documents that will contribute to the better 
understanding of the public at large as to what exactly 
happened.

I also agree with my colleagues that while the 
conclusions and inferences that were part of Oliver Stone's 
movie are under question, and perhaps totally negated by your 
agency, they are nevertheless, the basis for the renewed 
attention and concern as to exactly what happened on that day.

And therefore, it seems to me appropriate that the 
chair of this committee asked you to direct your attention to 
the content of that movie, because what we need now is an 
informed basis upon which to look at it.

I happen to have seen it, unlike some of my 
colleagues. And there are a number of very troublesome 
questions that the movie raises, and I am in no position to
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evaluate it, as most of the people in the country. And 
therefore, the disclosure of these documents are extremely 
important. 

Looking at your testimony, Mr. Gates, I notice that 
you indicate that some of the documents- which are relevant to 
this inquiry cannot be released by the CIA because they are in 
fact documents which belong to other agencies.

----------------Would-you-comment-on -that-and-clarify“that"-partlcuXar” 
statement in your testimony? 

GATES: Yes, ma'am. In the course of the post 
assassination investigations, a great deal of information was 
shared among the agencies. For example, in the 17 boxes of 
Oswald records that we have, approximately 40 percent of those 
documents originated with the FBI, and were simply made 
available for information to"CIA.

About 20 percent originated with the state Department 
or other agencies, immigration and naturalization and so on.

Under thg third-agency rule, it is our—obligation to 
leave it to those agencies to declassify their own documents. We 
cannot do that, and by the same token, they exercise the same 
practice with us.

REP. MINK: Now, would the legislation that we are 
considering now make it possible for your agency, as the 
custodian of records that you have been given by other agencies, 
be included in your own disclosure? Can we make that possible?

GATES: I don't think the legislation would do that, 
Mrs. Mink. I think that it would simply require those other 
agencies to undertake the same steps that we are in terms of 
reviewing for declassification the documents that they 
originated.-

We don't hold the record copies of those documents. We 
simply have copies of them.
Wrff, Now, in the materials that you have volunteered for
disclosure, with reference to Oswald, how much of the materials 
in your possession, therefore, had to be excluded .because they 
were documents that your agency had been provided by other 
governmental agencies?

GATES: Let me answer, and then check with my 
colleagues to make sure I got it right, in this very thin file, 
of the 34 documents, I think only 11 were originated by CIA. My 
impression is that the others had all—belong to other agencies 
had all already been declassified. That's correct.

REP. MINK: So that we have the total file with 
reference to Oswald now in the public domain?

GATES: The total file that CIA had in its possession.

REP. MINK: But you just said that all the other 
agencies have also already declassified, meaning that they are 
part of the public domain, and cannot be obtained, if not 
necessarily voluntarily released by those agencies, are now 
available public documents?
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GATES: I don't know whether that's the case or not.
Only the documents that we had from them have been released as 
part of the file we released. They may have other documents 
pre-November 22nd, 1963 that we didn't have.

REP. MINK: In other words, in reference to Oswald 
everything that you had in your possession, regardless of 
whether it belonged to other agencies; because you found them to 

j be declassified, have all been released?
GATES: That's my understanding, yes, ma'am. 

S
REP. MINK: Now, there is a’Washington Post article of 

May 14th which suggests that the materials that have been
■i disclosed with reference to Lee Harvey Oswald contain nothing
•i new. Is that your understanding also of the documents that you 
| released to the archives?

I GATES: As I indicated earlieram certainly no
1 student of this material. I do not know the answer to that 

question. ; ***** 
***** 
The Reuter Transcript Report 
Assassinations/hearing (second add) 
May 15, 1992 
MORE
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xxx that question.
REP. MINK: Does anyone in the room here from your 

agency have an answer to that question?
GATES: Some of the documents had not previously been 

released, so would have represented new information.

REP. MINK: Might we know today what exactly were new 
items that had not been released previously?

GATES: This is David Grease (phonetic). He is the 
director of our center for the study of intelligence.

DAVID GREASE (director, center for the study of 
intelligence): Mrs. Mink, some of these documents had been 
previously released. About half of those that are—originated 
at the CIA.

Among the documents of other agencies that were in our 
files, it's my understanding, but this would have .to be 
verified, that almost all of them, if not all of them, had been 
previously released.

REP. MINK: So what consisted of new information that 
the public had not already had in its'published files somewhere?

GREASE: Yes, I understand. We would have to respond 
to you separately from that. I cannot from memory tell you 
precisely which documents were new.

I do know that the new ones are not of much 
consequence. They do not contain any information that is 
particularly enlightening. But we can tell you after the 
hearing what those are.

REP. MINK: Can you explain a second, if the CIA had 
been alerted by the State Department by a cable dated October 
31st, 1959, with respect to Oswald's defection, why the CIA did 
not open a file until 14 months alter?

GATES: I don't think we have the faintest idea, Mrs.
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' ' Mink.
REP. MINK: There was no policy in effect in 1959 with 

reference to persons who publicly announced defection to the 
Soviet Union?

GATES: I just don't know.

REP. MINK: Has there been any inquiry made within the 
agency to determine that 14-month lapse?

GATES: I don't believe so.

GREASE: We did attempt to contact people who might 
have been involved at the time, and that largely failed, and in 
addition, we gained no information. We don't know.

REP. MINK: Now, I don't know the basis of this 
conclusion in the news article, but it indicates that the 
materials that were turned over to the National Archives, did 
not indicate that they were originals, unexpurgated originals, 
as the article says, that the materials turned over had been 
altered, revised, in some way by the CIA before they were 
released to the archives. Is that a true statement?

GREASE: It is not correct to say that they were 
altered or revised. Our effort was to furnish the file that we 
had. That file contained copies of original documents.
Therefore we thought it appropriate to furnish precisely what we 
had.

What might be characterized as alterations by some by 
us are redactions of the kind of material that Director Gates 
has described to you, meaning some numbers, some names, but I 
can assure you, nothing of any consequence.

These are Privacy Act considerations and things of 
that nature.

REP. MINK: Mr. Gates, one final, question: In your 
testimony you indicated that you did not support vesting in an 
outside body the determination of whether CIA materials related 
to the assassination can be released to the public, and to agree 
to that would be inconsistent with your statutory 
responsibility.

I take it, then, that you oppose the provisions in 
this bill which call for such vesting in an outside body?

GREASE: Frankly, my own view is that the provisions 
that provide that the president can have the final say, normally 
I would not shift to the president my burden for protecting 
sources and methods. But it seems to me that, given the unique 
circumstances of this case, it seems to me that that is one part 
of the bill that we could find a way to work around.

REP. MINK: Then is it not somewhat inconsistent in 
your testimony in saying that if this bill didn't pass and 
didn't become law, you would appoint a panel of distinguished 
Americans from outside the government to do the exact same 
function for your agency?

15
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GATES: No, ma'am, what I would appoint that panel to 
do is examine all the redactions that we had made, and to 
examine all of the documents that we decided could not be 
declassified, and then provide a report to the American people 
on whether or not any of those redactions or those withheld 
documents had a bearing on the assassination.

They would not make the decision to declassify.

REP. MINK: Now, would the establishment of such a 
panel of outside experts in effect also under your definition 
violate the Privacy Act?

GATES: I don't know the answer to that. I would have 
to have—I would have to have our attorneys look at it.

REP. MINK: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

REP. CODERS: Thank you very much, Mrs. Mink. You've 
touched on some very important areas.

There are just two related considerations that I'd 
like to bring to your attention, Director Gates. One is in the 
Freedom of Information Act, where electronic data is a 
discretionary matter with the agency, and we would like you to 
review the problem with the release of CIA electronic data of 
previously released requests. It's a technical point, but I 
bring it to your attention for your future consideration.

And finally, with regard to the Castro records, and 
AMLash and Gilverto Lopez (phonetic), it is my hope that you 
will elevate those as high, up on your agenda for reconsideration z 
for release as soon as appropriate. There are a number of 
members in the Congress that have asked me to bring this matter 
to your attention as well.- — -

GATES: I think we can do that, Mr. Chairman. I
REP. 'CONYERS: Thank you very much. And on behalf of 

the committee, we deeply appreciate your appearance before us 
today.

GATES: Thank you, sir.
END GATES TESTIMONY ***** 
*****
The Reuter Transcript Report
Assassinations/hearing (third and final add)
May 15, 1992
REUTER
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Assassination Records Review Board 
600 E Street NW • 2nd Floor • Washington, DC 20530 

(202} 724-0088 • Fax: (202} 724-0457

CIA HAS MO OBJECTION TO 
DECLASS IFiCATION AND/OR 
RELEASE OF C'iA INFORMATION 
nN I HIS DOC*.JMENI

The Honorable Dan Burton
Chairman
Committee on Government Reform and Oversight
2185 Raybum House Office Building
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman: •

This letter is the Assassination Records Review Board's sixth monthly progress report, 
as required by the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight report on H.R. 
1553 (now P.L. 105-25), that extended the authorization of the Review Board until 
September 30,1998.

At the January 22 closed meeting, the Board processed for public release approximately 
3,600 FBI records, 1,000 CIA records, and 350 records from other agencies. The nearly 
5,000 records processed by the Board is its highest total for a single meeting. In 
addition, the Review Board recently released approximately 600 pages of military 
records regarding U.S. policy toward Cuba from 1962-63.- Additional military records 
related to U.S. policy toward Cuba in the early 1960‘s will be ready for public release in 
the coming months.

The 710 records that the CIA made available for Review Board action at the January 
meeting is the highest monthly number of records released to date. In addition, a total 
of 289 HSCA documents with CIA equities were opened in full pursuant to discussions 
with the CLA. Although the Review Board believes that the pace must continue to 
increase, the momentum is unquestionably in the right direction. The CIA also has 
advised us that it has added additional reviewers and indexers, which we believe 
should help it process more records during the upcoming months. We now are 
conducting weekly meetings with CIA for the purpose of evaluating the pace of the 
review process. Ilie CIA also has increased its progress in responding to our requests 
for additional information and records. The requests that we had identified as priorities 
have now been answered either in whole or in part and the CIA has shown an increased

Board Members: John R. Tunheim, Chair • Henry F. Graff • Kermit L. Hall • William L. Joyce • Anna K. Nelson 

Executive Director; T. Jeremy Gunn • Deputy Director: Thomas E. Samoluk
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willingness to respond to follow-up requests more quickly. While there are a 
significant number of requests outstanding, the increased responsiveness of the CIA 
bodes well for file completion of these requests in a timely manner.

Since our December report, the Board's FBI team has reviewed an additional 20,000 
pages of records from the FBI's HSCA files. Included in these files are the names of 
individuals who have a prominent role in the history surrounding the assassination of 
President Kennedy. Although this page count is higher than last month, we have 
advised the FBI that the volume must return to earlier levels to ensure that the review is 
completed in a timely manner*

As I reported in my January 16,1998 letter to you, all of the agencies and offices to 
which you addressed letters in December have now contacted us and pledged to 
complete their work in a timely manner. In particular, recent meetings and 
communications with tire Internal Revenue Service have been fruitful and provide 
reason to believe that the IRS will fulfill its obligations under the law.

I would also like to take this opportunity to provide you with an update on the Board's 
federal compliance program. The State Department has submitted a draft final 
compliance statement and we expect that its obligations under the JFK Act will be 
completed and appropriately documented by early March. The Joints Chiefs of Staff 
has submitted its final compliance statement, and the Board has agreed that its 
compliance statement is complete. The Social Security Administration also has 
submitted its final compliance statement and has now received notification that its 
obligations under the law are fulfilled. We continue to work with the other federal 
agencies that have obligations under the JFK Act and the compliance program is 
proving to be an effective mechanism to document their progress.

Again, thank you for your continuing interest in the work of the Review Board and the 
support that you have provided in working with various federal agencies. Please do 
not hesitate to have a member of your staff contact me if you have any comments or 
questions. I can be reached at 724-0088, ext 226.
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T. Jeremy Gunn 
Executive Director and General Counsel 
Assassination Records Review Board

Prepared Statement for 
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, 

Hearing on S. 712 .. 70
' ‘I '’ ’'"' ;■ ■ ■■■ ■:

March 25,1998 ■ - 7'A

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee -1 appreciate the opportunity to 
testify on S. 712 from the perspective of a person who has labored in the 
declassification trenches for the past three and one-half years. -Although I serve as the 
Executive Director of the Assassination Records Review Board, I wish to emphasize 
that I am testifying here today not as a spokesman for the Review Board, but as an 
individual who has been involved in day-to-day interactions with numerous Federal 
agencies on issues related to declassification. The Review Board members, who were 
appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate, are Judge John R. Tunheim, 
Professor Henry F. Graff, Dean Kermit L. Hall, Dr. William L. Joyce, and Professor 
Anna Kasten Nelson. The Board members have provided the American people 
unparalleled access to information that has been held secret for more than a third of a 
century. The Review Board's official positions on matters related to declassification will 
be set forth in its Final Report to Congress and the President later this year.

I applaud the efforts of Senator Moynihan, Senator Helms, and this.Committee to_____
reduce government secrecy; One of the tragic consequences of government secrecy 
has been the widely held belief that the government has known much more about the 
assassination than it has been willing to reveal to the public. Many of the assassination 
records that we have seen could have been opened to the public years ago without any 
harm to the national security. The efforts of this Committee could go a long way to help 
alleviate the suspicion of government - some of it being justifiable suspicion - that has 
festered since the assassination of President Kennedy.

Because my experience comes principally from the field of declassification, I will 
focus my remarks on that area rather than discuss the very important issue of initial 
classification.

I. Background

Although the word “unique” is over-used, it can fairly be applied to the work and 
accomplishments of the Review Board. The Board was created by Congress in an 
effort to release the government’s still-secret files related to the assassination of 
President Kennedy. In accordance with the declassification standards articulated in 
Section 6 of the President John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 
1992, 44 U.S.C. § 2107, Pub.L. 102-526 (as amended) (“JFK Act”), the Review Board
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has opened up previously classified records from numerous agencies and departments, 
including the CIA, NSA, FBI, the Departments of State, Defense, Treasury, and Justice, 
as well as the Military Services, Secret Service, Senate and House Committees, and 
the National Security Council.

Under the JFK Act, agencies are required either to open assassination records in 
full, or to present to the Review Board proposed redactions and evidence in support of 
their proposed redactions. After receiving the agencies* evidence, the Review Board 
deliberates and makes “formal determinations” as to whether the records should be 
opened. The Board’s determinations have been overwhelmingly in favor of opening 
records. If an agency disagrees with the formal determination of the Review Board, its 
sole recourse is to appeal the Board’s decisions to the President Thus far, only one 
agency, the FBI, has appealed Board decisions. (The appeals ultimately involved 
approximately 90 records and four different issues.) After extensive briefings had been 
submitted to the President •- with each side arguing why the records should or should 
not be released — the FBI ultimately withdrew its appeals and negotiated with the 
Review Board for resolution of the issues. Without exception, every formal 
determination ultimately made by the Review Board has prevailed and records have 
been released in accordance with Board decisions. It has now been almost two years 
since an agency has appealed a decision to the President. Thus, the Board’s work has 
been a success. Although I do not consider the JFK Act to be the precise model for 
future government-wide declassification efforts, it nevertheless has provided valuable__
lessons that may be of use to you as you consider S; 712.

II. The “Four Noble Truths” of Declassification

In my opinion, any legislation that would attempt to have a significant Impact on 
the culture of secrecy must do more than articulate worthy goals and establish 
bureaucratic entities to reiterate those goals. Effective legislation must address the 
significant institutional impediments to declassification. Any conscientious effort to 
change the secrecy system should take into account what I will call the “Four Noble 
Truths” of declassification:

first, an independent entity, not the classifying agency, should be the final 
decision maker on declassification;

second, the independent declassification entity should be informed, committed, 
and skeptical;
third, in order for declassification to be successful, there must be internal 
institutional incentives to declassify information; and

fourth, the key to successful declassification is not the articulation of the
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List of Exhibits 
Statement of T. Jeremy Gunn

Exhibit A.
Cable to the Mexico City Station from CIA Headquarters, November 27,19'63.

This document was released in full after a Board vote in 1995. The second line of 
typed text includes the crypts (or cryptonyms) “RYBAT and “GPFLOOR.” These crypts 
appear in the “slug line” and they are routing and sensitivity indicators. “GPFLOOR” is 
the crypt that refers to Lee Harvey Oswald. This same crypt appears in the first line of 
the second paragraph of text. CIA originally advised that GPFLOOR could not be 
released in the slug line although it could be released in the text of the cable.

Exhibit B.
Letter to the Legal Attach^ in Paris from the Director of the FBI, October 12,1960. 
Subject: Lee Harvey Oswald * internal Security.
This document was one of several records exempted by the FBI because it contained 
foreign government Information. The stamps on the page suggest that the document 
was reviewed in 1977 and stamped exempt from declassification. This document was 
re-reviewed in 1992 and severely redacted. The Review Board, with the assistance of 
the Department of State, approached the Swiss Government and requested that it 
consent to the release of the information. In December1995, the document was 
released in full after a Board vote and with the concurrence of the Swiss Government.

Exhibit C.
Memorandum to the Secretary of Defense from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, January 31, 
1964. Subject: A Contingency Plan for a Coup in Cuba.
The Review Board located several Top Secret documents related to military 
contingency planning for a coup in Cuba. This exhibit contains one page from a 58- 
page document formerly classified Top Secret-Sensitive. The document was excluded 
from automatic declassification and was unavailable to the public in any form. It was 
systematically reviewed in October 1989 and the classification was continued. This 
document and many similar documents were opened in full at a declassification session 
In July 1997 after review by representatives of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the CIA, the 
National Security Council, and the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

Exhibit D.
(a) Vietnam January-August 1963, Foreign Relations of the United States, Vol. 3. 
pp. 265-270.
(b) Memorandum for the Record of the Eighth Secretary of Defense Conference on 
Vietnam, May 6,1963, Honolulu, Hawaii.
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in May 1963, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara met wfit military advisers in the 
eighth of a series of conferences on Vietnam in Honotata, Hawaii. Part (a) of this 
exhibit includes all of the material that had been pubfidy rafleased on the conference 
prior to Review Board action (a 6-page summary pubfehed in Foreign Relations of the 
United States) and part (b) includes the title pages of t» faff 213-page Record [of the] 
Eighth Secretary of Defense Conference from the Joint Chiefs of Staff Official File that 
has now been opened in full. Prior to Review Board action, the memorandum had been 
excluded from automatic regrading and dedassfficaffcn and coufld presumably have 
remained classified forever. A stamp on page 1 cfedoses that the document was 
systematically reviewed by JCS in May 1989. mi he ctassScaSon of Top Secret was 
continued. The document was opened in fufl at an ARFB declassification session in 
July 1997.

Exhibit E.
Monthly Operational Report 1 -30 September from tie ChieS of Station, Mexico City to 
Chief KURIOT, October 18,1963.
The CIA typically is reluctant to release information regarding technical surveillance. 
This document is a CIA monthly operational report for Mexico Qty for September 1963, 
a period that includes Lee Harvey Oswakfs arrival h the Medcan capital. The attached 
form discloses that this document was reviewed in 1993 and postponed in its entirety. 
It was opened in full In 1995 after a Board vote. ------ - ---------

I 

Exhibit F.
NSA SIGINT product report, November 26,1963.

The Review Board has had some success in refeasfog NSA records. This document, 
discloses NSA’s intercepts of communications related to Coban military alerts after the 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy. K was cngndBfy unavailable to the public 
in any form and was exempt from automatic declassification. Thss document was 
released with sanitizations by Board vote.

Exhibit G.
Memorandum to McGeorge Bundy from Gordon Chase, .kne 15, 1964. Subject: 
Assassination of Castro.

This document from the files of the National Security Council was originally classified 
“Secret” and was exempted from declassification in 1976. The NSC agreed to release 
it in full after discussions with the Review Board n 1998.
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categories of information exempt from release (although the dear articulation of 
such categories is important), but the allocation of the burden of proof to the 
party that seeks to exempt information from release.

Because these four points are Inextricably interconnected, I will discuss them in 
reference to our work and to a series of documents that are attached as exhibits to this 
testimony.

During the past four years, I have spent hundreds of hours talking with officials 
from more than a dozen agencies and reviewing memoranda that argue against the 
release of certain types of classified information. It has been my general impression 
that the officials making such arguments are intelligent, consdentlous, competent, and 
hardworking. (I also have had the general impression that they have sought to be 
cooperative with the Review Board and that they have made good-faith efforts to 
comply with the JFK Act.) One nevertheless cannot help but observe a deep-seated, 
institutional reluctance to release information - particularly on the part of those 
institutions that were created for the purposes of collecting secret information and 
preserving secrets.

In order to facilitate declassification, S. 712 requires agencies to articulate their 
reasons for initial classifications and for exemptions from declassification. For example, 
Section 4(c)(2)(A) would require the agency to “provide in writing a detailed justification 
for [an initial classification] decisions Similarly, with regarchtolhe 30-year review, 
agencies would “certi[fy] to the President at the end of such 30-year period that 
continued protection of the information from unauthorized disclosure is essential to the 
national security of the United States....” (Sect. 4(d)(2)). The talented officials who 
are hired by the agencies will be able to provide such explanations and such 
justifications. The issue from my perspective is not whether agencies are able to 
articulate such justifications, but to what extent their justifications can withstand 
scrutiny. Let me provide some examples where initial justifications for withholding 
information did not withstand scrutiny.

Illustration 1. See Exhibit A. The first illustration is a CIA cable dated November 
27,1963, that has now been released in full. As you can see, the second line of typed 
text includes the crypts (or cryptonymsj "RYBAT" and “GPFLOOR." These crypts 
appear in what is called the “slug line" and they are routing and sensitivity Indicators. 
“GPFLOOR” is the crypt that refers to Lee Harvey Oswald. This same crypt appears in 
the first line of the second paragraph of text. The CiA originally advised that GPFLOOR 
could not be released in the slug line although It could be released in the text of the 
cable. I had several discussions with agency officials as they tried to explain why 
GPFLOOR could be released in one place but not in the other. I could not understand 
their explanations. At that time I was new to the work and I did not know whether I was 
simply not bright enough or experienced enough to understand the explanation being 
offered. I again raised the question in a later meeting with several agency officials that
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covered other topics. Finally, an official said: “I don't see why it can't be released. This 
is an issue for COMMO [COMMO is the Communications Office.] Someone ask 
COMMO whether it cares.” COMMO was subsequently asked - and it had no objection 
to the release. I now infer that protecting crypts in slug lines was an ingrained agency 
habit rather than a considered judgment. The disclosure came only after incessant 
questioning by a skeptical interlocutor.

Illustration 2. During the course of our review of records from the Secret Service, 
the Board identified for the Secret Service a record it intended to open in full and the 
agency objected. The Board then advised that a copy of the record had actually been 
published in full in 1964 as an exhibit to the Warren Commission Report. The agency 
continued to object, arguing that even a subsequent release of an open document 
would again disclose matters that should be kept secret. The Board subsequently 
voted to open the record.

Illustration 3. In several FBI documents that were subject to appeal to the 
President, the FBI argued that certain types of its electronic surveillance had not 
previously been disclosed. In our opposing memoranda, we showed that Director J. 
Edgar Hoover, in open testimony to Congress, had effectively disclosed the existence 
of the electronic surveillance. Those records are now open.

Illustration 4. See Exhibit B. The Review Board was presented with a heavily 
redacted but provocative document pertaining to an FBf internal Security” inquiry into 
Lee Harvey Oswald in October 1960. The FBI declined to release the Information, 
arguing that it contained the equities of a foreign government and that the government 
had refused to release the information. The Review Board, with the assistance of the 
Department of State, thereupon approached the Swiss Government and requested that 
it consent to the release of information about the assistance that the Swiss Federal 
Police provided to the FBI to track down Oswald. The Swiss government agreed and 
the record is now open in full.

Illustration 5. See Exhibit C. The Review Board located several Top Secret 
documents related to military contingency planning for a coup in Cuba. Exhibit C 
contains one page from a 58-page document from this group that had been "excluded 
from automatic downgrading and declassification.” The Review Board staff arranged 
for a group of declassifiers from several military and other national-security entities to 
meet at the Review Board offices in a joint-declassification session. The 58 pages of 
this document, and many other records from this group, have gone from being 
completely closed to completely open.

Illustration 6. See Exhibit D. In May 1963, Secretary of Defense Robert 
McNamara met with military advisers in the eighth of a series of conferences on 
Vietnam. Exhibit D includes all of the material that had been publicly released on the 
conference prior to Review Board action (a 6-page summary published in Foreign
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Relations of the United States, 1961-63 Vol. 3) and the title page of a 213-paga Record 
[of the] Eighth Secretary of Defense Conference from the Joint Chiefs of Staff Official 
File that has now been opened in full. Prior to Review Board action, the memorandum 
had been excluded from automatic downgrading and declassification and could 
presumably have remained classified forever. A stamp on page 1 discloses that the 
document was systematically reviewed by JCS in May 1989 and the classification of 
Top Secret was continued. The document was opened in full at a declassification 
session in July 1997.

Illustration 7. See Exhibit E. Like the FBI, the CIA typically is reluctant to 
release information regarding technical surveillance. Exhibit E is a monthly operational 
report from Mexico City from September 1*30,1963, a period that includes Oswald's 
arrival in the Mexican capital. In 1993, the document was postponed in its entirety. The 
Review Board voted to open the record In its entirety.

Illustration 8. See Exhibit F. The Review Board has also had some success in 
releasing NSA records. Exhibit F Is dated November 26,1963, and discloses NSA's 
intercepts of communications related to Cuban military alerts after the assassination. It 
was originally unavailable to the public in any form and was exempt from 
declassification. After Board action, the important information has been released.

Illustration 9. See Exhibit G. Exhibit G is a National Security Council document-------
that pertains to an alleged plot to assassinate Castro. Although it was originally 
classified “Secret” and was deemed to be exempt from declassification, the NSC 
agreed to release it in full after discussions with the Board.

I trust that these examples show that agencies are initially inclined to protect . 
information that can and should be released. But the examples also show that, with a' 
little prodding by an independent entity, agencies can and will participate in a 
cooperative spirit to declassify secrets. Under the current regime, outside of the JFK 
Act, agencies have little internal or external Incentive to take an energetic approach to 
declassifying records. Agencies do not send the message to agency personnel that a 
fast track to career advancement Iles with the release of more information than is 
absolutely necessary. Agencies have the natural disinclination to release information 
that has been painstakingly acquired. Ultimately, secrecy becomes a habit and 
declassification is mired in lack of attention and inertia. There is, however, an important 
and encouraging message that comes out of the Board's experience: once agencies 
come to the understanding that they must declassify records and that there is a 
presumption that records should be opened, the agencies will cooperate in good faith 
with the requirements established by Congress.
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III. The Mechanics of Declassification

Declassification involves more than appropriate standards for the release of 
information. It also calls for the establishment of effective mechanisms to move records 
through the bureaucracy. Once again, the experience of the Review Board provides 
valuable lessons that should be of use to this Committee in considering legislation. I 
would like to draw attention to four important points involving the mechanics of 
declassification.

First, the “referral process? is one of the most significant,-government-wide 
bottlenecks to the declassification of records. Before an agency can release 
information in its records that was obtafoed from another agency, it must refer the 
record to the agency from which ft derived that information. Although this procedure is 
a sensible arrangement that promotes the valuable goal of sharing information among 
agencies, it becomes a costly and time-consuming obstacle to declassification. Very 
frequently, records become trapped in foe morass of the referral process.

The Revlev/ Board developed essentially three procedures to help expedite the 
referral process: (a) establishing jofot-decfassificatlon sessions where several agencies 
convened at the Review Board offices (or sometimes at another site) and declassified 
records; (b) hand-carrying records from one agency to another and having them 
declassified on-site; and (c) givfog agerxaes notice that unless records were reviewed 
by a certain date, the Board would simply vote to open the records without receiving the 
benefit of their input. In my opinion, any legislation designed to improve the 
declassification process must take info account this referral bottleneck by giving to the 
independent, supervising agency, the authority to set enforceable timetables.

The ability to bring agencies together, such as in the joint-declassification 
sessions, has important beneficial effects that extend beyond expediting the referral 
process. In our experience, agencies tended to lose some of their institutional 
inhibitions as they sat at a table wfth each other and discussed records openly. 
Surprisingly, agencies typically assumedthat another agency would not release 
information when the other agency was in fact willing to do so. Frequently, it Is the 
suspicion that one agency does not want to release information that inhibits other 
agencies from releasing Information. L3ce the COMMO example from Illustration 1 
above, the perception of unwillingness to open records is sometimes greater than the 
need to keep records closed.

Second, the Review Board prafitted from the power, authorized by Congress, to 
“direct a Government office to make available to the Review Board .., additional 
information, records, or testimony from individuals, which the Review Board has reason 
to believe is required to fulfill its functions and responsibilities....” JFK Act, § 
7G)(1)(C)(ii). This power enabled the Review Board to obtain information about the 
basis for classifications, the existence of records relevant to completing its mandate,
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and the circumstances surrounding the creation of records. It is important that an 
agency with supervisory responsibility over declassification have the authority to obtain 
the information it needs to accomplish its work.

Third, as with the referral process, a frequent bottleneck in the declassification 
process is the final transfer of records from the declassifying agency to the National 
Archives. An independent entity responsible for supervising this process should have 
the authority and responsibility of guaranteeing that once the declassification process is 
complete, the final step of making records available to the public is taken.

Fourth, although the start-up process is very time-consuming, it is a necessary 
prelude to more efficient and productive work. The start-up time for tie Review Board, 
as I understand is also the case for Interagency Security Classification Appeals Panel 
(ISCAP), required education not only of the Board and staff, but also of the agencies. It 
is important that any future planning of an endeavor of this nature take into account the 
initial costs and, importantly, take advantages of the lessons learned by the Review 
Board. The initial cost can be recuperated in the long run.<

When an independent agency, such as the Review Board, has the authority to 
set the agenda (by establishing timetables), sponsor joint declassification sessions, 
require the production of evidence, and ensure the prompt transfer of declassified 
records from the agencies to the National Archives, declassification can be a success. 
I strongly urge this Committee to take advantage of the momentum created by the JFK 
Act and by ISCAP, and create an authority that will be able to bring independence, 
consistency, and energy to the process of making the government more open and 
accountable to the people who have paid for it.

IV. Recommendations for Making S. 712 More Effective
With regard to S. 712,1 wish to summarize the following recommendations that 

have been offered either explicitly or implicitly in the testimony above:

First, the entity responsible for overseeing the declassification process (which, in 
the current version of the S. 712, is the National Declassification Center), must be 
genuinely independent of the agencies whose records it oversees. The Center should 
be staffed by persons who are both sensitive to the genuine secrets of the agencies, 
but who also are skeptical and demanding of proof.

Second, the independent entity should have the power to set reasonable 
timetables by which an agency must complete the declassification review (or referral 
review). The independent entity should be empowered to release information on its 
own authority if agencies do not comply with reasonable timetables. The independent 
agency should additionally be empowered to obtain information from the agencies that
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is essential for completing its work.

Third, the legislation should incorporate a statutory provision that, at a certain 
point in time, records will presumptively be opened unless the agencies are able to 
articulate specific and persuasive reasons for continued redactions. Although it would 
be sensible to provide agencies with the benefit of the doubt regarding declassification 
for an initial period (e.g., between 10 and 25 years), once this period has passed the 
presumption should shift decisively in favor of releasing the information.

Fourth, agencies should be required to do more than provide mere>“detailed 
justifications” (see, e.g., S. 712 § 4(c)(2)(A)) for classifying and refusing to declassify 
records. The written explanations must be more than "justifications,” they must be able 
to convince a skeptical reader who has sufficient information to evaluate the merits of 
the writing.

Fifth, it would be highly advisable to provide the declassification entity (the 
National Declassification Center), with the authority to make binding requests to 
agencies to search out records that may have been misplaced or misfiled.

Finalfy, there is one additional recommendation that I would make that 
presumably goes beyond the scope of today’s hearing and so I will raise It only in 
passing. I believe it would be advisable for future Executive Orders to break down the 
“sources and methods” exemption, inasmuch as it is used too casually and it covers a 
multitude of very distinct issues. To the extent that the Committee is interested, I would 
be willing to submit additional comments at a later point to develop this issue.

I would like once again to thank the Committee for taking seriously the right of 
the American people to better understand how their government functions. I would be 
pleased to answer your questions.
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before the

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS 
UNITED STATES SENATE

March 25,1998

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

-hhasnoobjectonto
ncciASSIFlCATiON 
RELEASE OF CIMNFOfeA-nON

I am very pleased to appear before you today to report on our progress in implementing
(

the recently established system for classifying, safeguarding, and declassifying 

national security information. On April 17,1995, the President issued Executive Order 

12958, entitled "Classified National Security Information." This Order took effect on 

October 14,1995, only two and one-half years ago. While still in its early stages of 

implementation, the Order clearly attempts to strike an appropriate balance.
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On the one hand, it seeks to reduce the permitted level of secrecy within our 

Government, and to make available to the American people hundreds of millions of 

pages of historically valuable documents that no longer require protection in the 

interest of national security. On the other hand, the Order enables us to safeguard the 

information that we must in order to protect our nation and our citizens.

Already, this new system has achieved some rather remarkable results:

• In the last two years, the agencies of the executive branch have declassified more 
c 

than 400 million pages of permanently valuable government records.

• Of the more than 650 million pages that the executive branch has declassified since 

1980, more than 70% of that total took place in the past three years.

• Agencies that never previously contemplated large-scale declassification, like the 

Central Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, and the National 

Reconnaissance Office, now have in place productive declassification units.

• The Interagency Security Classification Appeals Panel, a new six member panel 

representing the Secretaries of State and Defense, the Attorney General, the 

Director of Central Intelligence, the Archivist of the United States and the Assistant 

to the President for National Security Affairs, has declassified in their entirety more 

2
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than 70% of the documents that have come before it on appeal from agency 

decisions to keep those same documents classified.

• Original classification decisions, the actions most akin to new secrets, have 

decreased to historic lows.

• Anecdotally, those of us who are exposed to a wide variety of classified information 

are noting more and more situations in which information that would have been 

routinely classified in the past is now routinely unclassified, without any increased 

threat to our national security.(

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I can state with total confidence that the 

United States Government stands far in the forefront among nations in the manner, 

timing and extent to which it makes available to its citizens and the general public its 

records of governance, including its formerly classified records. In conversation after 

conversation that I have had over the years with foreign government officials, and with 

foreign students, researchers, and journalists, one visitor after another has expressed 

great admiration for the degree of openness offered by our freedom of information laws, 

and our security classification system, with its limitations on classification and its 

emphasis on declassifying information as soon as it is prudent to do so.

3
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These indicators of progress do not mean that we have all the answers about our 

security classification system or that there aren't tremendous hurdles to clear. For 

example, the implementation of the new system has been uneven among the major 

classifying agencies, and a few are only now just getting started; the costs of 

implementing the system at some agencies are higher than we anticipated; and 

resource limitations are having a clear impact on agency compliance and oversight. To «
be sure, the standards and goals established within the new Executive Order are 

unparalleled. We are not yet certain that every agency, or perhaps any agency, can f
achieve them. However, only if the targets are difficult can reaching them be 

noteworthy.

I recognize that the focus of today's hearing is the legislation before the Committee. I 

will try to answer any questions you may have concerning the similarities and 

differences between the security classification system that currently exists and the 

system that S. 712, as currently drafted, would impose. The Administration has serious 

objections to certain provisions of S. 712, particularly as they could impinge upon the 

President’s authority and flexibility to manage the classification and declassification 

programs. Legislating in this area can be perilous, given the great deference 

traditionally given to the President in the areas of national defense and foreign affairs.

4
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However, the Administration is prepared to work with the Congress to address these 

concerns and to establish an effective National Declassification Center. The 

Administration will identify the revisions that would be required to enable the 

Administration to support S. 712.

5
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Introduction

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to address your Committee on the 
subject of government secrecy.

I believe that this subject is as important as any on the Committee’s agenda 
because it goes directly to the heart of our political system. Government controls on 
information define the limits of American democracy. Limits on information mean limits 
on informed debate, limits on the ability of citizens to meaningfully communicate with 
their representatives, and on their ability to hold elected officials accountable.

At the same time, it is self-evident that some degree of secrecy is necessary in 
certain matters of national security, including the protection of advanced military 
technologies and the conduct of diplomatic and intelligence activities.

A sound government information policy is therefore one that strikes a 
responsible and appropriate balance between the imperatives of open, accountable 
government and the requirements of national security secrecy.

Such a balance is precisely what has been lacking throughout the modem era of 
cold war secrecy, leaving us today with a grotesquely distended secrecy system that 
improperly withholds unimaginable quantities of records from public access while often 
failing to protect genuine secrets.

My hope is that Congress and this Committee will take steps towards a new 
balance that corrects the failings of the past, and will enact a government information 
policy that better serves the national interest.

In the following remarks, I will first present several assertions about secrecy 
policy by way of background, and I will then draw some specific conclusion's concerning 
the Government Secrecy Act.

BACKGROUND

I would like to emphasize several points that I believe should form the foundation 
for congressional deliberation on the future of the government secrecy system.

1. Most Americans believe that government secrecy is excessive.

One might well suppose that public concern about official secrecy is limited to 
those who are most immediately affected by it, such as journalists and historians, as 
well as a small cadre of advocates and activists. But that is not the case.

Public surveys conducted for the Department of Defense in 1994 and 1996 
consistently found that a majority (55%) of Americans believe that "the government
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protects too many documents by classifying them as SECRET and TOP SECRET."1

1Not inconsistently, a majority of those surveyed also favor “a high level of 
secrecy” for technology with military applications. “Public Attitudes Towards Security 
and Counter-Espionage Matters in 1994 and 1996" by Tom W. Smith, National Opinion 
Research Center, prepared for the Department of Defense Personnel Security 
Research Center, November 1996. <http://www.fas.org/sgp/othergov/perssur2.html>.

2Remarks by Roslyn A. Mazer, Chair, Interagency Security Classification 
Appeals Panel, before the DoD Historical Records Declassification Advisory Panel, 
March 6, 1998, emphasis added, <http://www.fas.org/sgp/advisory/iscap0398.html>.

In other words, concern about excessive government secrecy is not simply'the 
province of “special interest” groups; it is shared throughout the general public. 
Reducing government secrecy truly is a matter of “public interest."

Much of this public concern is latent and diffuse, but it crystallizes time and 
again around specific issues— the JFK assassination, POW/MIAs in Southeast Asia, 
UFOs, Nazi war crimes, human rights violations in Latin America, and so forth.

2. Excessive classification is a fact. But independent review can overcome it

Even if the majority of Americans believe that government secrecy is excessive, 
they could conceivably be mistaken. But they are not mistaken. It is demonstrably true 
that government agencies classify too much and fail to declassify information that no 
longer warrants protection.

This problem is illustrated with particular clarity by the fact that agency refusals 
to declassify records are frequently overturned—within the executive branch itself- by 
the Interagency Security Classification Appeals Panel (ISCAP), which receives appeals 
from members of the public for documents that agencies have refused to declassify

Deputy Assistant Attorney General Roslyn A. Mazer, who was appointed by 
President Clinton to chair the ISCAP, reported recently on the latest activities of her 
Panel, which includes representatives of the Departments of Justice, State, Defense, 
CIA, NSC and the National Archives:

We have taken final votes on appeals for declassification of more than 70 
documents on a wide variety of subjects. Of these, we have voted to declassify 
more than 70 percent of them in their entirety, while declassifying significant 
segments of most of the remainder. This is significant in my view because, in 
each instance, we are voting to overturn an agency’s decision reached at its 
highest level of appeal....2

2
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The fact that agency classification policies often cannot withstand scrutiny even 
within the executive branch points to the root of the problem. The problem is not that 
classifiers are dishonest or acting in bad faith; in general, they are doing a thankless 
job the best they can.

The problem rather is the natural and often unconscious tendency of all 
bureaucracies to limit the flow of information to outsiders. As Sen. Moynihan observed, 
“The problem is that organizations within a culture of secrecy will opt for classifying as 
much as possible, and for as long as possible."3 If they go unchecked, agencies will 
hoard information beyond all reason, which is how we got to where we are today.

3Report of the Commission on Protecting and Reducing Government Secrecy 
(“Commission Report”), 1997, Chairman’s Foreword, page xxxix. Available in 
searchable “html” format at <http://www.fas.org/sgp/library/moynihan/index.html>.

’’"Subjecting the protection of national security information to statutorily-required 
standards or procedures would raise constitutional concerns to the extent that it would 
limit the President’s ability to discharge a core constitutional responsibility as he sees 
fit.” Memorandum from the Deputy Attorney General on the Government Secrecy Act of 
1997, September 15, 1997.

Fortunately, Ms. Mazer’s remarks also reveal a solution to this unavoidable 
problem, and that is independent review of agency classification decisions. The record 
of the ISCAP demonstrates that unnecessary classification can be reduced or 
eliminated when contested classification actions are reviewed by “outsiders” who share 
the agency’s commitment to national security, but who do not'share its Weberian 
tendencies toward bureaucratic secrecy.

Only such independent reviewers are capable of separating the national security 
wheat from the bureaucratic chaff. I believe that this is a crucial principle which should 
inform Congressional action in this area.

3. Congress is free to legislate on secrecy policy.

The Justice Department “strongly opposes a statutory framework for the 
safeguarding of national security information," arguing in effect not only that the 
President has the authority to set and implement classification policies, but that he has 
exclusive authority to do so.4

The Committee should recognize that this is a natural and predictable response 
from the executive branch, which seeks to preserve its prerogatives and to maximize its 
own freedom of action. But I believe the Justice Department overstates its case.

3
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There is no question that Congress has the right and, I would say, the obligation 
to legislate in this area, particularly since the executive branch has failed to manage 
the secrecy system in a way that best serves the national interest. As Harold Relyea of 
the Congressional Research Service has pointed out:

Pursuant to its constitutional authority “To make Rules for the Government and 
Regulation of the land and naval forces" (Article I, Section 8, clause 14), as well 
as the “necessary and proper” clause (Article I, Section 8, clause 18), Congress 
has long established rules, regulations, and procedures of general effect for the 
government and the armed services.... These clauses would appear to empower - 
Congress with authority to legislate policy and procedure comparable to that 
prescribed by presidential executive order to effect security classification.5

Statement by Harold C. Relyea, Congressional Research Service, before the 
House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence hearing on “A Statutory Basis for 
Classifying Information,” March 16,1994, page 48ff.

6410 U.S. at 83 (1973). See Testimony of Kate Martin, Director, Center for 
National Security Studies, before the House Permanent Select Committee on 
Intelligence hearing on “A Statutory Basis for Classifying Information,” March 16,1994, 
page 66ff, for further elaboration of related Court rulings, and her conclusion that “the 
only possible constitutional limitation would be that the Congress could not order 
disclosure of advice given to the President that would constitute a state secret.”

The right of Congress to enact secrecy-related legislation has also been clearly 
recognized by the Supreme Court. Prior to the 1974 amendments to the Freedom of 
Information Act, the Court held in EPA v. Mink, 410 U.S. 73 (1973) that Congress had 
not intended for the courts to examine the propriety of classification decisions or 
procedures. But, as Kate Martin of the Center for National Security Studies has noted, 
the Court also foupd that:

Congress could certainly have provided that the Executive Branch adopt new 
procedures or it could have established its own procedures- subject only to 
whatever limitations the Executive privilege may be held to impose upon such 
congressional ordering.6

And of course Congress has enacted legislation dictating classification policy on 
numerous occasions, including the statutory classification framework of the Atomic 
Energy Act and the National Security Act, in which Congress (not the President) 
assigned the Director of Central Intelligence the responsibility for protecting 
intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure. .

Furthermore, Congress has also successfully enacted statutes requiring

4
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disclosure of certain classified information, including the JFK Assassination Records, 
Collection Act (P.L. 102-526) and legislation concerning the State Department’s . 
Foreign Relations of the United States series (P.L. 102-138). In addition, Congress has 
granted itself the authority to declassify any information in its possession.7

7See Senate Resolution 400, section 8.
8<http://www.fas.org/sgp/congress/s1220.html>.
9<http://www.fas.org/sgp/congress/s1232.html>.
10<http://www.fas.org/sgp/congress/s1379.html>.
111996 ISOO Report to the President <http://www.fas.org/sgp/isoo/isoo96.html>.

Today, several more bills mandating declassification are pending before 
Congress, including: S. 1220, "The Human Rights Information Act"8; S. 1232, a bill to 
declassify the private journal of Dr. Glenn Seaborg9; and S. 1379, "The Nazi War 
Crimes Disclosure Act."10 Each of these bills was introduced because the public had 
no choice but to turn to Congress in order to correct the failings of executive branch 
classification and declassification policies. If the Justice Department position were to 
be taken at face value, all of these bills— as well as the Freedom of Information Act 
itself— would be unconstitutional, and executive branch officials would have completely 
unchecked power to withhold whatever information they chose.

1
In short, while the executive branch is entitled to advise Congress to stay out of 

national security information policy, Congress must be guided by the larger national 
interest and has every right to reject that advice, as it has in the past.

t
4. The secrecyjsystem is not as bad as it could be.

A statutory secrecy system should be conceived as a means, not an end in itself. 
In considering legislative changes to secrecy policy, Congress should aim to fix what 
needs fixing, but also to preserve what warrants preserving.

In particular, the Committee should recognize the changes that were 
inaugurated with President Clinton’s executive order 12958, and which have already 
produced some impressive results.

Most important, from my point of view, is the order’s automatic declassification 
provision (section 3.4) which requires the declassification of most historically valuable 
25 year old documents by April 2000. This provision has generated an unprecedented 
surge in declassification, reported at nearly 200 million pages in FY1996 alone.11
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So Congress need not and should not consider classification policy in a vacuum. 
It must start with the reality of classification policy as it is today and “first, do no harm.” 
Legislative changes to the classification system should begin by affirming what is* 
positive in current policy— and then building on it.

THE GOVERNMENT SECRECY ACT OF 1997

The Government Secrecy Act contains a number of important provisions which 
are derived from the two-year investigation of the Commission on Protecting and 
Reducing Government Secrecy. The Act’s two most positive innovations— a “balancing 
test” and a National Declassification Center- are also the ones that have elicited the 
strongest opposition from the executive branch. I will comment briefly on each of 
these, and suggest one other area for Committee consideration.

•
1. The balancing test and judicial review.

Section 4(c)( 1) of the Act would require officials to weigh or “balance” the 
potential benefit from 'disclosure against the need for protection in making classification 
and declassification decisions, and further dictates that if there is significant doubt 
about the need to ‘classify the information, it shall not be classified.

From the perspective of a non-governmental consumer of government 
information, this is the Act’s single most important provision.

In the abstract, the idea of “balancing" is unexceptionable and is almost built into 
the practice of classification. Executive order 12958 includes a discretionary balancing 
test for declassification (sect. 3.2b) as well as a “significant doubt” standard (sect. 1.2b) 
for classification. (Interestingly, the CIA promulgated a balancing test during the Carter 
Administration which remains in effect today [32 C.F.R. 1902.13(c)].)

This provision of the Act has drawn agency opposition not because of its 
balancing requirement perse, but because it would allow judicial review of agency 
balancing decisions under the Freedom of Information Act. The idea that courts would 
presume to “second guess” agency classification decisions is profoundly unwelcome to 
classifiers, who warn of disastrous consequences if their judgment is questioned.

This warning is self-serving and needs to be taken with large grains of salt. 
Similar concerns contributed to President Ford’s decision to veto the 1974 amendments 
to the Freedom of Information Act, which allowed judges to determine whether 
information had been “properly” classified.12 Fortunately, Congress overrode that veto 
and it turned out that the opponents’ fears were not realized.

12See President Ford’s veto message at 120 Congressional Record H36243-4.

6
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To the contrary, judicial review has been a potent factor in making the FOIA as 
useful a tool of democracy as it is. Indeed, it has been persuasively argued that the' 
courts are not sufficiently diligent in reviewing agency classification decisions.13 14

13“National Security Information Disclosure Under the FOIA: The Need for 
Effective Judicial Enforcement,” Boston College Law Review 25: 611-643 (1984).

14Commission Report, Chapter III, page 70, emphasis added.

The CIA has warned of “costly legal challenges that risk second-guessing of 
DC 1/C IA judgments.” This is a considerable exaggeration since in practice, no judge 
would reject a sworn affidavit from the DCI that certain information must be withheld. 
But at the same time, CIA classification judgments are in need of the checks and 
balances that judicial review would provide, particularly when it comes to the invocation 
of “sources and methods.” Thus, the Secrecy Commission last year found that:

the sources and methods rationale has become a vehicle for agencies to 
automatically keep information secret without engaging in the type of harm 
analysis required by executive orders as a prerequisite to keeping other kinds of 
information secret. The statutory requirement that sources and methods be 
protected thus appears at times to have been applied notin a thoughtful way but 
almost by rote.1'.4

Federal court judges will never reject a “thoughtful” or even a merely plausible 
argument about the need to protect intelligence sources and methods. But the 
possibility of judicial review will serve to discourage indefensible “rote” classification.

Dire warnings of the consequences of judicial review of classification have not 
been borne out by the last 24 years of judicial review under the FOIA, and there is no 
reason to believe that courts would suddenly become reckless now when confronted 
with a balancing test.

I would add that any suggestions of a “flood” of lawsuits resulting from this 
provision are certain to be exaggerated. For the typical FOIA requester, there are huge 
“barriers to entry” to the judicial system. Legal representation is absurdly expensive, 
and pro bono assistance is generally available only in cases of considerable national 
importance or when victory is all but assured. In the last twenty years I must have filed 
hundreds of FOIA requests, but have brought suit under the FOIA only once.

The absence of effective “checks and balances” on executive branch 
classification actions has helped to produce today’s bloated and highly arbitrary 
classification system. A balancing test that is subject to judicial review is the most

7
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appropriate solution.15

15The characteristic risks and benefits of information disclosure, and the 
mechanics of actually balancing them in practice are elucidated by Arvin S. Quist in 
Security Classification of Information, Vol. 2: Principles for Classification of Information, 
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Oak Ridge, TN, Report No. K/CG-1077/V2, April 
1993, Chaps. 5, 6. Of particular interest, Quist discusses how legal standards for 
weighing evidence that are already part of the judicial process— such as “beyond a 
reasonable doubt,” “clear and convincing evidence,” and “preponderance of the 
evidence"- could be used in balancing and in any subsequent review (pp. 61-69).

16Commission Report, Chapter 2, page 42.

2. A National Declassification Center

The proposed National Declassification Center is a response to the fragmented 
quality of declassification policy, and to the inadequacy of executive branch oversight, 
which the Secrecy Commission described as “the critical missing link.”16

As currently conceived, however, the Center risks becoming an extraneous 
bureaucracy that agencies are free to utilize or not, as they wish, and that has little or 
no independent authority. In order to fulfill its intended purpose, the Center should be 
assigned specific tasks and authorities. For example:

• The Center could be assigned to perform independent review and approval of all 
agency declassification guides, so as to ensure their consistency and 
compliance with the provisions of the Act and the executive order.

• The Center could be assigned to perform or to coordinate the declassification of 
all documents involving multiple agency “equities,” in order to optimize the 
efficiency 6f the declassification process.

Perhaps most important, the Center could undertake in an expanded form many 
of the oversight responsibilities now assigned to the Information Security Oversight 
Office (ISOO) and the Interagency Security Classification Appeals Panel (ISCAP).

ISOO, under Steven Garfinkel’s leadership, has a profound understanding of the 
intricacies and shortcomings of secrecy policy and, in my opinion, has generally 
demonstrated good judgment about what is appropriate and achievable and what is not. 
But ISOO’s staffing and resource levels are laughably low when compared to its 
nominal responsibilities. This disparity between resources and responsibilities sends a 
message throughout the executive branch that “we’re not going to take secrecy 
oversight seriously.”

8
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The ISCAP, meanwhile, is doing a fine job, but on a tiny scale. And it is already 
operating at full capacity, although its tasks are expected to escalate sharply in coming 
years. As ISCAP Chair Roslyn Mazer has noted,

When I consider what the next few years may hold for ISCAP, I fear that to a 
considerable extent we may become victims of our own successes— and the 
caseloads that these successes may engender. Unfortunately, ISOO [which 
also supports the ISCAP] is a very small organization that faces ever-increasing 
demands on its resources from the dramatic changes in the classification and 
declassification systems now underway.... the onus on the ISCAP’s staffing 
structure may very well prove too much to bear.17

17Remarks by Roslyn Mazer, footnote 2 above.
18Commission Report, Chapter 2, page 44.

Therefore, one straightforward “fix" that Congress might consider, at least in the 
interim, would be to significantly increase the stature and resources available to these 
two organizations so as to help fill in the “missing link" of executive branch oversight.

But whether Congress chooses to invigorate the existing oversight entities or to 
establish a new National Declassification Center, the goal should be one that has been 
clearly formulated by the Secrecy Commission:

Oversight should be the responsibility of a strong and active organization, 
independent of the agencies that classify, perhaps modeled after agency 
inspector general offices. To be truly effective, such an organization should also 
possess the means to compel agency compliance with established policies.... 
Equally critical is that such a body have adequate resources, whether through a 
budget line item or the reallocation of resources from the principal classifying 
agencies.18

3. What About the “Other” Classification System?

If the Government Secrecy Act became law, we would not just have a statutory 
secrecy system- we would have two statutory secrecy systems: one for national 
security information and one for atomic energy information, prescribed by the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954. This may be too much of a good thing.

The existence of two parallel classification systems has proven to be a 
significant obstacle to efficiency in secrecy policy, as numerous records must undergo 
separate declassification reviews under each system.

9
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Even the high-level executive branch officials who are members of the 
Interagency Security Classification Appeals Panel have been flummoxed by the . 
difficulties in coordinating the declassification of information controlled under the 
Atomic Energy Act. This is particularly absurd because, according to Ms. Mazer,

information that is similar or identical to much of what we have seen designated 
as FRD [i.e. classified under the Atomic Energy Act] has been in the public 
domain for many years, often as a result of a prior Department of Energy 
declassification review. Moreover, there appears to be no system in place to get 
this information declassified, even though the Departments involved— Energy, 
Defense, and State— acknowledge that it is innocuous.19

19Remarks by Roslyn Mazer, footnote 2 above, emphasis added.

The perpetuation of two distinct classification systems would represent a 
significant compromise of the Government Secrecy Act’s? goal of “a more stable and 
cost-effective set of policies and a more consistent application of rules and 
procedures."

Therefore, I would suggest that the Committee consider the feasibility of 
consolidating both classification systems into one.

CONCLUSION

Although the Cold War has officially been over for several years now, we still 
face the challenges of adapting the inherited structures of that era to the present day. 
Fixing the classification system is foremost among those challenges.

It is only natural that any significant changes to the status quo will be resisted by 
the bureaucratic systems that are now in place. But the Committee should have 
confidence in the traditional American mechanism of “checks and balances.”

•
By installing new checks and balances into a classification system that has long 

been allowed to function unilaterally, Congress can induce prudent changes that will 
advance the national interest in open and accountable government, while more 
efficiently protecting genuine national security information.

10
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H.R. 1553,1-YEAR EXTENSION OF AUTHORIZATION OF THE 
ASSASSINATION RECORDS REVIEW BOARD

[Page: EB76] CIA HAS NO OBJECTION TO < '
_ DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR\

RELEASE OF CIA INFORMATION.' 
HON. DAN BURTON IN THIS DOCUMENT

in the House of Representatives

THURSDAY, MAY 8,1997

• Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Speaker, today I am introducing HR. 1553, which amends the President 
John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992-Public Law 102-526—to provide 1 
additional year for the Assassination Records Review Board to complete its work. This legislation 
would extend the Review Board *s September 30,1997, termination date under current law to 
September 30,1998. HR. 1553 authorizes $1.6 million in fiscal year 1998 for this purpose. I am pleased 
that the Honorable Henry Waxman, the ranking minority member on the Committee on Government 
Reform and Oversight, and the Honorable Louis Stokes, who sponsored the 1992 Act and who chaired 
the House Select Committee on Assassinations that was established in 1976, are original cosponsors of 
HR. 1553.

• The purpose of the 1992 legislation was to publicly release records relating to the Kennedy 
assassination at the earliest possible date. The Assassination Records Review Board was set up to 
review and release the voluminous amounts of information in the Government's possession. The FBI, 
the Secret Service, the CIA. the Warren Commission, the Rockefeller Commission, the Church 
Committee in the Senate, and the House Select Committee on Assassinations have all held 
assassination records, and records have also been in the possession of certain State and local 
authorities as well as private citizens. When this legislation was considered, nearly 1 million pages of 
records compiled by official investigations of the Assassination had not been made available to the 
public, some 30 years after the tragedy. Congress believed that simply making all relevant information 
available to the public was the best way to respond to the continuing high level of interest in the 
Kennedy assassination, and was preferable to undertaking a new congressional investigation. The 1992 
law requires the Review Board to presume that documents relating to the assassination should be made 
public unless there is clear and convincing evidence to the contrary. I believe that the release of this 
information is important to ensure accountability in the Government and to clearly demonstrate to 
Americans that the Government has nothing to hide.

• Asa result of the Review Board *s efforts, over 10,000 documents have been transferred to the national 
archives and Records Administration for inclusion in the JFK collection. At the end of 1996, that
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• I support the Assassination Records Review Board *s request for a 1-year extension of its authorization 
so that it can complete its mission in a professional and thorough manner. I have always believed very 
strongly that Congress should not indefinitely continue funding for Federal entities that were clearly 
intended to be temporary in nature. The Review Board has informed me that it is confident that it will 
be able to finish its work and complete its final report if Congress will extend its life for 1 additional 
year, until September 30,1998.

AKKtJ
•Page 2

collection totaled approximately 3.1 million pages and was used extensively by researchers from all over
the United States. The Review Board was in the news last month when it voted to make public the
Abraham Zapruder film of the Kennedy assassination .

• The President John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992 originally provided a 
3-year timetable for the Assassination Records Review Board to complete its work. Unfortunately, 
there were lengthy delays in the appointment of Board members, and as a consequence the Review 
Board was scheduled to cease operations before it even began its work. As a result, in 1994 Congress 
restarted the clock by extending the 1992 law's termination date for 1 year, until September 30,1996. 
The Review Board subsequently exercised its authority to continue operating for 1 additional year, until 
September 30,1997. Because the review process proved to be more complex and time-consuming than 
anticipated, the President included in his fiscal year 1998 budget a request for a 1-year extension of the 
Review Board's authorization.
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I aa a professor of history at Marquette University, specializing 
in U.o. intelligence and surveillance policy, and have published extensively 
on matters relating to the history Of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI). As a consultant in 1975 the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 
Activities (the so-called Church Committee), I researched classified and 
nonclassified records deposited at the Truman, Elsenhower, Kennedy, and 
Johnson presidential libraries and since 1978 have filed numerous Freedom 
of Information Act (FOIA) requests for FBI records.

I welcome this opportunity to testify on S.J. Kes. 282, the Assassination 
Materials Disclosure Act of 1992, and the question it raises: Should Congress 
create a special Review Board and authorize it to release or postpone the 
release of relevant Government records?

There are precedents for legislating procedures governing the release 
of "Government records relevant to the assassination of President John F. 
Kennedy," most notably the Freedom of Information Act of i960, as amended 
in 197-?, mandating the release of and stipulating the exemptions for withholding 
agency records. . The congressional response to the so-called Nixon—Sampson 
agreement of 197^ offers a further precedent. Rejecting former President 
Richard Nixon's claimed right to retain exclusive control over the records 
pertaining to his presidency, including the right to destroy the sc-called 
Oval Office tapes, Congress rescinded this agreement, created the Brownell 
Commission, and enacted the Presidential Records Act of 1978. Presidential 
records were public records, and not a president's personal property, 
Congress affirmed when defining the criteria to govern the disposition 
and release of all presidential records.

As in the case of the Nixon presidential records, there exists 
widespread public suspicion ;bout the Government's disposition of the 
Kennedy assassination records stemming from the beliefs that federal 
officials (1) have not made available all Government assassination 
records (even to the Warren Commission, Church Committee, House Assassination 
Committee) and (2) have heavily redacted the records released under FOIA 
in order to cover up sinister conspiracies. S.J. Res. 282 effectively 
addresses these concerns first by creating an impartial body, the proposed 
Executive Director and Review Board, with the authority tp review and 
if necessary subpoena all relevant records and then by establishing the 
criterion of full disclosure except in cases where "clear and convincing 
justification exists for postponing" the release of specified documents.

There is reason to believe that all relevant Government records 
pertaining to the Kennedy assassination have not been released and cannot 
be precisely identified by persons outside the executive brancn. It might 
not be the case that all such records were filed under specific names 
and programs (Oswald, Ruby, Ferrie, Fair Play for Cuba Committee, Warren 
Commission). The federal intelligence agencies, for example, had in the
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recent past instituted separate records procedures to safeguard their 
most sensitive documents. CIA files, for one, are compartmentalized to 
limit access on the "need to know" principle. As one result, when responding 
in 1975 to the Church Committee inquiry into the Agency's drug testing 
program, CIA officials advised that the relevant program file had been 
destroyed in 1973. In 197#, however, CIA officials admitted to having 
discovered among the Agency's financial records extant documents which 
provided additional information about the scope of this program. During 
the Iran-contra hearings of 1987, moreover, CIA officials, at times, 
distinguished between official and informal records while NSC official 
Oliver-North admitted to having employed a "do not log" procedure to ensure 
that his communications to his superior, John Poindexter, were not indexed 
in the NSC's central records system. Although the FBI maintains a central 
records system, FBI officials dating from 19^0 had authorized a series 
of special records procedures to ensure that sensitive records were not 
serialized or filed in the Bureau's central records system or that sensitive 
information could be withheld if a FBI report was circulated outside the 
Bureau. These included: the Do Not File procedure for memos requesting 
and authorizing "black bag jobs;" blue/pink/informal memos for "administrative" 
matters in which case; was' "to be destroyed after action is taken and not 
sent to files section;" JUNE Mail for reported information received from 
"sources illegal in nature" or from "most secretive" sources such as 
"governors, secretaries to high officials who may be discussing such 
officials and their attitude;" and administrative pages/cover letters 
for reporting "facts and. information " which could "cause embarrassment 
to the Bureau, if distribut d." Do Not File and blue/pink/informal memos 
were to be maintained in "office files" of senior FBI officials (and were 
to be destroyed every six months), JUNE Mail was to be maintained "under 
lock and key" in FBI field offices or in the Special File Room at FBI 
headquarters, while administrative pages/cover letters were to be detached 
whenever the report to which they were appended was "distributed to any 
agency outside the Bureau."

S.J. Res. 282 addresses the inability of requestors to identify all 
relevant Kennedy assassination records and how and where they might have 
been filed. Executive agencies are mandated to make available to the Review 
Board "all assassination materials" even if "uncertain if a record is 
assassination material" and the Executive Director is authorized to 
"inquire as to the existence of further records" and then recommend that 
the Review Board "subpoena such records in the event of denial." Properly 
placing the burden of ensuring the accessioning of all Kennedy assassination 
materials on agency officials who are most knowledgable about their agency's 
records practices, S.J. Res. 282 further enables the Executive Director 
and staff to identify additional records learned through a close reading 
of cross references in the "available" documents.

Section 6, moreover, addresses the companion obstacle to fun disclosure, 
the discretion which the FOIA allows federal agency officials to withhold 
categories of information when releasing FOIA-requested documents. Particularly
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during the 1980s agency officials have withheld information clearly 
relevant to an understanding of the relationship of the agencies to 
individuals identified directly orvindirectly with the Kennedy assassination. 
Administrative and legislative changes encouraged such non-disclosure—notably 
President Ronald Reagan's 1982 classification order, legislation of 1984 
totally exempting CIA "operational" files from disclosure, and legislation 
of 1986 authorizing the FBI to withhold and deny the existence of FBI 
informant files. Section 6 dovetails FOIA's exempt!ve provisions but, 
at the same time, introduces a stricter non-disclosure standard to require 
release unless "the threat to the military defense, intelligence operations 
or conduct of foreign relations of the United States posed by its disclosure 
is of such gravity that it outweighs any public interest in its disclosure."

My skepticism about agency practices in withholding documents, moreover, 
is based on my experiences as a frequent user of the FOIA. I recognize 
that this is not the proper forum for reviewing how federal agencies have 
processed FOIA requests but think the following examples shed light on 
whether the FOIA, and its provisions accepting agency discretion, can be 
expected to ensure full and reasonable disclosure.

In 1980, I filed an FOIA request for the Official and Confidential 
File of former FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover and in 198? received approximately 
6,000 heavily redacted pages of this 17»7OO page file. Exercising my right 
to appeal these withholdings, * eventually (in 1985) received approximately 
2,000 additional documents. Granted the right of a second appeal, at this 
time I offered a detailed folder by folder challenge, arguing that much 
of the withheld information was already in the public domain and further 
that since the former FBI director had maintained in his office derogatory 
information on presidents, members of Congress, and other prominent 
personalities the question of what use had been made of this information 
required its release. These arguments proved somewhat convincing and in 
1989 the FBI released approximately 15,000 pages including information 
formerly redacted in the earlier processed releases.

The enclosed Fortas document (see Appendix A) was one of the documents 
released to me in 1989, but withheld entirely both in 1983 and 1985* 
When withholding this document (and five others pertaining to the same 
matter), the FBI had originally claimed that its releases would reveal 
FBI sources and methods and violate personal privacy rights. Yet, ^ortas 
had not been acting as a FBI Criminal Informant or Security Informant 
when concerting with FBI Assistant Director Cart ha DeLoach in 1966 and 
the withheld information records Fortas's willingness to service the 
political and bureaucratic interests of President Lyndon Johnson and 
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover.

This example, because the FBI had evaluated the same document three 
times, offers insights into the cx’iteria employed to deny the release 
of records. And while the agency ultimately decided to disclose, this
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decision indirectly supports S.J. Res. 282's ’’clear and convincing" 
standard. For, my original 1980 request and receipt in 198} of the 
heavily redacted Hoover file had become known to U.S. News and World 
Report which devoted its "1984" issue of December 1983 to summarizing 
the contents of the released Hoover file. The resulting publicity heightened 
public and media interest in the heavily redacted Hoover file. By 1989* 
if not 1985* FBI officials were no longer williug to risk FOIA litigation 
challenging their claimed interpretation of the FOIA's exemptive provisions.

My second example bears indirectly on how the FBI would process a 
FOIA request for still-unreleased wiretap records first diclosed by the 
House Assassination Conmittee. The House report had disclosed that FBI 
wiretap intercepts recorded critical comments of organized crime leaders, 
notably Carlos Marcello, regarding the Kennedys. Did the Mafia put a 
"contract" out on John Kennedy? Did FBI officials purposefully -withhold 
this information from the Justice Department and the Secret Service in 
1963 and then from the Warren Commission in 1964? The answers to these 
questions would require the release of the wiretap transcripts as well 
as other FBI memos recording how the FBI dealt with these transcripts. 
My experience involving how the FBI has processed my requests for other 
FBI wiretaps suggests that any FOIA-released Kennedy documents will be 
st redacted as to preclude answers to these questions. In describing one 
of my FBI wiretap requests, let me also outline for the Committee the 
considerably broader "records universe" sought by scholars and which 
distinguish our approach from those of journalists, congressional staff, 
and lawyers.

This case of FBI wiretapping involved Henry Grunew.'.ld, a Washington, 
D.C.-based investigator with close ties to New York insurance executive ---
Henry Marsh, isolationist Republican congressmen, former New Dealer Thomas 
Corcoran, and Washington bureaucrats. FBI officials were keenly interested 
in Grunewald’o activities, confirmed by the inclusion in Hoover's office 
file of two folders containing the transcripts of two FBI wiretaps of 
Grunewald in 1941 and 1945. As in the case of the Fortas document, these 
two folders had originally been withheld in entirety on sources and methods 
and personal privacy grounds. The released 1941 wiretap transcript'- 
particularly interested me as I had learned from documents contained in 
former FBI Assistant Director D. Milton Ladd's still extent office file 
that Grunewald, as other conservative critics of the Roosevelt Administration 
became the subject of FBI "espionage" investigative interest during the 
early 1940s. The Ladd file, however, did not resolve whether this 1941 
wiretap had been known or authorized by the Attorney General or the White 
House. Accordingly, I filed a further FOIA request for the FBI's headquarters 
files on Grunewald. The released, redacted records confirmed the Roosevelt 
Administration's interest in Grunewald's activities in 1940 but (see Appendix 
B)’? either because of redactions or the Justice and Treasury Departments* 
failure to have processed an yet documents which they originated the
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wiretap authorization question cannot be resolved.

The heavily redacted GrunewaTd files further disclosed that Grunewald 
became the subject in 1953 of a third FBI wiretap. In 1952, a House 
Committee held public hearings on the subject of influence peddling that 
centered on Grunewald’s activities, among others. This inquiry proved 
embarrassing to the Truman Administration and was exploited by the Republicans 
during the 1952 presidential and congressional campaigns. In 1953, the 
new Republican-controlled House revisited this issue. Particularly interested 
in Grunewald, the so-called Kean Committee sought assistance from the 
Justice Department. The heavily redacted records (see Appendix C), however, 
preclude answers to the questions as to why concurrent with this congressional 
inquiry Attorney General Herbert Brownell had requested and authorized 
this wiretap and whether the Justice Department's assistance to the Committee 
included information learned from this wiretap. (I have only appended a 
summary of one FBI report to the Attorney General, based on this wiretap. 
The released transcripts of this 1933 wiretap, in contrast to those released 
to me Involving the 19^1 and 19^5 taps, were heavily redacted—the FBI 
withheld on personal privacy grounds the names and intercepted conversations 
of Grunewald's telephone partners, rendering the released transcripts 
virtually incomprehensible and of minimal research value.)

I have gone into detail on the Fortas and Grunewald matters as I 
think they offer insights into the processing of FOIA requests, an 
issue central to these hearings. It has been my experience that the 
"culture" of the intelligence agencies encouiages agency officials to 
interpret the FOIA exemptive provisions broadly but also that more senior 
agency officials will release even embarrassing information in those 
instances when their decisions are potentially subject to critical scrutiny. 
3he Review Board procedure promotes this needed accounts! .lity. At the 
same time, the Bot-rd's independence can undercut public suspicions that 
claimed national security or privacy justifications are a mask to preclude 
full disclosure. Surely now, thirty years after President Kennedy's 
assassination and with the end of the Cold War, we should be able to 
assure the public that relevant Kennedy assassination records are neither 
secreted nor withheld for bureaucratic reasons.

While I dovbt that the rlease of the Kennedy assassination records 
will conclusively resolve the question "who killed Kennedy," I am convinced 
that the procedures outlined in S.J. Res-. 282 will undercut suspicions that 
records documenting a government conspiracy are being purposefully withheld. 
Release of the Kennedy assassination records, moreover, will service other 
significant research interests of the scholarly community. Let me conclude 
by briefly list some of these non-assasslnation-related questions: (1) the 
liaison relationship between the FBI and the CIA before and after the 
assassination; (2) the liaison relationship between the FBI and the Secret
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Service and the background to the FBI's revised dsJimitatinn agreement 
of 1964 with the Secret Service; (3) the politics of presidential comm-i nn.^ 
(the purpose for creation, the level'of agency cooperation, and the 
responses of federal agencies, Congress, the White House, and the public 
to the Warren Commission's findings); (4) the paradox of the FBI's apparent 
disinterest in Oswald (Soviet defector and Fair Play for Cuba Committee 
activist) in contrast to the intensity of FBI interest in more respectable 
national leaders (Eleanor Roosevelt,. Adlai Stevenson, Joseph Alsop, Ernest 
Hemingway, even John Kennedy); and (5) the FBI's and the CIA's relationships 
with and uses of informants and sources recruited to provide foreign 
intelligence, counterintelligence, criminal, and "subversive activities" 
information.
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CIA HAS MO OBJECTION TO 
DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR 
RELEASE OF THIS DOCUMENT

TESTIMONY OF SENATOR DAVID L. BOREN

BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

ON THE ASSASSINATION MATERIALS DISCLOSURE ACT OF’1992

May 12, 1992

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I very much appreciate the 

opportunity to appear before this Committee to discuss with you 
Senate Joint Resolution 282, the Assassination Materials 

Disclosure Act of 1992.

The purpose of this legislation is to provide for a 

comprehensive process ultimately leading to the release of all 

materials held by the United States Government regarding the 

assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Congressman Louis 

Stokes, the distinguished former Chairman of the House Select 

Committee on Assassinations, has introduced identical legislation 

in the House of Representatives. I am particularly pleased, Mr. 

Chairman, to have you as an original cosponsor of this 

legislation.

We have had at least four substantial federal government 

investigations into the Kennedy assassination: the first 

conducted by the Warren Commission appointed by President Johnson 

in 1963; the second, by the President's Commission on CIA
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Activities — the Rockefeller commission — in 1975; the third by 
the Senate Select Committee«to Study Governmental Operations with 

Respect to Intelligence — the Church Committee — in 1975 and 

1976 as part of its investigation of CIA assassination plots 

against foreign leaders; and finally, the extensive investigation 

of-the House Assassinations Committee in 1978 and 1979.

Each of these investigations, particularly the Warren 

Commission and House Assassinations Committee investigation, 

produced long, detailed public reports concerning the Kennedy 

assassination. In addition, literally hundreds of books and 
articles have been written on the subject.

Yet still, almost 30 years later, the questions remain.

The recent release of the controversial film "JFK" has raised 

them anew, suggesting that answers may well lie in the 

assassination records and other materials that remain sealed by 

our Government. Even prior to the release of "JFK," in fact, 

there were diligent efforts made by researchers as well as 

concerned legislators to open these files for public review.

Mr. Chairman, I do not know what all of these files contain. 

Specifically, I do not know whether they contain information that 

would call into question or undermine the findings of the previous 

investigations or not.

-2-
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But it seems to me the time has come to open these files to 
the public and let them speak for themselves. Let historians and 

journalists and the people read them, and draw the appropriate 

conclusions.

' As a general principle, the Intelligence Community should 

make available its records after the passage of a reasonable 

amount of time when current sources and methods would no longer be 

compromised. The American people have a right to assure 

themselves to the greatest degree possible of the accuracy of the 

historical record of our government. The timely release of all 
documents of historic value and importance helps to assure that 

even the most secret programs of our government will be operated 

in accordance with basic American values. Current intelligence 

operations will be even more carefully conducted when it is 

recognized that they will be scrutinized by the public during the 
k 

lifetime of many of those who administered the programs.

This is not to say that all of the files should simply be 
fl 

pulled from the vaults, turned upside down and dumped onto 

Pennsylvania Avenue for general consumption. Careful review is 

required to ensure responsible public policy and fundamental 

fairness. Even after almost thirty years, there remain 

governmental interests, as well as individual privacy interests, 

that we must consider. But these concerns must not stand in the 

way of disclosure unless they ar.e shown in a given case to be 

especially compelling.

-3-
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What this Resolution proposes is a comprehensive, government

wide review of the Kennedy assassination records conducted under 

the auspices of an impartial, independent board.

It may be useful to state precisely what these records are. 

First, they encompass all of the records of the FBI, the CIA, 

Secret Service, military intelligence, and other Executive branch 

agencies which may pertain to the Kennedy assassination. They 

also include the records of the Warren commission, the Rockefeller 
commission, the Church committee, and the House Select Committee 

on Assassinations. Many of these records are now stored under 

seal at the National Archives, while many others remain in agency 

files. The Rockefeller Commission files were claimed by President 

Ford as part of his personal papers and then deeded by him to the 

Ford Presidential Library in Ann Arbor, Michigan. There may be 

other relevant records at the Kennedy and Johnson presidential 

libraries. These presidential library records are administered by 

the National Archives, and thus we envision that they would be 

subject to this Joint Resolution.

I can report to you briefly on the status of one group of 

these records — the Church committee files, which are now in the 

custody of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence. All of 

the Church committee files are housed in some 500 boxes in a 

single small room at the National Archives. There is a 

rudimentary index, but it is not always sufficiently descriptive,
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and a file-by-file review is probably necessary. My staff has 

examined some of these files, and we believe the process of 

separating out J.F.K. assassination materials — once that term is 

more precisely defined (as I will discuss in a moment)— will not 

prove especially cumbersome or time-consuming. The Kennedy 

assa-ssination investigation was only a small component of the 

Church committee's work and the investigation conducted concerned 

only the role of the intelligence community in investigating the 
assassination; it did not seek to determine who killed President 
Kennedy. In addition, many of the Church records are in fact 

copies of records originated by other agencies. However, the 

Church staff did interview numerous witnesses, both inside and 

outside of government, and the transcripts and notes of those 

interviews, among other materials originated by the Church 

committee, are an important part of the J.F.K. files. ------------

Although many government records on the J.F.K. assassination 

have previously been released by the Archives and as a result of 

Freedom of Information Act litigation, a great deal remains 

shielded from public view. Approximately twenty boxes of the 

internal files generated by.the Warren Commission are still 

sealed. Experts estimate that a much greater volume of FBI and 

CIA files remain sealed. Many pages of documents that have been 

released have been so extensively redacted that their 

informational value is minimal. The extensive files of the House 

Assassinations Committee, some 848 boxes of materials on both the 

Kennedy and King assassinations, currently are sealed until the
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year 2029. 
«

To date, these records have been withheld from the public due 

to a variety of concerns: the fear of damaging foreign relations 

and military defense, the concern for disclosing the identities of 

confidential sources or informants, and the desire to protect the 

privacy of individuals. While these concerns may yet retain some 

validity in a very few isolated cases, it seems to me that with 
the passage of time, there should remain very few objections to 
full disclosure. I believe it is time to review these records, 

not in terms of the old assumptions, but rather in light of the 

need for openness and to encourage confidence in the Government. 

We need to assure ourselves of the facts, that there is not 

information lurking somewhere in the Government that would shed 

new light on what remains perhaps the most heinous and enigmatic 

crime of this century.

The Joint Resolution would make it much harder to justify the 

continued shielding of a document from public view. It would also 
- ' ft

create a process by which many records could be promptly released. 

Any arguments made for withholding any document or portions of it 

must be weighed against the strong public interest in disclosure. 

The resolution establishes this kind of balancing test — with a 

strong presumption in favor of disclosure.

In addition, to address the. problem of heavily redacted and 

therefore meaningless documents, the Joint Resolution borrows a 
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page from the Classified Information Procedures Act, the law that 
covers the handling of secret information in criminal trials. 

Under that law, federal judges have discretion to permit 

introduction in evidence of summaries or substitutes in place of 

classified information. The Joint Resolution provides for 

creation of such summaries or substitutes where appropriate, so 

that the public can learn essential facts about the Kennedy 

assassination from a document even where references to private 
matters or crucial national security secrets would render the 

document itself mostly unreleasable at present.

In all cases, the Joint Resolution requires that the 

presumption be in favor of release. All records will be released 

unless there is clear and convincing evidence that postponing 

release is essential to a vital interest.

Now let me briefly discuss the process established by the

Joint Resolution for applying these disclosure standards.

The Joint Resolution creates a five-member panel called the 

Assassination Material Review Board. The members of this Review 

Board would be distinguished private citizens outside of 

government who have had no prior involvement with previous 

inquiries into the Kennedy assassination. This Review Board, 

aided by an executive director and staff, would play the central 

role in the release of the assassination materials. The Board 

would be required to complete its work within two years of its 
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first meeting, although it is certainly expected that it could be 
completed much more quickly^ The point is to proceed 

expeditiously, while still doing a careful job.

We faced a difficult choice in deciding who should appoint 

the- Review Board, and I am aware your Committee is looking at 

other alternatives. I am certainly amenable to this, but let me 

give you some idea of why we came out as we did. Given the 

allegations of government cover-up and the potential for perceived 

conflict of interest, allowing the President or Congress to 

appoint the Board did not seem appropriate. We settled instead on 

the special three-judge federal court division that appoints 

independent counsels for criminal investigations.

The Justice-Departmenty in an April 27, 1992, letter to------

Chairman Glenn, worries that "it is not clear" that our approach 

to appointing the Review Board is constitutional. In addition, 

some may feel that a judicial panel is ill-suited to make 

appointments for this task. The judges themselves, who have very 

small staffs and other concerns, might well prefer to avoid this 

assignment. In short, we recognized that this approach would 

raise possible constitutional objections, as well as practical 

ones, but, on balance, we felt the appointment authority should 

rest with an impartial source without no interest or stake in the 

outcome. I believe a strong argument can be made that the 

appointment process is constitutional under the principles 

enunciated by the Supreme Court in Morrison v. Olson, 487 U.S. 654
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(1988), which upheld the power of the same court division to 
appoint independent counsels *to investigate executive branch 

misconduct.

If the Committee nevertheless concludes that this approach is 
unde'sirable, I would offer two alternatives for consideration, 

conceding that both are also susceptible to possible 

constitutional objection. The first would be for the President 

and the leadership of the House and Senate each to appoint a given 

number of Board members. Each body has interests in, and 
responsibility for, certain of the records at issue. I would not 
make these appointments subject to Senate confirmation, since 

they are not policy positions, and confirmation would only delay 

the task at hand. A second alternative would be the approach 

suggested by the ACLU: adopt some variant of the formula used 

last year by Congress in establishing the Advisory Committee on 

Historical Diplomatic Documentation in the State Department, 

namely to have the President appoint based on specific criteria, 

i.e. background in particular disciplines-, with most of the 

members coming from lists submitted by designated professional 

associations.

Once the Review Board, however it is appointed, is 

constituted, it would appoint an executive director, and the first 

step in the process would be to make available to the Executive 

Director all Government assassination materials. Where the 

Executive Director suspects that the agencies have failed to
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submit some of the relevant records, he or she has authority to 
question the agencies and to* use the subpoena power of the Review 

Board to obtain any additional records.

The Executive Director, assisted by employees of the Review 

Board and, if deemed necessary, detailed from elsewhere in the 

Government, would undertake the initial screening of these 

records. If the Executive Director concluded that a particular 

record was appropriate for release, the record would automatically 

be released, unless the record implicated personal privacy or the 
Executive agency or congressional committee with responsibility 

for that record filed an appeal with the Review Board. In this 

manner, many records could be promptly released without formal 

Review Board deliberations.

If the Executive Director determined that a particular record 
u' 

was not appropriate for release under present circumstances or 

that the record implicated personal privacy concerns, he or she 

would automatically be required to refer that decision to the /» 
Review Board.

The Executive Director would also be permitted to refer 

particularly difficult decisions, or decisions requiring further 

investigation, to the Review Board.

In deciding on appeals and ’referrals from the Executive 

Director, the Review Board would have authority to conduct
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hearings and subpoena records and witnesses.

The Review Board would have final say as to the release or 

non-release of all materials, except that in the case of Executive 

branch materials, the President would have the authority to 

supersede the Board's determination and postpone release. But 

each time the President did so, he would be required to explain 

his reasons, both in a notice to the public and to the Congress. 

Decisions by the Review Board itself to postpone release of 
records would also have to be explained to the public and 

Congress.

Finally, under the Joint Resolution, no item would remain 

permanently sealed. The Review Board, before finishing its work, 

would designate as to every item still withheld a specified time 

or a specified occurrence following which the item could be 

released. The files would then be transferred to the Archives, 

whe're the Archivist would have a continuing duty to reconsider 

them for release under the standards set by the Joint Resolution. 
fl

Materials released by the Archivist or the Review Board would 

be available in the Archives for public review and copying.

Our Joint Resolution makes clear that an Executive branch 

agency or congressional committee retains its existing powers 

under the law to release a particular record even if the Joint 

Resolution does not require it to do so, and that the members of 
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the public can continue to use the Freedom of Information Act to 
request from the agencies documents related to the assassination.

Mr. Chairman, this Resolution may appear complicated, but the 

matter of disclosure is itself complicated. It cannot be 

accomplished arbitrarily or summarily. The process established by 

the Resolution, in my view, is logical and takes account of all 

the interests and equities in the disclosure of these documents. 

In the end, I think it will result in all of the pertinent 
information pertaining to the assassination of President Kennedy 
being made public in a prompt and orderly way, and, in doing so, 

will help restore confidence among the public in our Government.

Since the Joint Resolution was introduced, comments have been 

received from the Justice Department as well as others suggesting 

the need for change.

With regard to the reaction of the Justice Department, I must 

say I found it very unfortunate that the Department chose to take 

what I found to be an extreme, hard-line position in opposing many 

of the key provisions of the Resolution. Rather than showing the 

flexibility needed in this unique circumstance to deal 

cooperatively with the Congress on a matter that is a serious 

concern for many Americans, the Justice Department chose to 

reassert familiar claims of Executive privilege and all of the 

other reasons asserted over the years to block the release of 

government information.
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The whole point of this legislation was to create new 

criteria and new procedures to maximize the release of information 

hitherto withheld by the Government. The old laws and old 

procedures have been tried for the last 30 years, and have not 

produced the type of disclosure needed to restore the confidence 

of the American people.

It seems to me that just this once, where the public policy 
interest in full disclosure of these records is so apparent, the 
Justice Department could dispense with its usual ”to-the-last-man" 

defense of Executive branch prerogatives, and help us deal with 

solving the problem.

I feel obliged to take special note of one point in the 

Justice Department letter, and that is their claim that the 

Executive branch must have not only increased safeguards over its 

own material — but also have the ability to veto release of any 

congressionally-created assassination record. This strikes me as 
* 

preposterous, particularly coming from a department that is 

ostensibly so concerned to p-reserve a separation of powers. If 

Congress wants to release information it has developed, the 

President should not be able to stand in the way.

Hopefully, the Committee will yet be able to obtain executive 

branch cooperation and move forwa-rd with this process. The public 

expects action on this matter, as the many letters, postcards, and
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telephone calls to congressional offices demonstrate. 
X

Having said this, there are, in fact, several points raised 

by the Justice Department's letter, and by private citizens in 

touch with me, which I believe merit further>consideration by the 

Committee.

1. Perhaps the most important matter involves setting the 

boundaries of "assassination material." The Joint Resolution 

defines "assassination material" as "a record that relates in any 
manner or degree to the assassination of President John F. 

Kennedy...." But given the wide range of theories that have 

developed as to who killed President Kennedy and why, many types 

of records arguably relate in some manner to the assassination. 

What records regarding, for example, Cuba, Vietnam, and organized" 

crime should be covered? This matter requires careful 

consideration.

The Justice Department urges a substantial narrowing of the 

definition of "assassination material," apparently to only those 

records that on their face directly concern the assassination. I 

am concerned that this formulation may be too narrow. There is 

widespread public suspicion that some sort of conspiracy led to 

the murder of President Kennedy. If we go out of our way to avoid 

records that might shed light on activities linked to such an 

alleged conspiracy, we make little progress toward assuring the 

public that it has the full story. If we err on the side of 
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inclusiveness, and as a result learn a bit more about the 
operations of our government and our foreign policy in the early 

1960's, I think we will benefit. My only concern would be that 

the search becomes so broad that it delays action of the release 

of documents clearly germane to the assassination. But where 

records have already been segregated, such as the executive branch 

materials obtained by the House Assassinations Committee, full 

review is probably appropriate.

I do, however, suggest that the Committee, either in the 

Joint Resolution itself or in report language, set more precise 

parameters defining "assassination material," or else direct the 

Review Board to do so promptly after it is established. 

Otherwise, we may end with widely varying interpretations by the 

various records agencies and committees as to what documents 

should be forwarded to the Review Board executive director.

2. As the Justice Department's letter to Chairman Glenn 

noted, the Joint Resolution, as drafted, would give an agency or 

committee control over release of a record it originated even if 

that record contained information obtained from another agency or 

committee. I agree that this provision should be changed to give 

agencies authority over release of their own information. 

However, the change suggested in the Justice Department letter may 

not by itself do the trick, because a record, for example a 

lengthy congressional report, may contain both information 
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developed by the body that created the record and information 
originated by a- xecutive a'gency. Instead of letting either of 

these two "orig Ling bodies" have veto power over the release of 

an entire document, we should work out language that give an 

agency or committee control over release of that portion of a 

document for which it was responsible even if other information in 

the document was originated elsewhere.

3. On reflection, I think it would be best to amend the 

Joint Resolution to make the records of the Review Board itself 

subject to the Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act, and 

to make the Board's proceedings subject to the Sunshine Act and 

the Administrative Procedures Act. A law mandating increased 
government openness should not itself establish an exception from 

general standards for accountability. I still strongly believe, 

however, that we should avoid subjecting the Board to extensive 

court litigation over the release of the J.F.K. files themselves 

either under the standards set by the Joint Resolution or under 

the Freedom of Information Act. H

4. Section 11(a) should probably be amended to make clear 

that the Joint Resolution's provisions take precedence not only 

over other laws, but also over executive orders and regulations.

5. A sentence might be added to Section 8(f) to ensure that 

the public is clearly informed when summaries or substitutes are 

released instead of actual records or information: "Any such
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summary or substitution shall be clearly labeled as such when 
released to the public."

6. The Joint Resolution should probably be amended to 

recognize the records of the Rockefeller commission as a component 

of this effort. The Archives would be the appropriate custodian 

of Rockefeller commission materials for purposes of the Joint 

Resolution.

I thank the Committee for this opportunity to express my 

views on this measure.
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Statement for the Senate eourml on Government a-fpw j , 
May 12, 1992

CIA HAS NG OBJECTION TO .
DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR \ 

Ernest R. May RELEASE OF CIA INFORMATION
IN THIS DOCUMENT ,^ *

It is an .honor to be invited to testify on thic bill. 
I am a professor of history, at Harvard University, where I 
teach both in the history department, and in the .Tnhn f. Ken
nedy School of Government. ' While I have done research on 
the history of intelligence agencies and have served in 
Washington from time to time as a consultant, I do not speak 
as an expert on the matter before the committee. . My com
ments are merely those of a historian looking at Legislation 
designed to unearth historical source material.

bill now under consideration seeks to clear doubts 
about President Kennedy's murder. The Warren Commission had
the same aim. Its .make—up was supposed to reassure the pub-.! 
lie. It failed. The Commission reported in 1964. Al most 
within months, books challenging its Findings hit best
seller lists.

• »
. Over time, other theories multiplied. Now, it takes 

whole books just to list books about the murder. Some of 
these books picture the CIA or FBI as plotters. This is not 
new. A number appeared in the 1970s.’ Recently, this par
ticular set-of theories has found new life. Two books of 
this genre reached best-seller lists in the spring of 1992, 
^■nd Oliver Stone's film, "JFK," became a box office hit.
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The bill now under consideration would open records so 
that the public can be reassured that these theories are 
fantasies. The stated aim is to "contribute to the trust of 
the people in their government.n

To achieve this, the bill proposes to create a five- 
person Review Board. As reassurance against a cover-up in 
behalf of the President or Congress, the District of Colum
bia Circuit of the U.S. Court of Appeals would appoint the 
Board. (The Supreme Court presumably is thought too 
partisan? besides, it might bring to mind Chief Justice war
ren. )

The bill says that members -of the Board are to be s- 
tinguished and impartial." Otherwise, it demands only that 
they not be currently in government employ and that they 
never have been involved In any investigation of the Kennedy 
murder. • 91

The Board and its Executive Director would have wide 
powers. They would look at all materials relating to the 
murder. If they suspect any agency of withholding material, 
they would have a right to conduct a hunt. The bill gives 
the Board power to subpoena records and persons, to take 
testimony under oath, to grant immunity to witnesses, and to 
punish defiance.
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The Board's decisions are to be final unless the Presi
dent b-i-mself intervenes to insist that some piece of in
formation not ba released.. The bill giving- the Board its 
powers is to "take precedence over any other law, judicial 
decision ..., or common law doctrine" that, might be in con
flict.

My comments on this bill are mostly cautionary. I 
question whether any legislation can achieve all that this 
bill seeks to achieve- I question giving to a court— 

i appointed Review Board such broad responsibilities and 
powers. I believe that a Review Board differently selected, 
with a. more 1 mandate, could do a better job.

The first cautionary point concerns the aim of clearing 
doubts about the Kennedy murder. Even if every bit of 

‘ relevant documentation becomes public, it will not yield a 
story that ail Americans will accept. Why should it?
Though we now know just about everyth 1 -ng about the Pearl 

. Harbor attack, new conspiracy theories continue to be woven.
One of the latest has Winston Churchill as the villa ini

Despite more than a century of research, new theories 
still appear about conspirators helping John Wilkes Booth 
kill Lincoln. The chances are that the same will always be 
true for Oswald and Kennedy. ’ After another decade or so,
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« *

however, Kennedy's murder will probably become, like Lin
coln's, more an interest of buffs than of the public at 
large-

The chances of clearing away all doubts are lessened by 
the fact that every bit of relevant documentation will not 
be released. This bill itself speaks of pyotarrbing- secret 
agents and intelligence sources and methods. It speaks also 
of privacy rights. . CIA and FBI reports and National 
Security Agency intercepts contain much material that, by 
these criteria,*would have to remain secret.

In fact, still more material may be kept from the pub
lic. This bill refers only to protecting the privacy of 
living persons. If the Review.Board yields to human feel
ings, it may extend, protection to families and friends. 
Suppose, for example, that it sees raw FBI files recording 
old accusations against some Cuban-American. Even if theMi 
person is dead, anyone ever connected with that person could 
suffer should the accusati ons become public. If the Review 
Board suspects that the accusations were malicious and 
false, will it not choose to leave the files secret?

Also, it has to be assumed that some files will turn 
out to have been lost or destroyed. The proposed Review 
Board would thus have to confess not only that it chose to
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leave some material under wraps but that other material was 
simply missing. Would spinners of conspiracy theories take 
the Board's word? Would they not instead accuse it of col
luding in concealment of "smoking guns"?

The Review Board would meanwhile be under pressure not 
to Let privacy rights or other consi derations inhibit 
release of documents. Investigative reporters, writers, and 
docudrama producers would hammer at it. So would scholars, 
including many Interested in subjects other than the Kennedy 
murder. So would others with axes to .grind.

Some ma tar i al sought might have only a remote rela
tionship to the murder. The clamor would be no less fero
cious. How much of the central files, of the FBI and CIA 
would have- to be opened, for example,, to persuade disciples 
of Mark North or Mark Lane or Oliver Stone that neither FBI 
nor CIA. officers participated in a murder plot?

The Review Board.would surely be urged to pursue data 
on the possible involvement of right-wing extremists. ob
vious items would include not- only EBI files but also tax 
returns. Imagine the scope of possible documentation if, in 
fairness, the Review Board also sought data on financial 
transactions by individuals associated with Vice President 
Lyndon Johnsonl -
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I'forecast, in other words, that'new evidence will not 
dispel conspiracy theories- At most, it will curb some of 
the more adventurous theorizing.

I also forecast that, if release of the evidence is 
managed as this-bill proposes, one of two results will fol- 
low.

If the Review Board yields to outside pressures, it 
will conduct a fishing expedition. Much embarrass-i-ng and 
possibly harmful information will be made public. Alterna
tively, the Review’Board will resist pressure. It will 
define its mandate narrowly. It will be prudent in what it 
reveals. It will then‘be accused of a "whitewash." The 
latter result could make matters worse rather than better. 
Suspicion could be fed, not allayed. ;

There may, however, be better means of doing what 
doing. The current bill would have the Rgyiew Board and its 
Executive Director evatm' ne all materials to be released. 
They would be charged with ferreting out undisclosed materi
al ,* and they would have effective respnrtRi bi 1 i fry for decid
ing what would and would not be released.

An alternative would be a bill simply enjoining holders 
of records to identify and locate materials that, in the 
language of the current bill, "relates in any manner or de
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gree" to the murder- of President Kennedy. The injunction 
would, apply to all congressional connuittees and all ^-ww-n— 
tive agencies, including the CIA, the FBI, the Secret Ser
vice, and the National Archives. The bill could d-irent 
these record-holders to maJce the materials public. It could 
specify that the only materials to be held back, would be 
those itemized in the current bill —. agents, 1 ntai i iga-nr^ 
sources and methods, etc.

Where legislative writ does not run or is disputable, a 
statute could urge voluntary action. The current bill asks 
such cooperation from state and local agencies and foreign 
governments. A statute that sought to avoid constitutional 
disputes could ask the same of the President -Tp-gardi-ng 
records of the White House and Executive Office.

This alternative bill could remi j re or request public 
reports descri bi ng materials withheld from release — their 
characteristics and quantities, the general reasons for non
disclosure, and plans for eventual release.

A Review Board could -be created with a limited — and 
more workable — mandate.

Its first duty could be to review record-holders' 
guidelines. These might well differ from agency to agency. 
Procedures for searching National Security Agency files of
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cojnnmnications intercepts might not be the seme as those for 
sear-rM-ng- the much less voluminous files of CIA stations and 
headquarters divisions. The Board could try, however, to 
ensure comparative uniformity in the di 1 of searches.

The Board could, try also to ensure comparative 
uniformity in definitions of what is to be withheld.. It 
might urge, for example, that the intelligence sources and 
methods criterion apply only to sources and methods in cur
rent use, not just to any ever used.

The Board's second duty could be to scan materials that 
record-holders proposed actually to withhold. The Board 
might question record-holders' decisions, if so, it could 
ask that the agency or committee think again. ’ If dif
ferences continued, the Board could appeal to the President 
or, for Congressional documents, to the President of the 
Senate or the speaker of the House, r

In a final, public report, the Board could describe any 
still unresolved differences. While .the description would 
be in generalities, the issues would become publicly known. 
The broad purpose of the Board's report .would be to validate • 
the record-holders' non-disclosure decisions.

Such a Review Board could be selected by comparatively 
traditional methods. Nominations could be asked of the
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•American. Bar* Association, the American Historical Associa
tion, the American Political Science Association, or kindred 
bodies. Appointments could be made by the President, with 
advice and consent of the Senate.

Unless the quantity of material.withheld’proved to be 
much larger than I would expect, the Review Board could be 
kept small. It could probably manage with minimal staff.

I believe that this alternative statute would ac
complish all that can be accomplished! It would leave the 
onus for release or non-release of records on those already 
familiar with these records. Committees of Congress would 
make rules for their files. The President, the heads of de
partments; the Directors of Central Intelligence and the 
FBI, and the Archivist of the United states would make rules 
for theirs.

*nhTg alternative statute would limit the powers and 
fl 

responsibilities to be thrust on an untried and potentially 
vulnerable Review Board- It would, create a Board with the 
assignment only of checking the coherence and consistency' of 
criteria' for disclosure and non-disclosure.

Since the invitation to testify included questions 
•reaching beyond the current bill, I take the opportunity to 
respond to that concerning general declassification
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policies. I believe the procedure just outlined could be 
applied Much more widely. A statute could declare that all 
government records more than thirty years old would become 
public unless the originating agency showed specific cause 
for continued non-disclosure. A Board or Commission ap- . 
pointed by the President with the advice and consent of the 
Senate could have authority to review all such materials and 
to question or appeal the non-disclosure. This approximates 
practice in the United Kingdom.

In conclusion, I repeat a warning against expecting any 
legislation to create consensus and thereby "contribute to 
■Hie trust of the people in their government.n Inventors of 
conspiracy theories will always be more ingenious than as
semblers of evidence. The immediate result of releasing 
records will be, moreover, to provide grist for the 
theorists' mills. Even if -everything- were released tomor- 
row, it' would take at least a decade for researchers to sort 
the newly released materials. In the meantime, conspiracy 
builders would be picking out those bits and pices of evi
dence that suited them, in the long run, release of docu
ments wH ii get us closer to truth; but, as Keynes observed, 
that.long run probably stretches beyond any of our 
lifetimes.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:
I am honored to have this opportunity to testify before you 

on the legislation to require the government to release its records 
pertaining to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. I 
appear on behalf of the Assassination Archives and Research Center 
("the AARC"), of which I am President. The AARC is a private, non
profit organization which collects, preserves and disseminates 
information and materials on political assassinations. The AARC 
is funded by membership dues and donations from the public. I am 
an attorney specializing in Freedom of Information Act litigation, 
and have litigated well over 100 such lawsuits. Over the past 
twenty years I have represented nearly all of the major authors and 
researchers who have litigated their Freedom of Information Act 
requests for records pertaining to the assassination of President 
Kennedy. To date, I have handled over fifty such lawsuits.

I have carefully studied the proposed legislation. I have 
also read the letter which you received from the Department of 
Justice. I have heard that the Administration jpay seek to achieve 
its goals, particularly that of using more restrictive standards 
for release of Executive Branch records, by issuing an executive 
order rather than awaiting action by Congress. In my mind the only 
thing worse than seeing the Justice Department's wishes granted in 
legislation would be to see them set forth in a stand-alone 
executive order which goes unchallenged by Congress. Legislation 
is needed to bring each branch of government which holds records
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on to the same playing field, and to create a process which is 
accountable, independent and credible. Incorporating the Justice 
Department's restrictive standards in an executive order would 
duplicate the devastating damage to the ideal of full disclosure 
which occurred when the Reagan Administration successfully 
sabotaged the 1974 amendments to Exemption 1 by drastically 
altering the standards for classifying information in the interests 
of national security.

The difficulty which researchers have had gaining access to 
Kennedy assassination materials amply demonstrates the need to 
alter the standards employed by the FOIA and the current executive 
order on national security classification. If you support release 
of the Kennedy assassination records, you cannot favor the Justice 
Department's recipe of simply mixing one part political- will to 
three parts of existing standards and stir. You must substantially 
liberalize the existing standards and make it stick.

A few illustrations from my practice will show the 
inadequacies of the FOIA and the enormous frustration which accrues 
to those who attempt to use it to obtain information about the 
Kennedy assassination. These examples reveal a pattern of delay, 
costly litigation, and untrue representations by the government. 
Cases brought in the 1980's also show that massive withholding of 
information, with little significant information being released.

Case 1: In 1969 Harold Weisberg, a leading Warren Commission 
critic, made a simple request to the FBI. He wanted to see the 
results of the spectrographic, tests which had been conducted on
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bullet(s), bullet fragments and items of evidence allegedly struck 
by bullets during the assassination of President Kennedy. Denied 
access by the FBI and the Attorney General, in 1970 he brought 
suit. A four-year legal battle ensued. First, the district court, 
relying on the Justice Department's representation that it was not 
in the national interest to release the results of these scientific 
tests, denied his request. A court of Appeals panel reversed, but 
the dissenting judge wrote a scathing opinion in which he referred 
to FOIA requesters as "rummaging writers" and characterized 
Weisberg as "some party off the street." Stating that the FOIA 
"forfend(ed) against" Weisberg's proposed further inquiry into the 
Kennedy assassination, he concluded his dissent with a Latin phrase 
in capital letters, "REQUIESCAT IN PACE." "Rest in Peace." But 
the case did not rest in peace. The Justice Department sought a 
rehearing before the full court, which was granted. On rehearing 
en banc, the full court ruled that the files of the FBI were exempt 
from the FOIA's disclosure requirements. That case set a precedent 
so bad that when Congress first amended the FOIA in 1974, it 
specifically overturned the Weisberg case, requiring that the FBI 
and other law enforcement agencies demonstrate that allegedly 
exempt records fall within one or more of six enumerated harms.

In 1975, when the new amendments took effect, Weisberg again 
brought suit on his request for the spectrographic analyses, this 
time adding a request for neutron activation testing on the same 
evidentiary items. This new phase of the battle lasted eight years 
and involved three trips to the Court of Appeals. Ultimately,
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Weisberg obtained important records on these scientific tests, 
including records that the FBI had first said did not exist, then 
claimed were missing or destroyed. Other records were never 
located or were meaningless. From the date of the first request, 
the legal battles lasted fourteen years.

Case 2: In 1980 another requester asked the CIA to release 
all of the records it had made available to the House Select 
Committee on Assassinations. The CIA refused and the requester 
brought suit. In court the CIA stated that there were 
approximately 300,000 pages of records responsive to the request. 
I spent the first three years of this lawsuit litigating four 
threshold issues raised by the Government. Had my client lost any 
one of these four threshold issues, the CIA would not have had to 
release a single page from its 300,000 page collection.

By 1984 the CIA had begun to release a trickle of documents. 
Although the .CIA told the court that it had assigned seven people 
to work on the request, it processed the documents at an incredibly 
slow pace. When it became evident that it would take the CIA 
several decades to process all of the documents, the requester had 
no choice but to drastically limit the scope of his request. Thus, 
he entered into a stipulation which restricted his request to some 
of the subjects discussed in the report of the House Select 
Committee on Assassinations and its supporting volumes. Although 
the CIA's job of reviewing documents was reduced by more than one- 
half, it took several more years for it to complete processing of 
the remaining documents. Moreover, the CIA continued to withhold
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virtually everything. Only a few thousand pages were released, and 
most of them consisted of newspaper clippings, records that 
previously had been released, or documents that were heavily 
redacted. 

I 
Case 3: In 1976, Dr. Paul Hoch requested two batches of CIA 

documents which had remained to be processed after the CIA had made 
its initial releases of Kennedy assassination documents. Many of 
the records responsive to this request related to the 1966-1969 
investigation and trial of Clay Shaw by New Orleans District 
Attorney Jim Garrison, who charged that Shaw, David Ferrie and 
others had plotted to kill the President. The CIA repeatedly told 
Hoch that his request was being processed and that if he would only 
be patient the documents would be released in "a few months," "in 
six to eight weeks," "in the near future." Indeed, Hoch received 
such assurances on no less than 11 different occasions over a six- 
year period.t After having been strung-out for six years, Hoch 
retained counsel and filed suit. After the suit was filed, 
evidence was developed which indicated that all the CIA had done 
over the previous six years was to number the documents. It had 
numbered several documents one month, a few more another month, a 
couple more the next month. Then, in one month, it engaged in a 
veritable orgy of numeration, numbering, as I recall, nearly a 
hundred documents that month.

A few months after Hoch filed his complaint in district court, 
the CIA produced 808 pages. It also continued to withhold a 
considerable volume of materials; mostly on grounds of national
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security or because disclosure allegedly would identify 
intelligence sources and methods. The district court upheld all 
of the CIA's exemption claims save one. This one was an 11-page 
memorandum which the CIA swore must be withheld in its entirety 
under Exemption 5's deliberative process privilege. The judge 
ordered this anonymous, undated memorandum disclosed. Then things 
got really interesting. The CIA moved the judge to reconsider his 
order on this memorandum, asserting that it had claimed, albeit 
obscurely, that this document was also withheld in its entirety 
under Exemptions 1 and 3 in order to protect national security and 
intelligence sources and methods. But before the court could act 
on the motion for reconsideration, the CIA rushed to court with a 
new revelation: the eleven-page memo, which dealt with the 
CIA/Mafia plots to kill Cuban Prime Minister Fidel Castro, matters 
exposed by the Church Committee in 1975, had been released nearly 
in full almost a decade earlier, by the CIA itself.

Case 4: In 1969, Harold Weisberg made a request for FBI 
records on the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. J. 
Edgar Hoover himself ordered that no response be made to this 
request. In 1975, when the amended FOIA became effective, Weisberg 
submitted a new request for King assassination records. He 
specifically included a request for crime scene photographs. After 
he filed suit, the FBI claimed that it did not have any crime scene 
photographs. This statement was false. Ultimately, the FBI 
released more than 150 crime scene photographs to Weisberg.

During the same case, Weisberg picked up indications that an
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FBI supervisor named Long had kept a tickler on the King 
assassination. A tickler is a file containing extra copies of 
documents kept at hand so it can be immediately retrieved. The 
FBI first denied that such a tickler file had been kept. Then it 
claimed that it could not locate it. After a long period of 
resistance, the Justice Department finally located the Long tickler 
exactly where Weisberg had suggested they look for it. When 
finally located, most of the file had been gutted.

Weisberg's suit for the King assassination documents lasted 
15 years. He obtained approximately 60,000 pages. If the same 
suit were filed today, I believe that he would get about one-fourth 
of what he obtained in the late 1970's and early 1980's.

These stories that I have related are unusual only because the 
requesters actually went to court to fight the CIA and FBI. Most 
requesters cannot afford the time or the money of litigating their 
FOIA requests., against these agencies. You might be tempted to 
conclude from the absence of litigation that the FOIA is working 
just fine. The opposite is true. The FOIA has been severely 
damaged by the 1984 amendments eliminating access to CIA 
operational files and by the 1986 amendments to Exemption 7, which 
applies to law enforcement records, as well as by a string of 
decisions in the Supreme Court and the United States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia which have greatly expanded 
the amount of material which can be withheld from the public.

Let me add . that while it is important to have obtained the 
public pledges from CIA Director’Gates and FBI Director Sessions
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which you heard today, if you support release of the records, you 
must also ensure that you have the support of other agencies, 
including the Department of Defense, the Treasury Department, the 
State Department, and such divisions as the Secret Service and the 
National Security Agency.

I wish to caution that while I think that this legislation 
will result in greatly enriching our fund of knowledge about the 
Kennedy assassination and the official investigations of it, at 
least if modified along the lines I suggest in the attachment to 
this statement, I do not believe that there is likely to be any 
•'smoking gun," which will "solve the case." Rather, this 
legislation must be defended on the ground that the American people 
have a right to the fullest possible disclosure so they can make 
of it what they will. It will take much time to read, analyze, and 
understand the information released. Whether it will lead to the 
resolution of any controversies which beset this subject remains 
to be seen, but it is a course which cannot be avoided. The 
American people want to know the details of their history, however 
painful and puzzling it may be, and that is their right.

The proposed legislation has both strengths and weaknesses. 
I am attaching to this statement a detailed discussion of the joint 
resolution which includes a number of recommendations for changes. 
To briefly summarize, the major provisions of the bill include: a 
definition of "assassination materials," the composition of the
Review Board, and the standards for the postponement of the release 
of information. The standards for postponement are critical 
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because they determine the amount of material which may be 
withheld.

Before discussing the limitations on the term "assassination 
material" as related -to the assassination of President John F. 

t 

Kennedy, I note that this section excludes records on the 
assassinations of Senator Robert F. Kennedy and Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. The House Select Committee on Assassinations ("HSCA") 
conducted an extensive investigation on Dr. King's assassination 
and concluded that his murder probably involved a conspiracy. 
Public belief that Dr. King was killed as a result of a conspiracy 
and that this crime remains unsolved is widespread. The alleged 
assassin, James Earl Ray, denies that he shot Dr. King. Unless the 
importance of historical issues is to be determined by whether a 
movie has been made about them, there is no justification for 
excluding the King assassination records from this legislation.

The assassination of Senator Robert F. Kennedy is equally the 
subject of profound controversy. Recently, a group of
distinguished citizens have submitted a lengthy petition to the Los 
Angeles County Grand Jury to investigate evidence that the Los 
Angeles Police Department engaged in "willful and corrupt 
misconduct" in its investigation of Senator Kennedy's 
assassination. In support of these charges, the group submitted 
more than 800 pages of exhibits, mainly derived from the Los 
Angeles Police Department's own files, which document its charges 
that L.A.P.D. destroyed crucial items of evidence, ignored material 
evidentiary leads, cannot account’for important missing evidence,
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engaged in a cover-up of its failures, and failed to conduct a 
thorough investigation of the crime. The records of federal 
agencies and congressional committees relevant to Senator Kennedy's 
assassination should also be included in this legislation.

The term "assassination material" is broadly defined, but it 
falls short of ensuring that scholars will have all of the 
documents which they need in order to properly study the subject. 
It should include policy documents which provide the context of 
decisions in the Kennedy Administration which may shed light on 
the assassination. It should include, as it presently does, all 
documents obtained or created by any previous official 
investigation. It should include materials on those persons who 
have figured in previous official investigations: state, Federal 
or local. Because no one can predict in advance where new avenues 
of study may lead, or what they may produce, the definition should 
be flexible .enough to provide scholars with those materials 
reasonable calculated to shed light on the assassination or its 
investigations. Finally, it should also include information 
records on agency operations and functions whiph may be relevant 
to the study of the assassination.

The current provision defining assassination materials 
contains an exemption for "personnel matters or other 
administrative affairs of a congressional committee, the Warren 
Commission, or any entity within the Executive Branch of 
Government." I strongly oppose this exclusion. The Warren
Commission records on this subject have been publicly available
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through the National Archives for many years and should not now be 
made secret. The work of prior commissions and committees is a 
perfectly legitimate subject, but it has been the subject of some 
secrecy which has impeded the public's right to know. In 
particular, the staff of the House Assassinations Committee, with 
the exception of its General Counsel and Staff Director, G. Robert 
Blakey, pledged an oath of secrecy about their work. Blakey has 
published a commercial book about the committee's work, and is 
quite public and outspoken about it. Because of the secrecy oath, 
others who are quite knowledgeable about the Committee's work have 
been silenced. The public has been denied their views and their 
information. In this regard, I would urge the insertion of an 
additional provision in this legislation which would rescind any 
secrecy oaths taken by the staffs of any previous congressional or 
executive branch commission or committee.

This provision would also be used to prohibit release of 
information regarding a very troubling incident in which the House 
Select Committee discovered that its most sensitive files on the 
Kennedy assassination had been rifled by a C^A liaison officer 
assigned to assist the committee. According to published accounts 
in the Washington Post, this officer, Regis T. Blahut, 
surreptitiously entered the safe reserved for physical evidence of 
President Kennedy's assassination, including autopsy photos, X- 
rays, and other articles, including the so-called "magic bullet" 
that wounded both Kennedy and Texas Governor John Connally. 
According to the Post, Blahut was given several polygraph
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examinations. He was asked whether he did it, and according to one 
source, he flunked that. He was asked whether anyone had ordered 
him to do it, and he is said to have flunked that question too. 
Materials regarding incidents of this kind should be fully 
available to the public.

A second problem with this legislation is that is proposes to 
exclude from the Review Board anyone who has had "previous 
involvement with the investigation or inquiry relating to the 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy." I believe this is too 
broad and should be limited to involvement in prior "official" 
investigations. Having a panel of Kennedy assassination agnostics 
might have some idealistic allure, but the public is unlikely to 
be persuaded that the government intends to disclose all pertinent 
materials if the panel does not include experienced and 
knowledgeable Kennedy researchers.

A third and critically important area that needs refinement 
is the standards for postponement of disclosure. Particularly 
significant is the need to narrow the definition of the term 
"intelligence source" and the term "intelligence method." 
Virtually all information an intelligence agency document can be 
withheld under these terms. "Intelligence source" must be defined 
to make clear that it does not include dead sources who have been 
the subject of widespread publicity that is tantamount to official 
acknowledgement, and sources who are willing to have their 
identities disclosed, and sources who cannot reasonably be expected 
to suffer death or serious bodily harm if their identities are
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disclosed. Similar restrictions must be put on the term 
"confidential source." With respect to intelligence methods, it 
must be made clear that this term does not include outmoded 
methods, methods which are known to the public or methods*which may 
be commonly deduced. Nor should it include methods that are known 
to other hostile intelligence services.

New legislation is needed. Half measures will not do. If 
this legislation does succeed in substantially clearing the air, 
it does not convince the public that nothing of critical importance 
to our understanding has been withheld but for the very best of 
reasons, then public cynicism about government will continue to 
increase.

I ask that additional comments be placed in the record.
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ANALYSIS AND COMMENTS 
on S. J. Res. 282

Sec. 3. Definitions
(2) "Assassination material" is broadly defined but still may 

fall far short of the documents which scholars need in order to 
properly study the Kennedy assassination. In essence, the present 
definition limits "assassination materials" to those records which 
have figured in previous inquiries by Congressional committees or 
Executive Branch agencies or commissions. Since these entities may 
not have asked for all of the relevant records, and may in fact not 
have asked for records on some relevant subject areas, the 
definition of "assassination material" needs further refinement. 
It should be modified to indicate that "assassination material" 
includes any material which any member of the Assassination 
Materials Review Board ("AMRB") or any individual seeking release 
under the Freedom of Information Act ("the FOJA"), can plausibly 
contend may shed light on the assassination or any of its 
investigations.

The definition also contains two explicit exclusions. The 
first of these excludes material to the extent that it pertains "to 
personnel matters or other administrative affairs of a 
congressional committee, the Warren Commission, or any entity 
within the Executive Branch of'the Government. ..." This
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language could be used to prohibit release of materials pertaining 
to Regis Blahut, the CIA employee suspected of tampering with 
autopsy materials pertaining to the Kennedy assassination.

The second exclusion relates to the autopsy materials donated 
by the Kennedy family to the National Archives. This assumes that 
the autopsy materials were those of the Kennedy family to give to 
the Archives. This legitimizes a bad precedent. The autopsy 
materials ought to be subject to public, not private, control. The 
remedy for abuse of autopsy materials should be a newly created 
right of legal action by family members rather than denial or 
public access.

Sec. 5. Assassination Materials Review Board
(b) Court of Appeals division shall appoint ”5 distinguished 

and impartial private citizens, none of whom are presently 
employees of any branch of the Government and none of whom shall 
have had any previous involvement with any investigation or inquiry 
relating to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, to 
serve as members of the Review Board.”

Query: Is this language designed to exclude private
citizens who have written or spoken critically of the official 
investigations of President Kennedy's assassinations? Or only 
those persons who participated in official investigations or 
inquiries? If it excludes the former, then it will be difficult 
to find individuals who are sufficiently knowledgeable about 
Kennedy assassination matters to make the judgments called for by 
the Joint Resolution (i.e., defining what materials are related to
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the assassination and whether the public interest in disclosure 
outweigh other concerns). Additionally, without such persons on 
the Review Board, it may be difficult to persuade the public that 
all pertinent materials will be disclosed, thus undercutting the 
objective of restoring trust in government. A committee of 
distinguished citizens who know nothing about the subject is not 
likely to inspire trust.

Sec. 6. Grounds for Postponement of Disclosure
Subsection 1 states that disclosure may be postponed if its 

release would (A) reveal "an intelligence asset."
This must be qualified. It should only apply to living, 

covert intelligence agents. Furthermore, if material in the public 
domain identifies or suggests the identity of an intelligence 
agent, the presumption should be that such material shall be 
disclosed unless the agency which employed the agent can show by 
clear and convincing evidence that serious damage to the agent can 
reasonably be expected to result from disclosure.

Subsection 1 states that disclosure may he postponed if its 
release would (B) reveal "an intelligence source or method which 
is currently utilized, or reasonably expected to be utilized, by 
the United States Government. . . ."

This provision also must be modified. The first problem is 
that there is no limiting definition of "intelligence source of 
method." Under this proviso, it would be possible to withhold such 
"intelligence sources" as newspapers, libraries, law enforcement
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agencies, etc., as well as the personnel affiliated with them. 
Research in a public library is an "intelligence method," and it, 
too, is no doubt currently utilized. A fortiori would this 
definition include the surveillance techniques employed at the 
Cuban and Soviet embassies in Mexico City.

The "intelligence source" definition should be limited to 
living sources in circumstances where disclosure could reasonably 
be expected to result in actual serious personal damage to the 
source. Where disclosure of the identity of the source will not 
cause serious actual damage to the current national defense or 
foreign policy interests of the United States or where the identity 
of the source has become publicly known or is likely to have become 
known to any hostile or formerly hostile foreign power or an agency 
thereof, it should be released.

"Intelligence methods" must also be modified so that it 
applies only to methods that are unknown to the public or to 
foreign intelligence agencies.

Subsection 1 states that disclosure maybe postponed if its 
release would (C) reveal "any other matter currently relating to 
the military defense, intelligence operations or conduct of foreign 
relations of the United States; and the threat to the military 
defense or conduct of foreign relations of the Unites States posed 
by its disclosure is of such gravity that it outweigh any public 
interest in its disclosure.

The chief problem with this provision is that there is no 
standard for what constitutes a" "public interest" of sufficient
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moment to outweigh any of the putative threats. Is the general 
interest in the fullest possible disclosure a public interest which 
may be considered, or must a showing of public interest in the 
substantive content of the material at issue be shown?

Subsection 2 provides that invasion of the privacy of a living 
person is a grounds for postponement of disclosure "if that 
invasion of privacy is so substantial that it outweigh any public 
interest in its disclosure."

This exemption contains a phrase stating that it applies 
"whether the person is identified in the material or not." This 
phrase should be stricken. with this phrase included this 
provision is significantly less liberal than current FOIA exemption 
6, which covers only those invasions which result from the actual 
production of the materials themselves. Additionally, some content 
needs to be given to the invasion of privacy concept. One 
limitation would be that it must cause an actual as opposed to a 
theoretical invasion of privacy. A second that it relates only to 
intimate personal matters the disclosure of which would be likely 
to have profound adverse impact on an individual.

Subsection 3 states that disclosure may be postponed if its 
release would constitute "a substantial and unjustified violation 
of an understanding of confidentiality between a Government agent 
and a witness or a foreign government. ..."

This provision needs to be amended to include only those 
promises of confidentiality—either to a witness or a foreign 
government—made in writing. . Among the reasons for this are the
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fact that (1) if the promise of confidentiality is not required to 
have been made in writing, then there is seldom any effective means 
to counter the agency's claim of confidentiality and the agency 
wins by default; and (2) the agency's claim of confidentiality 
frequently reflects not the desire of the witness but its own 
desire for secrecy.

This provision needs to be amended to make it clear that it 
does not authorize withholding of the identify of, or information 
provided by, a deceased witness. Secondly, there should also be 
some time limitation on any understanding of confidentiality made 
with a foreign government. And perhaps there should be a 
requirement that the foreign government officially object to each 
such disclosure in writing.

Additionally, it should be made clear, either in the text or 
in the legislative history, that it is not a "substantial and 
unjustified violation of a promise of confidentiality to disclose 
information supplied by a witness if the identity of the witness 
can be concealed.

Section 8. Determinations by the Review Beard
Subsection (g) provides that any decision of the AMRB that a 

record is not assassination material or that disclosure should be 
postponed "shall not be subject to judicial review."

Why not? Likely to pose less of a burden and expense than 
litigation under the FOIA.

Subsection (h) (2) provides that the President may certify that 
material "qualifies for postponement of disclosure pursuant to
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section 6, in which case release of the material shall be 
postponed, and this decision shall not be subject to judicial 
review."

There is no limitation on the duration of postponement by the 
President. Suggest that the maximum period of time be that portion 
of the President's term which remains.

Section 11. Rules of Construction
Subsection (b) provides that nothing in the Joint Resolution 

shall be construed to eliminate any right to file requests with any 
Executive agency other than the Review Board or seek judicial 
review of the decisions of such agencies under the FOIA.

One problem here is that transferring all agency records to 
the Review Board may mean that they are no longer "agency records" 
within the meaning of the FOIA."

A second problem is that this provision eliminates the AMBR 
from FOIA coverage. This sets a bad precedent and sets up 
circumstances of highest irony in which an agency whose overriding 
mission is openness will itself operate in secrecy.

A provision should be added here stating that in any FOIA 
action involving assassination materials the court is to apply the 
standards for postponement set forth in the Assassination Materials 
Disclosure Act in lieu of the exemptions provided in the FOIA.

Additional Notes
It may be a good idea to expressly mention the Rockefeller 

Commission as subject to the Act.
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I. Introduction

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I would like to thank you for the 
opportunity to testify on behalf of the Assassination Records Review Board in support 
of H.R. 1553, which would extend the authorization of the Review Board for one final 
year. The Board acknowledges that all of the issues surrounding the assassination of 
President Kennedy will likely never be fully resolved, however, this additional time 
will allow us to complete our work, including the review and public release of critical 
FBI and CIA records, submit a comprehensive and complete final report to the 
Congress and the President, and make available to the American public as much 
information as possible on the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.

<■
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Chairman Burton for introducing 
H.R. 1553, and Congressmen Waxman and Stokes for cosponsoring this bill. These 
Members have exhibited an admirable bipartisan spirit and an understanding that we 
as a government, and as a nation, must bring closure to a sad chapter of our history, 
and that we must seize this opportunity to do it now. In addition, we would like to 
express our appreciation to Chairman Hastert for chairing this hearing today. It 
provides an opportunity to explain what the Review Board has accomplished to date 
and discuss how we could finish our work in Fiscal Year 1998, if given the opportunity.

Please allow me to introduce the other members of the Review Board with whom I have 
had the professional honor and personal pleasure to work: Dr. Henry F. Graff, 
Professor Emeritus of History, Columbia University; Dr. Kermit L. Hall, Dean, College 
of Humanities, and Professor of History and Law, The Ohio State University; Dr.
William L. Joyce, Associate University Librarian for Rare Books and Special Collections, 
Princeton University; and Dr. Anna K. Nelson, Distinguished Adjunct Historian in
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Residence, The American University. We have been honored to engage in this 
important effort to make the history of the Kennedy assassination available to the 
American public and I am pleased to be here today to testify before this Subcommittee 
and answer any of your questions.

I would also like to describe briefly the professional staff that we are fortunate to have 
hired. The Executive ^Director is Dr. David G. Marwell, a professional historian who 
gained vast experience dealing with, large numbers of important historical documents 
with the Office of Special Investigations at the Department of Justice and later as the 
Director of the Berlin Document Center. He leads a staff of 28 full-time employees, who 
have varied backgrounds as historians, lawyers, analysts, investigators, and 
administrators. The members of the staff have approached their unique task with 
seriousness of purpose, creativity, professionalism, and competence, and have assisted 
us in shedding new light On the assassination through the release of thousands of 
Federal Government records, and the acquisition of records in private hands and local 
governments that were not previously available to the American public/1 believe-that 
we assembled exactly the type ofprofessional and diversified staff that Congress ;: 
envisioned would be necessary to accomplish this difficult assignment

II. Accomplishments to Date

As I know you are aware, the Review Board was created by The President John F. 
Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992 (JFK Act) as an independent 
Federal agency to oversee the identification and release of records related to the 
assassination of President Kennedy. I know that certain members of this subcommittee 
played a role in crafting and passing the JFK Act—a unique piece of legislation 
designed to remove doubt and speculation about the content of government records 
related to the assassination of President Kennedy. As a result of these lingering 
suspicions, Congress determined that an independent board was the most effective and 
efficient vehicle to make all assassination records available to the public.

The Review Board has accomplished much since we began releasing previously secret 
records in June of 1995. The Board has acted to transfer more than 14,000 documents to 
the President John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection (JFK Collection) at the 
National Archives and Records Administration. We would not have been successful in 
our efforts without the significant assistance of the National Archives. The JFK 
Collection currently totals approximately 3.7 million pages and is used extensively by 
researchers from all over the United States.

By the end of Fiscal Year 1997, the Review Board will have reviewed and processed 
nearly all of the assassination records that have been identified by the more than 30 
different government offices believed to be in possession of relevant records, with the
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important exception of the FBI and the CIA. I will elaborate on the status of records 
held by these two agencies later. The overwhelming majority of previously redacted 
information will have been made public by the Review Board. *

JU. Release-oEGovemment Records Related to the Assassination

Before discussing what we will accomplish with one final year, I would like to highlight 
for the Members of the Subcommittee some of file important records that the Board has 
made public They include:

* Thousands of CIA documents on Lee Harvey Oswald and the assassination of
President Kennedy that made up the CIA's Oswald File and detail the agency's 
investigative activities following the assassination;

* Thousands of once-secret records from the investigation by the House Select 
Committee on Assassinations, chairedby  CongressmanStokes, including the"^' 
controversial Staff Report on Oswald^ t^tb'MejdcoCity; M-xkc

* Thousands of records from the FBI's core and related assassination files that 
document the FBI's interest in Oswald from 1959-63, after he had defected to the 
Soviet Union, three years before the assassination; and

* The extensive FBI files on its investigation of the assassination.

The important work in which the Review Board has been engaged can be best and most 
graphically demonstrated by showing you the "before" and "after" versions of one of 
the pre-assassination FBI documents to which I just referred and that the Board has 
released to the public. Prior to the Review Board's review, this FBI document (JFK 
Collection Record Number: 124-10023-10236, Attachment Number 1) was available to 
file public as you see it on the left. As you can see, it is heavily redacted. The only 
information that was not secret was the date of the memorandum, "October 12,1960," 
that it was to the "Director, FBI," from "Legat, Paris" (the FBI representative in Paris), 
that tiie subject was "Lee Harvey Oswald, Internal Security," and that it had to do with 
a "Paris letter 9/27/60." The rest of the text was blacked out. Obviously, this version 
of the document left room for a great deal of speculation among historians and 
researchers regarding what was underneath the black ink on this document with the 
provocative subject title.

The Review Board aggressively pursued the release of the redacted information in this 
document and several others that relate to the FBI's interest in Oswald before the 
assassination. After protracted negotiations with the FBI, an initial FBI appeal to the 
White House in an effort to keep the document secret, and a direct appeal to the Swiss 
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government, we were able to release the information. The unredacted memorandum 
shows that the Swiss Federal Police had been enlisted by the FBI to try to locate Oswald 
and to determine whether or not he had enrolled at a school in Switzerland. Now the > 
public is able to see the document in full and judge its importance. In its redacted state, 
the document could have meant anything that a researcher's imagination and 
speculation could invent In its released form, it must be analyzed for what it says.

IV. Identification and Location of Additional Assassination Records

One of the most important, most difficult, and most time-consuming responsibilities of 
the Review Board is to identify and locate additional records-that are relevant to the 
assassination. This is a task that to some degree must logically come later in the 
process, after the Review Board has gained a full understanding of the records that have 
already been identified. Although the Review Board has made a significant number of 
requests for additional records and information, some of which I would like to outline, 
much remains to be done before it can be confident that it has completedthis- ;
responsibility. • ■-

I would like to highlight some of our efforts to identify and locate additional 
assassination records. Some examples:

* Medical Records Inquiry. The Review Board has several ongoing efforts to 
identify and locate assassination records involving medical issues. As with any 
homicide, the medical records are among the most important pieces of evidence. 
As part of its attempt to ensure that the medical records are as complete as 
possible, the Review Board staff has deposed the principal pathologists involved 
in President Kennedy's autopsy, as well as other individuals who had 
knowledge of the autopsy and related photographic records.

* Identification and LocationJof Additional FBI Records andlnformation. The
Review Board has continued its efforts to locate additional FBI assassination 
records by making several requests for records and information. The FBI has 
assisted in this effort by giving the Review Board members access to requested 
files. The JFK Task Force at the FBI has, on the whole, been extremely ’ 
cooperative and helpful to the Board and has provided the requested 
information.

* Identification and Location of Additional CIA Records and Information. The 
Review Board has initiated a number of requests to the CIA for additional 
information and records. The Review Board expects that these requests will be 
promptly and fully satisfied during the upcoming year.

4
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* Identification and Location of Additional Secret Service Records and 
Information. Time consuming and careful review of Secret Service activities by 
the Review Board produced a series of requests for additional records and *

* Copies of records from the Metropolitan Crime Commission of New Orleans, 
including records on District Attorney Garrison's investigation and prosecution 
of Clay Shaw and records regarding New Orleans organized crime figures;

information that, in turn, led to the identification of additional relevant 
assassination records. For example, in response to the Review Board's first eight 
requests for additional information, the Secret Service has submitted more than 
1,500 pages of material.

* Identification and Location of Additional Military Records and Information. The 
Department of Defense (including its many components and the military 
services) (collectively "DOD"), identified few assassination records on its own 
initiative. DOD has nevertheless been cooperative with the efforts of the Review 
Board to locate assassination records. When such records have been located, 
DOD has been willing to release the records with few redactions.

Additional work would be required in our last year to ensure that all ~ : 
assassination records in the military^archiveshavebeen made a part of the^FK^ 
Collection. Fortunately, the diligent efforts of the ARRB staff have set the stage 
for accomplishing this task.

V . Release of Private and Local Records

In addition to the release of records in the Federal Government's vast files, and 
consistent with the Board's mandate to make the historical record of the assassination as 
complete as possible, we have been aggressive in identifying and acquiring significant 
assassination-related records in the possession of private citizens and local 
governments, including:

* The original personal papers of Warren Commission Chief Counsel J. Lee Rankin
that give further insight into the operations of the Commission;

* Copies of the official records of New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison's
investigation of the assassination;

* The original papers of New Orleans attorney Edward Wegmann, from his work
as a member of the legal team that successfully defended Clay Shaw in 1969 
against a charge of conspiracy to kill President Kennedy.

5
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* Long-lost films taken in Dallas on November 22,1963, that the public had never
seen and that shed new light on die events of that day; and

*
* Private collections of records from individuals including Warren Commission 

attorney Wesley Liebier, author David Lifton, FBI Special Agent Hosty, Attorney 
Frank Ragano, as well as others.

I am also pleased to announce today that the Review Board has just acquired title 
original personal papers of Clay Shaw, the late New Orleans businessman who is the 
only person ever tried in connection with the assassination of President Kennedy. Shaw 
was acquitted by a jury in 1969 after being charged as part of District Attorney 
Garrison's investigation. The Shaw papers will surely add another dimension to this 
particular chapter of the assassination story.

All of these records will enrich the historical record of the assassination for future 
generations of Americans. Once these records are-processed and described by the -' •
National Archives, they will be'available for research. -

V I. The Need For Additional Time

Despite our best efforts and significant accomplishments, some of which I have 
outlined, the Review Board will not be able to complete its work within the original 
three-year timetable set by Congress for the following reasons:

* First, the authors of the original legislation believed that our task would take
three years. That estimate was based on the best available information at the 
time, but the legislation established an unprecedented process. There was no 
way of knowing the problems of scale and complexity that the Board would 
encounter, nor was there any way to factor in the comprehensive approach we 
have taken in fulfilling our inandate.

* Second, the Board was not appointed until 18 months after the legislation was 
signed into law. As a result, without the guidance of the Board, Federal agencies 
initially defined for themselves the universe of records that should be processed 
under The Act and to speculate about the kind of evidence that would be needed 
to sustain the redaction of assassination-related information. Once the Board 
was in place, agencies needed to redo a considerable amount of work. In fact, 
many agencies have yet to complete their review and the Board is still seeking 
their compliance.

* Third, our enabling legislation imposed several restrictions on the manner in 
which the Board could operate. Unlike other temporary agencies, the Board 
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could not hire or detail experienced federal employees, but rather had to hire 
new employees who had to undergo background investigations and be cleared at 
the Top Secret leveL Locating and renovating space that was suitable for the *’ 
storage of classified materials was required. As a result, the Board could not 
begin an effective review of records until the third quarter of our first year.

* FBI Sequestered Collection. The FBI divides its assassination records into two 
general categories. The first is the "Core and Related Files," consisting of nearly 
600,000 pages of files collected in the course of the massive FBI investigation into 
the assassination. The Review Board will complete its review of this significant 
collection by the end of FY1997. The second, which the FBI refers to as its 
"HSCA records," is a large collection of records that were identified as being of 
interest to the HSCA and which remain to be reviewed by the Board. Like the

We are pleased and proud that the Review Board and staff have been able to overcome 
these obstacles, and that we have developed an efficient and effective process for the 
review of records. All involved in this process want to see that the job is done, and do 
not want to cease now with a reasonable conclusion in sight We want to finish the job 
we began, and with one additional year we can.

V II. The Job Ahead

The additional year of operations will permit the Review Board to finish its task by 
completing several major areas of our work. Please beassured thatthese are- ? - tL 
identifiable projects thatare1criticaltoensUringthattit^jFK?Cdll6ction'4^ ;as^difiplefeAs 
possible/ that relevant Federal agencies have been held accountable, and that all that we 
have done is documented in our final report The Board would focus in our final year 
on file following:

* CIA Sequestered Collection. The Review Board has completed its review of the
Oswald "201 file," the file created and maintained by the CIA on Oswald and the 
assassination. The Review Board is now faced with the task of reviewing the 
agency's "Sequestered Collection," the large collection of files that was 
assembled by the CIA in response to requests made by the House Select 
Committee on Assassinations, chaired by Congressman Stokes, in the late 1970's. 
These records find their relevance to the assassination defined in part by the 
course of the HSCA investigation. The Sequestered Collection originally 
consisted of 63 boxes of CIA- and HSCA-originated records as well as 72 reels of 
microfilm. Unfortunately, these records are in a confused order, poorly 
described, and are replete with duplicates. Some of these records are dearly of 
great significance, some are of only marginal interest, and the relevance of others 
cannot be identified.

7
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CIA's Sequestered Collection, this voluminous body of records (approximately 
280,000 pages) ranges widely in relevance to the assassination.

* The Records of Some Federal Agencies and Congressional Committees. 
Additional time will allow the Board to finish its work with several agencies, 
including the Secret Service, the National Security Agency, and Congressional 
Committees, including the Senate Intelligence Committee.

* Search for Additional Records. With one more year of operations, the Board's 
search for additional records held by Federal agencies, private individuals, and 
local governments would be concluded with greater confidence. Some of these 
records have been identified, but not yet acquired by the Board.

* Federal Agency Compliance. In November 1996, the Review Board initiated a 
compliance program to ensure that Federal agencies have fully cooperated with 
the Board in discharging its responsibility of assuring Congress and the - -----
American public that the goals oflht?JFK Acthavobeeri^accdinplishdd to 
greatest possible extent The requests to document compliance with the JFK Act 
were sent to 27 U.S. government agencies and departments to confirm that the 
U.S. government has identified, located, and released all records relating to the 
assassination of President Kennedy. The agencies' statements of compliance will 
be included in the Review Board's final report to the Congress. The one-year 
extension will ensure that the compliance program is completed and fully 
documented in the final report.

It is important for the Review Board to complete these major projects. The Board 
believes that the completion of the task outlined above, the inclusion of these important 
records in the JFK Collection, and the documentation of Federal agency compliance as 
part of the final report will mark an appropriate point at which to conclude the Board's 
work. We are confident that all that remains for the Board can be accomplished in an 
additional year.

Vm. An Approach to the Review of the Remaining CIA and FBI Records

It is clear to the members of the Review Board that there is much work to be done. The 
review of the remaining CIA and FBI records is a cumbersome and complicated task. 
However, the Board and staff have the benefit of our experience to date that sets the 
stage for an efficient and effective review of the remaining records. I would like to 
briefly describe our early experiences reviewing records and how the past two years set 
a firm foundation for the future and would work to our advantage in our last year.

8
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Our review of records in the early months was slowed by the complexities of the issues 
raised in the records. The unprecedented new standards of the JFK Act, which go far 
beyond those established under die Freedom of Information Act, required a time- *
consuming early phase.

At first, the review process proceeded slowly and the agencies were afforded ample 
opportunity to present their evidence. Over time, the Review Board began to 
standardize its interpretation of die relevant section of the JFK Act and the issues raised 
in the various documents. Now that the Review Board and the agencies are familiar 
with die rigorous demands of die JFK Act, the process has accelerated. In a 
progressively increasing number of cases, records that initially contained proposed 
postponements can be released through a "consent" process. In this consent process, 
the ARRB staff notifies an agency that its proposed postponements are not likely to be 
approved by the Review Board and the agency thereupon voluntarily consents to the 
release of the information.

In our review of the FBI's ‘"Core and Related Files" ahdtheClA's "Oswald 201 File," 
the records that have been the focus of our attention to date, we subjected every 
requested redaction to a rigorous test did the evidence of the harm that would result 
from die release of the information outweigh the public interest in die information?

In considering our review of the CIA and FBI "Sequestered Collections," die Board 
recognized that it needed to develop a different approach, one that would take into 
account die varied degree of relevance of individual records to the assassination. Only 
in this way could the Board ensure that it would appropriately expend its resources in 
its last year. As a first step, the Board carefully analyzed each collection in order to 
determine what priority should be assigned to the category of records. In addition, the 
Board developed a set of guidelines for the review of these records which recognized 
that some categories of records did not require the intensive' word-by-word review that 
had been the rule for the core collections that have been the subject of the Board's 
attention to date. The development of these guidelines began with the August 6,1996 
Board public hearing and culminated in their adoption at the October 16,1996 Board 
meeting. The ARRB staff will distinguish between records whose relevance to the 
assassination is clear and those not believed to be relevant (or "NBR"). Applying these 
new standards will permit the ARRB staff to identify and review the most significant 
remaining records in order of priority.

These detailed guidelines will reduce the loss of valuable Review Board and ARRB staff 
time expended to review, on a word-by-word basis, those documents that have a 
remote relationship, at best, to the Kennedy assassination. Those documents that are 
identified as relevant to the assassination will continue to be reviewed word-by-word. 
These standards of relevance are designed to ensure that the greatest number of true 
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assassination records is properly identified, reviewed, and made public in the JFK 
Collection at the National Archives.

The fruits of our labor from the first three years would be realized in our last year, one 
in which we would be reviewing some of the most difficult records, and potentially 
most important records, but with the benefit of our invaluable experience. I am happy 
to report that we have received assurances from the FBI and CIA that they will work 
with us in a final year to make sure that the necessary resources are applied so that our 
task can be completed.

DC Conclusion

In making our recommendation for a one-year extension, we, the members of the 
Review Board, are fully cognizant of the difficulties inherent in extending a temporary 
commission. We are aware of the concern that temporary bodies may have a self- 
preserving and self-perpetuating instinct, and want to assure you in the dearest arid 
most unambiguous manner that our recommendation'is motivated strictly by our desire < 
to complete the job. My colleagues and I were appointed as private citizens and have 
many competing claims on our time and energy. It is our collective conviction that the 
additional time is necessary and our sincerest commitment that we will complete our 
task by the end of Fiscal Year 1998, if given the means.

I would like to note that, as you may be aware, the Administration is supportive of the 
one-year extension for the Review Board and has submitted an FY1998 budget 
amendment to allow us to complete our work, dose out our operation, and submit our 
final report.

Since the Review Board began this effort three years ago, we have witnessed the 
widespread and passionate interest that the American public has in the assassination of 
President Kennedy. We have received thousands of letters, telephone calls, faxes and 
e-mail messages from individuals who care deeply about our history. They come from 
all walks of life, from all oyer the country, and are of all ages. Their interest is of 
varying degrees and they do not all agree on what happened in Dallas on November 22, 
1963. However, they do agree that the public has the right to see the files on the 
assassination.

I believe that what the Review Board is all about can be summed up in a letter we 
received from a man from California just last week. The author is not a professional 
historian, not a student working on a paper for a history dass, but simply a private 
citizen interested in learning about this tragic historical event. He wrote the following:

"In my humble opinion, it appears that the ARRB is having a healing effect 
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upon tiie American public, who may be coming to realize that there may be 
closure in sight (in our lifetimes) with regard to the JFK assassination."

• *

These words capture why the Review Board was created by the Congress and why we 
hope that the Review Board will have the additional year to complete our task.

The Assassination Records Review Board was conceived as a means of eliminating 
uncertainty and speculation about the contents of government files relating to the 
assassination of President Kennedy. We, the members of the Board, believe that a 
premature termination of the Review Board would surely generate intensified doubts 
within the general public about the commitment of Congress to release all information 
that relates to the assassination of President Kennedy, as well as renewed speculation 
about the conduct of our government and its institutions and personnel If appropriate 
closure is not reached now, the identical issues will likely have to be addressed again in 
the future—at even greater cost The additional year that we recommend will allow for 
a confident conclusion of this important tasfc^icn of fh’s >?■ .<

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Subcommittee, on behalf of the members of the 
Assassination Records Review Board, I thank you for allowing us this opportunity to 
discuss our work and our future. We urge you to favorably report HR. 1553. I would 
be happy to answer any questions that the members of the Subcommittee may have for 
me. The Board and staff stand ready to provide the Subcommittee with any additional 
information that may be required. Thank you.
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REP. HASTERT: The Subcommittee on National Security, International Affairs and 
Criminal Justice will come to order. This hearing will focus on a very 
important piece of legislation, HR 1553, the John F. Kennedy Assassination 
Records Review Board Reauthorization Act. This bill was introduced by Chairman 
Dan Burton on May 8,1997 and included in original cosponsors ranking minority 
member Henry Waxman and Congressman Louis Stokes, our first witness for today, 
also who chaired the House Select Committee on Assassinations.
In 1992,30 years after the assassination, nearly one million pages of records 
compiled by official investigations still had been not made public. Congress 
decided to set up a process for reviewing and releasing to the public the 
records surrounding the Kennedy assassination. The result was that on October 
26,1992, President Bush signed into law Public Law 102-526, the President John 
F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992.
The original act provided a three-year timetable for the review board to 
complete its work. Unfortunately, extensive delays in the appointment of board 
members delayed the review board's work from the very beginning. In 1994, the 
Congress extended the 1992 law's termination date for one year, until September 
30th, 1996. The review board subsequently exercised its authority into the 
statute to continue operating for one additional year.
The review process has proved to be more complex and time- consuming than 
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anticipated. And although we believe that Congress should not indefinitely 
continue funding federal entities that were intended to be temporary, Chairman 
Burton and this subcommittee support the request for a one-year extension of the 
board's reauthorization. I believe that by releasing these documents to the 
public we serve an important public right to know and advance the cause of total 
accountability to the people of this country.
At this time I would like to recognize the gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. 
Barrett.
REP. THOMAS M. BARRETT (D-WI): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm honored to 
welcome
my esteemed colleague, Representative Louis Stokes, to testify before this 
subcommittee. We are fortunate to be able to draw on your experience in this 
area.
Over 30 years ago this country was shocked by the assassination of President 
Kennedy in a way that it had not been shocked since the bombing of Pearl Harbor 
or the bombing or Hiroshima. Yet today we are still prying papers out of the 
government about that assassination.
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The legislation that created the Assassination Review Board broke new ground by 
establishing the principle that there should be a presumption of public access 
to government information. That legislation was necessary because 
administration after administration had failed to release documents. That 
should not be. The Assassination Review Board has released millions of pages 
that could have otherwise remained locked in government file drawers. We are 
here today to extend the authorization of this board because the process of 
making government information public has been more complex and time-consuming 
than anticipated. I am not criticizing the work of the board or the dedication 
of its members. I am, however, critical of the fact that we are still fighting 
with our government to allow public access to government documents. 
Congress has passed laws and resolutions reiterating the principles of public 
access that were laid down when this country was founded. Administration after 
administration has worked to thwart that access. I applaud President Clinton 
for his efforts to declassify xdocuments, but we need to do much more.
I hope that every employee at the Office of Management and Budget, and every 
agency in the government will pay attention to what this board has accomplished. 
It is the refusal to allow public access that breeds suspicion of the 
government. It is the thwarting of public access that causes the public to 
mistrust government officials. If we are to turn the tide of mistrust and 
suspicion, it will be done by opening the doors of access. Today is one step in 
that process, but there is much more work to be done.
Thank you.
REP. HASTERT: Are there any other members wishing to make an opening statement? 
If not, our first witness this morning is fellow Congressman Lou Stokes, who 
served as the chairman of the House Select Committee on Assassinations from 1976 
to 1979, and is a cosponsor of this important bill.
And, Mr. Stokes, we want to say welcome, and thank you for your fine work in 
this area. And please proceed with your opening statement.
REP. LOUIS STOKES (D-OH): Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Barrett, Mr. 
Turner, Mr. LaTourette.
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to submit my written testimony for the record, and if I 
may, I'd like to just summarize my testimony.
REP. HASTERT: Without objection.
REP. STOKES: Thank you.
It seems, Mr. Chairman, it was not as long as it is, but actually it's been 20 
years; it was in 1977 when I was appointed as chairman of the House Select 
Committee on Assassinations. We were authorized at that time and directed to 
complete an investigation surrounding the assassination and the death of 
President John F. Kennedy. We completed, as you've already stated, our
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investigation in 1979. And on March 28th of that year, we filed our final 
report. In addition to it, 12 volumes of evidentiary material, printed by the 
Government Printing Office, was made available to the American public. In 
addition to this, we conducted 18 days of public hearings and an additional two 
days of public policy hearings.
Prior to the committee running out of both time and money, we had released 
everything that we had the time and resources to release. All of our other 
records were placed in the National Archives, under a House of Representatives 
rule which existed at that time, Rule 36, requiring such unpublished records 
routinely to be sealed for 30 to 50 years. The records of our committee 
relative to this investigation consisted of 935 boxes, which we turned over to 
the National Archives. Then, over the years, a considerable public debate about 
these records has ensued, including accusations that these records, if released, 
would contain evidence of a government cover-up, or complicity of government 
agencies in the assassination of President Kennedy.
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A great deal of this was fueled in 1992 by a movie entitled "JFK." That movie 
contained many distortions of the facts and circumstances surrounding the death 
of our president. As a result of that movie, my office was deluged with 
thousands of letters and telegrams by Americans calling for the release of these 
sealed files.
As a member of Congress, and a former chairman of that committee, I deemed it 
important not to have the good work of our committee impugned by such baseless 
accusations. Our committee had attempted to conduct its investigation into the 
assassination of the president, and to present the results of that investigation 
to the Congress and to the American people in a thorough and dignified manner in 
keeping with the memory of this great president.
Consequently, in 1992,1 introduced, and the House and Senate passed, PL 
102-526, a bill entitled The President John F. Kennedy Assassination Records 
Collection Act of 1992. That law created the Assassination Records Review 
Board, which mandated and authorized that board to identify, secure, and make 
available all records related to the assassination of President Kennedy. It was 
our intention, Mr. Chairman, that everything that could be released from every 
agency, every court record, anywhere they existed — that those records be 
released to the American people.
Under the law, the board had until October 1,1996, to fulfill its mandate, plus 
an additional year, at the board's discretion.
We were very fortunate to have a very distinguished panel appointed. This panel 
was appointed by President Clinton 18 months after the law was enacted here by 
the Congress — a considerable delay in the appointment of this panel. But we 
were very fortunate to have persons such as Chairman Tunheim, Dr. Henry Graff, 
Dr. Kermit Hall, Dr. William Joyce, Dr. Anna Nelson, and an outstanding 
executive director, David Marwell.
Under this panel, they have now released more than 10,000 previously secret 
government documents.

They have released a report, which I would urge all the members of the committee 
to read, if they have an opportunity, because I think you will see the extensive 
amount of work in which they have been involved.
They now need one additional final year in order to complete their work. Their 
work during this period of time will be primarily to secure the release of 
documents from the CIA and the FBI. Those are the two main agencies left from 
which they still have a considerable number of documents to be released. 
Mr. Chairman, in closing I think that it's important that we complete this work 
in an orderly manner with full and complete disclosure to the American people, 
that they will feel that they know everything that their government knows about 
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the assassination of their president. And I would urge the support and passage 
of this legislation sponsored by Chairman Burton, of which I am one of the 
original co-sponsors.
I'd be pleased to answer any questions.
REP. HASTERT: Thank you, Chairman — or, Mr. Stokes. And I really appreciate 
the work that you've done here. I have just two brief questions. Actually, 
three. Do you believe that the Ford Review Board is up and running smoothly 
now?
REP. STOKES: Absolutely. In spite of the delay of 18 months they have done just 
a yeoman's amount of work. It's just been almost incomparable to realize how 
much they have done. And to their credit, they feel that if given just this one 
additional year that they will complete the work.
REP. HASTERT: And do you believe that this process is consistent with the goals 
of your original legislation in 1992?
REP. STOKES: Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman.
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REP. HASTERT: And then you are confident, as you said before, that the review 
board can finish its task by September 30th, 1998.
REP. STOKES: I am just very confident that - in projecting the fact that they 
can do this work with one year. And when they say themselves as they will say 
to you when they appear, this'll be one final year.
REP. HASTERT: Thank you very much, and thank you for your testimony.
REP. STOKES: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
REP. HASTERT: The gentleman from Wisconsin.
REP. BARRETT: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't have a lot of questions, either. I just want to compliment you, 
Congressman Stokes, for the fine job that you have done.
REP. STOKES: Thank you.
REP. BARRETT: And just one question. Do you think in the unfortunate and 
hopefully unlikely scenario that there are future assassinations in the future 
that this was a good way to approach this problem, the panel that you served? 
Do you think that you have accomplished what you intended to accomplish? 
REP. STOKES: Mr. Barrett, at the time that we undertook this panel and Congress 
passed the act to create this panel, 85 percent of the American people believed 
that someone other than Lee Harvey Oswald had participated in the assassination 
of President Kennedy. A national poll had told us that. There were boundless 
rumors and myths. People were writing numerous books and things of that sort. 
And as a consequence of it, I think that putting this panel together and 
permitting this type of investigation I think was very helpful. I think it 
allayed many of the rumors and myths that grew up and abounded around the 
assassination of our president.
However, I don't think that it put to bed everything. We uncovered many things. 
For instance, we pointed up many of the things that the Warren Commission had 
not done properly. And we were able to destroy many of the myths, such as the 
umbrella man theory and things of that sort. But we couldn't put everything to 
bed. We had begun that investigation 15 years after the assassination of the 
president. I think had we been given this type of investigation immediately 
after it had occurred, it would have been a different result. But many of the 
witnesses had died. Evidence had disappeared. As you can see now, there were 
materials which we were not able to get even within that two-year period before 
we went out of existence.
And so as a consequence of it, I think we did an outstanding job. No one has 
ever been able to refute any of the work that we did. No one has been able thus 
far to say anything was ever covered up from the American people. And so to 
that degree, I think that it performed a good service for the American people.
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REP. HASTERT: Okay, thank you very much.
The gentleman from Ohio.
REP. STEVEN LATOURETTE (R-OH): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I 
want to
thank you for having this hearing today and for also expediting the markup on 
1553, and give praise to the co- sponsors, our chairman, Mr. Burton, Mr. Waxman, 
and also to Congressman Stokes.
The editorial comment I would make is I'm always amazed each succeeding day that 
I serve in Congress at the rich history that a number of our colleagues have, 
and to now have our fine colleague from Ohio, Congressman Stokes from Cleveland, 
here and talk about his previous work on the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations. Although many members in the House remember his service, I would 
venture to say there are a number of people back home that don't know all of the 
things that you've done during your many years of service to this Congress and 
this country.
Just as an example, the other day I found out — and I don't know if you're a
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lawyer or not, Mr. Chairman, but I found out that Congressman Stokes — well, 
you're lucky you're not a lawyer, but I am, and I'm proud to be a lawyer.
I found out that Congressman Stokes was responsible for a ruling called Terry 
versus Ohio, and you might have heard of a "Terry Frisk and Search," and I 
didn't know that till the other day, that Congressman Stokes had a hand in that, 
and so, again, we find Congressman Stokes showing up again, sharing his 
expertise with the country.
Lou, the one question I would have, deals with, in both your written testimony, 
and then also your observations to Congressman Baird's question. You talked 
about the "JFK" movie, and all of the rumors and innuendoes and the public 
polls. And you still run into people — as I'm sure — I still run into people 
that aren't convinced that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone on that November day in 
Dallas.
And part of it has to do, I think, with, after your commission met, and now the 
legislation in '92, and a little delay in getting everybody in place in the 
review board. Do you think it was necessary, after you've reviewed the 
documents in this case, that we waited, as a government, 34 years to make these 
documents available? Was there something impinging upon the national security 
that you found or discovered that made it necessary for the government to wait 
34 full years before releasing this information, and hopefully dispelling some 
of those rumors?
REP. STOKES: Thank you very much, Mr. LaTourette, firstly for your nice remarks. 
But it's a good question, because not many people realize that this was not — 
when we sealed these records for the period 30 to 50 years, this was not done 
because of anything relative to this particular investigation. That was a House 
rule in existence at that time, that applied to any committee that, when it 
completed its work and filed its final report, if they had documents which had 
not been released publicly, under that House rule, they had to be sealed for 30 
to 50 years. The same applied to the other part of that investigation which we 
conducted, which was to investigate the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr., which was a companion part of our investigation. So that applied to that 
one also.
But as a result of it, in compliance with the House rule, it just sort of sat 
there until things were stirred up by that "JFK" movie and it sort of brought 
things to the head.
REP. LATOURETTE: Okay. The principles behind your '92 legislation, the 
Assassination Records Collection Act -- obviously, now we collect records 
differently than we did before. A lot of them are electronically stored. Do 
you think that we can use that act as a vehicle, should another tragedy — God 
forbid we should ever have such another tragedy in this country, but should 
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another tragedy such as this occur, could we use the lessons learned in the 
model of this review board to prevent the significant time lag between the date 
of event and the eventual release of documents for public review?
REP. STOKES: I would hope, Mr. LaTourette, that we have learned some lessons. 
Firstly, here in the Congress we'd no longer have such a rule in effect, and 
that will help us, I think, tremendously.
But also, I think, by the agencies now working with a review panel of this sort 
and realizing that many of the type of documents which they will cite to you in 
their testimony — for instance, there's a very interesting document that they 
will talk about, where the whole page, with the exception of just the date and 
the name of a country — everything was redacted. And under their work, that 
whole page has been released, and everyone can read that.
What you do by that is that you're to allay all the suspicion as to what really 
has been redacted and people can really see. And then you can't have the kind 
of rumors and myths that grow up around it.
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And I think and hope that in the event of such an occurrence in the future — 
which £dl of us hope would never occur — that our agencies will realize that 
this has been a good example of how we could allay some of the fears and 
suspicions that the American people have around the manner in which we conduct 
this type of thing.
REP. LATOURETTE: Thank you very much, Congressman Stokes, for your expertise 
REP. STOKES: Thank you.
REP. LATOURETTE: — and thank you, Mr. Chairman, for yielding.

REP. HASTERT: Thank you.
And at this time I recognize the gentleman from Texas.
REP. JIM TURNER (D-TX): Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And all I would add is to also compliment you, Mr. Stokes, for your many years 
of work on this effort. I too stand somewhat in awe at the number of years of 
service and your contributions to this body.
REP. STOKES: Thank you.
REP. TURNER: And I know the Congress and the American people are grateful for 
the years of service you've provided not only on this issue, but on many other 
issues to which you've contributed.
And I also want to thank those who've served on this panel, because I'm sure it 
is a time-consuming endeavor to carry out this task.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
REP. HASTERT: Thank you, Mr. Turner.
Thank you, Mr. Stokes.
REP. STOKES: Thank you.
REP. HASTERT: The second panel, come forward, please.
Our distinguished second panel includes four witnesses: Mr. John Tunheim, the 
chair of the Assassination Records Review Board; Mr. Steven Tilley, the chief of 
the John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection at the National Archives. 
We also have Mr. Max Holland, the author and contributing editor of the Wilson 
Quarterly; and Mr. Bruce Hitchcock, an historian and teacher at Noblesville High 
School in Indiana, our distinguished chairman's home state.
And I also would say that, at this time, Mr. Burton would have wanted to be here 
to make a few comments. He is not here yet. We may entertain that at any time. 
So, if you gentlemen would please stand, and -- (witnesses are sworn in). Thank 
you. Let the record show that the witnesses answered in the affirmative.
And we start with you, Mr. Tunheim.
JOHN TUNHEIM (Chair, Assassination Records Review Board): Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman. I, too, would like to submit my written testimony for the record and 
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just give a brief summary to members of the subcommittee today.
I'd like to thank the subcommittee for this opportunity to testify today in 
favor of House bill 1553. And I'd also like to note our thanks to Congressman 
Stokes for his leadership on this issue and his guidance in the important effort 
to release the records relating to the tragic assassination of President 
Kennedy.
The review board is confident that the additional time requested and provided by 
Congressman Burton's bill will allow us to complete our work and submit a truly 
complete final report to the Congress, to the president and to the American 
public. I'd like to thank Chairman Burton for introducing the bill and 
Congressman Waxman and Stokes for co-sponsoring the bill that is before the 
subcommittee today. And I also appreciate, Mr. Chairman, your role in chairing 
this hearing today and assisting in this effort.
One of the other members of the review board is present with us today -- I'd 
like to introduce her — Dr. Anna Nelson, who is file distinguished adjunct
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historian in residence at the American University and is seated in the row 
directly behind me. Dr. David Harwell, the executive director of the review 
board, is also here, as are a number of staff members who are very professional 
and very dedicated and have done their work for us very well.
The review board, Mr. Chairman, began releasing records in July of 1995, 
pursuant to the act passed by Congress. And thus far, the board has acted 
specifically to transfer more than 14,000 documents to the JFK collection at the 
National Archives. That collection, as Mr. Tilley will tell the subcommittee 
shortly, now contains more than 3.7 million pages' worth of material.
I'd like to show one brief and rather dramatic example of the work that the 
review board is doing. Congressman Stokes mentioned this issue in his 
testimony. This involves one particular record. This is title "before" version, 
the record that was available to the public up until several years ago. You 
probably cannot see it from here, but it is a document that was sent from the 
FBI's representative in Paris to Director Hoover on October 12,1960. That is 
indicated at the top of the memorandum. The subject, as indicated, is Lee 
Harvey Oswald: Internal Security. And then it says Re: Paris Letter 9-27- 60. 
And the remainder of the entire document is blacked out. And not surprisingly, 
a document like this dated three years prior to the assassination of President 
Kennedy, a document sent to J. Edgar Hoover attracted a great deal of interest 
among researchers who saw it because everything was blacked out underneath. The 
speculation that individuals had about this was great.
Well, the board aggressively pursued the release of this information, initially 
ordering its release. The FBI appealed that decision to the president.
Subsequently we worked out with them, including an aggressive effort to contact 
Swiss authorities who were the subject of this particular document. I met 
personally with the Swiss ambassador to the United States to ask for his 
assistance in obtaining Swiss approval to release it.
And here is the record that is now released to the American public at the 
National Archives. All of the material is released. And what it indicates was 
the FBI was interested in whether Oswald was indeed attending a college in 
Switzerland during that period of time. And the document tells about the 
investigation that Swiss authorities did to determine whether Oswald was, 
indeed, enrolled. He was someone who the FBI was following because of his 
interest in defecting to the Soviet Union. That's a good example of the type of 
work that the review board is doing: pursuing individual releases of information 
that has long been redacted from the public.
The board has worked closely with federal agencies. The vast majority of the 
records are at the CIA and the FBI. We have completed the review of the core 
collections in both of those agencies and significant numbers of materials have
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been released.
The board has also been aggressive in identifying and acquiring significant 
assassination-related records that have been in the hands of private citizens 
and local governments. Just a couple of examples:
The papers of J. Lee Rankin, who was the chief counsel to the Warren Commission, 
have now been released through the efforts of the review board. Virtually all 
of the records of the prosecution in New Orleans of Clay Shaw was also released. 
And I'm announcing for die first time today that the review board has just 
acquired the original personal papers of Clay Shaw. He was the individual 
prosecuted in New Orleans in 1969, the only individual prosecuted for the 
assassination of President Kennedy. That will add another dimension to this 
story. This is an example of his diary, which the board has just obtained, and 
will be released as soon as we can process the materials. It's very 
interesting. It's his diary from the day that he was arrested, on March 1st, 
1967 and his feelings about Oswald on that particular day.
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Despite the best estimate, Mr. Chairman, that this job could be done in three 
years, we cannot finish our work by the end of this fiscal year. We're 
confident that in the additional year we will be able to get through the 
records, which will largely involve the sequestered collections at the CIA and 
at the FBI — records sequestered by the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations. I'd be happy to answer any questions, Mr. Chairman, that you 
and the members have.
REP. HASTERT: Thank you. We'll hold all the questions until the end of the 
testimony.
MR. TUNHEIM: Very well.
REP. HASTERT: Mr. Tilley?
STEVEN TILLEY (Chief, Access and Freedom of Information Staff, National Archives 
and Records Administration): Mr. Chairman, I am Steven Tilley, and I'm the chief 
of the Access and Freedom of Information Staff at the National Archives and 
Records Administration. And I wish to thank you for the opportunity to testify 
today on behalf — for the National Archives in support of HR 1553.
I'm appearing today in my capacity of NARA's chief of the President John F. 
Kennedy Assassination Records Collection. In that role, I am charged with 
implementing NARA's responsibilities under the act, and I serve as NARA's 
liaison to the Assassination Records Review Board. And it's my understanding 
that my written statement will be made part of the record, therefore, I'll be 
brief in my remarks.
Mr. Chairman, this month marks the 20th anniversary of the closing of the office 
of the Watergate Special Prosecution Force. I oversaw the closing of that 
office and supervised the transfer of those records to the National Archives. 
Most of my career at the National Archives since then has been involved with 
working with sensitive records. And in 1993,1 became the chief of the JFK 
Collection, and I've served in that capacity ever since.
When the review board members were confirmed by the Senate in April of 1994, my 
staff and I began to work with the board, and later with the board staff, to 
provide information on the records in the JFK Collection, the development and 
use of NARA's data base, our contacts and discussions with other agencies 
involved in searches for assassination records, and the existence of 
assassination records in the custody of private repositories or individuals.
The review board and NARA have maintained an excellent working relationship 
through the three years of the board's existence, and I'd like to think that 
this close relationship has in some way contributed to the success of the review 
board.
NARA enthusiastically supports passage of HR 1553 to extend the review board's 
authorization.
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The board needs the time designated in this bill to complete its important work 
in making available as complete a historical record as possible concerning the 
assassination of President Kennedy.
I would like to briefly offer for your consideration some statistics and facts 
to demonstrate the success of the board. The JFK Assassination Records 
Collection has grown to more than lz600 cubic feet of records, or approximately 
3.75 million pages from more than 30 different government offices. These 
numbers are a testament to the work of the board in obtaining the cooperation of 
the entire federal government as well as private donors in this important task. 
For the information of the committee, Mr. Chairman, I've attached to my 
testimony a copy of the register of the collection, which lists the major groups 
of federal records and private papers along with a supplemental listing of FBI 
records.
Not only has the collection increased dramatically in size; the significance
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of the records in the collection cannot be underestimated. In addition to the 
records of numerous executive branch agencies and offices, the records of 
relevant congressional committees, related court cases, and records donated by 
private entities are also available in the collection.
This rich documentation is searchable electronically, giving researchers the 
ability to seek out documents concerning a topic, person or event, or even 
individual documents, not only at NARA's College Park facility but from then- 
own personal computer through the Internet
Finally, Mr. Chairman, public demand for these records is the ultimate evidence 
of the value of this collection. Reference requests have risen in number every 
year since the collection opened with new records in August of 1993. This year 
we have already received over 600 written inquiries, an increase of over 30 
percent from this period of time last year. The number of inquiries on our 
computer Web site is also steadily increasing. Since March 1996, when the 
assassination records database was made available through the Internet, it has 
been accessed over 100,000 times by the public.
Due to the exceptional work of the Assassination Records Review Board, great 
progress has been made on making available as complete a record as possible in 
the history of the assassination of John Kennedy. Without the focus, integrity 
and expertise of the review board, the collection would not have the size, 
quality or public demand witnessed today.
However, there is still much to do. NARA supports passage of HR 1553 so this 
important work can be completed.
That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I'll be glad to answer any 
questions.
REP. HASTERT: Thank the gentleman.
Mr. Holland?
MAX HOLLAND (Author, contributing editor of Wilson Quarterly): Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman. I'd like to make a brief statement summarizing my testimony.
Nearly 75 years after President Lincoln's assassination, a chemist-tumed-author 
named Otto Eisenschiml provoked a national furor with his 1937 book, "Why Was 
Lincoln Murdered?" Eisenschiml claimed one of the most important events in 
American history was still a mystery. And Eisenschiml claimed to have uncovered 
the truth: President Lincoln was the victim of a conspiracy organized by his 
secretary of war, Edwin Stanton, who was allegedly opposed to the president's 
program for a charitable post-war reconstruction of the South.
When pressed, Otto Eisenschiml openly admitted that he had no evidence to 
support his case. At the same time, it was precisely the documentary record 
that enabled critics to prove that Eisenschiml's book was just another in a long 
line of lunatic theories about the first assassination of an American president.
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Here lies, I submit, the long-term importance of the work being carried out by 
the AARB. The meaning of the raw data being unearthed by the review board will 
probably not be appreciated any time soon by the generations sentient when 
President Kennedy was murdered in Dallas, but if these generations cannot come 
to terms with history as it happened in their lifetimes, then at the very least, 
they have an obligation to hand over, insofar as possible, a complete and 
thorough documentary record. Citizens will need that record to rebut the Otto 
Eisenschimls of the next century, not that there is any dearth of them now.
I strongly support without qualification extension of the review board for 
another year and full funding of its operations. Bringing its work to an abrupt 
end would not only diminish the investment of time and resources already made; 
in all likelihood, it would throw the whole initiative into chaos. Not least of 
all, gutting the effort now would surely create ineradicable suspicion about the 
federal government's intentions in the first place. I'd like to spend the 
balance of my time describing the three areas where I thank the review board
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had made its greatest contributions. The first has to do with the Warren 
Commission. The review board's labors have resulted in many new documents that 
I believe will eventually remove the stigma that has been attached to the 
commission, which is probably the most unfairly reviled and/or ridiculed entity 
ever created by the federal government.
These records paint a sobering portrait of our federal government during a very 
traumatic time. It's not die idealized versions depicted in civics text books 
nor the demonized version featured on talk radio. It's the real federal 
government: imperfect, plodding, riven by ambition, distrust, rivalries, 
compartmentalized by secrecy, working at cross-purposes or in ignorance, 
simultaneously guided by the most banal bureaucratic instincts and the most 
elevated national concerns. Somehow, through all of that, it does struggle and 
manage to do the right thing.
Besides the Warren Commission, I think the work of the review board has made a 
very substantial contribution towards understanding the operations of the 
intelligence community. The assassination necessarily caused what could only be 
termed a mobilization of the U.S. intelligence community's far-flung resources. 
The government had to determine that weekend who was responsible and whether the 
assassin or assassins had any co-conspirators either foreign or domestic. 
Consequently the records being released now constitute a gold mine of 
information about domestic and foreign intelligence operations at the midpoint 
of the cold war. These records not only shed new light on what the government 
knew 34 years ago; the release is an object lesson in why they were kept secret 
for all those years. They do not contradict the federal government's official 
conclusion at stated in the Warren report. Rather, the documents were kept 
secret because they disclosed or tended to disclose ongoing intelligence sources 
and methods.
With the release of these documents, the intelligence community's record in the 
wake of the assassination can finally be assessed with some fairness and 
thoroughness. The fact is that the information provided by the FBI, CIA and 
other agencies was instrumental to preventing the United States government from 
overreacting when the circumstantial public evidence was highly suggestive of a 
link between Lee Harvey Oswald and a foreign power.
The last area in which the review board has made a — perhaps its greatest 
contribution has to do with whole issue of secrecy and disclosure. The balance 
between secrecy and disclosure has always been in favor of secrecy, especially 
since World War II, controlled by laws highly deferential to the equities of the 
interested government agencies. The five citizens who serve on the review board 
decided that if their mandate was to have any meaning it was imperative to 
pierce this veil. They had to get at categories that had been classified here 
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before, including information derived from intelligence sources and methods. 
While some historians have been critical of the resources devoted to this 
particular effort, I like to believe that a breakthrough had to be achieved 
somewhere, and in fact, the records pertaining to President Kennedy's 
assassination make an excellent demonstration project of what can now be 
released. The lines drawn by the review board should prove helpful as the 
government undertakes to declassify the vast body of records generated during 
the Cold War.
Finally, I'd like to say the entire history of the federal government's efforts 
in the wake of the assassination, including the experience of the review board, 
serves as a cautionary tale. Perhaps it will enable the government to strike a 
better balance between secrecy and disclosure in the future, for there exists no 
better example of the heavy wages of doubt, suspicion and public cynicism 
exacted by secrecy than the Kennedy assassination experience.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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REP. HASTERT: I thank the gentleman.
And now, Mr. Hitchcock, I'd like to welcome you especially. A gentleman from 
Ohio asked me a little while ago if I was an attorney. Indeed, I was not an 
attorney, I happened to be a history teacher for 16 years before I ever got into 
politics. So it's certainly a noble trade, and happy that you're here. I know 
the chairman wanted to introduce you personally, but he couldn't make it this 
afternoon.
You have contributed students, I understand, a clerk for this commission, and 
have been involved in it at a very high degree. So we welcome you and listen to 
your testimony.
BRUCE HITCHCOCK (Teacher, Noblesville High School, Indiana): Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman. And I, too, would ask that my written statement be entered into the 
record and I will briefly summarize.
REP. HASTERT: Without objection, all written statements will be entered into the 
record.
MR. HITCHCOCK: Thank you.
My name is Bruce Hitchcock and I am a teacher at Noblesville High School located 
in Noblesville, Indiana, which is a community approximately 20 miles north of 
Indianapolis. I am currently completing my 28th year in secondary education. 
My teaching assignment has primarily been in the areas of United States history, 
American government, and international relations.

And I want to express my appreciation to the committee for affording me the 
honor and privilege of being here today and permitting me to make some brief 
remarks concerning an issue about which I have very strong convictions not only 
as a citizen, but as an educator.
In the spring of 1994,1 assigned my Honors United States history class a 
project studying the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. This project 
culminated in the students placing the Warren Commission Report on trial. Half 
of the class represented the prosecution and half the class defended the Warren 
Commission Report. The class became quite interested in, and many would say 
obsessed with this subject. The project resulted in a trial which became quite 
intense and divisive, so much so that the class had to have a party at the end 
of the semester to rekindle friendships. They became so fascinated with the 
subject of the assassination that they requested an opportunity to travel to 
Washington, DC during the summer following their graduation to do additional 
research.
From that modest class assignment developed an internship opportunity with the 
JFK Assassination Records Review Board. To date, four student groups from
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believe the government did conceal, continues to conceal, and will continue to 
conceal the truth. If the review board is permitted time to complete its work, 
it will assist in defusing the last two charges. We cannot prevent the 
speculation that someone did conceal the truth. But the argument that a 
cover-up continues, and will continue, can at least be defused, or discouraged. 
What has been lost cannot be replaced. However, what still exists can be made 
public. We should have access, and our students should have access to the 
information and documents still in existence. This is an opportunity for the 
United States government to provide a credible response to public interest. The 
review board established by the Congress, is actually a group of citizens 
telling the government what to do, and what to release. An opportunity exists, 
in this era of skepticism, to restore some credibility and trust in the 
government.
In his recent book, "The Approaching Fury," author Stephen B. Oates quotes John 
Furling as saying, "Events by themselves are unimportant. It is the perception 
of events that is crucial."
Perhaps in 1997, the most important aspect concerning the assassination of 
President Kennedy, is the perception, shared by many, of a conspiracy involving 
individuals and agencies of the United States government. Do we not owe our 
young people the opportunity to form the most accurate perception possible? Do 
we not owe them the chance to see as much of the truth intact as can be 
assembled?
It seems to me that we owe this generation, and all succeeding generations, the 
opportunity to question, to study, and to form opinions on the basis of 
information they can view independently, without solely relying on the opinions 
of others. Oftentimes, while I'm in the classroom, I observe students who have 
opinions, but little to substantiate them. Congress has a chance before it in 
some small way — or maybe in some large way -- to at least provide them with 
more information, so that they may have their turn in determining what the JFK 
assassination means.
We have been affected by this event. For 34 years we have been affected. The 56 
students from Noblesville High School have, as have countless others, been 
affected by the events of November 22nd, 1963.
The study of this event has the public interest. It is an event to which the 
public and students can relate. It touches people.
As an aside, last week an article was published in the Indianapolis Star. I have 
a copy with me today. Regarding our school's ongoing JFK assassination project. 
Within a day of its publication I received phone calls from a gentleman offering 
500 pages of documents for our use. And from a former teacher calling me with 
information regarding some scholarship opportunities. I also received a call 
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from ABC News Nightline. And yesterday before leaving Noblesville High School 
received a call from Atlanta, Georgia offering information.

The subject of the call from Nightline was seeking information as to what 
Noblesville High School students were doing with regard to the study of the 
assassination. Together I think these calls reflect continued local and national 
interest in continuing the probe into what happened in Dallas. Congress has the 
opportunity to lay the facts before the American public and permit a more 
reasoned, rational and fact-based account and discussion of the assassination. 
I would hope that the committee would take into consideration the fact that the 
review board had a one-year delay before truly becoming operational, that it is 
making a one-time request for an extension, that the review board has been on 
task and on budget, that the review board has conducted its business in a 
professional and non-partisan manner, and in 1992, when the act was passed by 
this Congress and signed by President Bush, the enormity of the task was not
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Noblesville High School have interned with the review board, with the fifth 
scheduled for the week of June 16th of this year. When this group completes its 
work, a total of 56 of our students will have participated in this unique and 
truly educational opportunity.
I might add that except for the first group, succeeding student groups have 
studied, researched and prepared for their internship on their own time, outside 
normal class meetings. The most recent group to participate did so over spring 
break. The fact that students wanted to spend their vacation working with 
government records reflects the interest that the JFK assassination has for 
students.
In my 28 years of teaching, I have never had a topic create as much interest as 
the assassination of President Kennedy. It is a mystery, and it provides an 
excellent research opportunity, as well as a chance for students to be actively 
involved in learning.
Since November 22nd, 1963, there have been many who have believed, and still
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and could not be fully appreciated.
An opportunity exists to complete a task which I believe is overwhelmingly 
supported by the American public, and it is important that this mission and 
mandate authorized by Congress be completed. I would like to end with just a 
couple of quotes, one from former Senator Bob Dole, who said in a different 
context, this is not about only who we are. It is about have we made a 
difference. This is a chance to make a difference. And as former President 
Reagan often said, if not us, who, and if not now, when?
After 34 years it is time to let the public know the facts that remain. To do 
less would be a tragedy and a travesty. As an educator I believe that our most 
important task is to provide our young people the most complete story of who we 
are and why we are who we are. We have an opportunity to work towards die 
accomplishment of that goal. It is an opportunity, I believe, we cannot afford 
to miss.
In his last speech in Fort Worth on November 22nd, 1963, President Kennedy said, 
we would like to live as we once lived, but history will not permit it. History 
can only be served by permitting the public to see the evidence.
Mr. Chairman, as a further aside, if I might just have a few seconds. Reflective 
of our students' interest in this event, I have my honors government classes 
perform a project for the model Congress. One of the students this year — they 
could write a bill on whatever subject they wished, and one student who worked 
with the review board last year introduced House concurrent resolution 1 in 
support of the review board, and concludes, after all the whereas's, the 
Congress of the United States firmly supports the assassination records review 
board in all endeavors leading to the collection, review and release of the 
documents regarding the assassination of President Kennedy and supports the 
extension of the life of the ARRB for an additional fiscal year.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

REP. HASTERT: We thank the gentleman and thank the panel. Now, I recognize the 
gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Barrett.
REP. BARRETT: Mr. Hitchcock, can you give us the name of that student so we can 
make him or her an honorary co-sponsor? Might as well get the name in the 
record.
MR. HITCHCOCK: Abigail Meyer, M-e-y-e-r.
REP. BARRETT: Judge Tunheim, you mentioned that you were releasing some 
materials from Clay Shaw's diary and perhaps other things. Is there any 
information in here that you find particularly interesting?
MR. TUNHEIM: Mr. Barrett, I've not had a chance to go through it. We've just 
gotten these materials in the last week through some aggressive efforts on our 
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staff. The page that I cited to you is interesting in that he made the notation 
in there and it's a portion of it in his own handwriting that it was perhaps 
unfortunate that he had never met Oswald because then he might have possibly 
been a tiny footnote in history, an ironic statement given the role that he 
played in the trial.
We've not had a chance to analyze it thoroughly yet. It does contain his 
reactions to events as they were going on around him during the course of the 
prosecution and certainly supports his view that he was not involved whatsoever 
in the assassination, which ultimately was the view of the jury that acquitted 
him.
REP. BARRETT: For my benefit, as a person who has not been immersed in this 
issue at all. You just mentioned it took some aggressive work from your staff to 
get this released. Can you tell me what that entailed, where it was, why it was 
so difficult to get this information?
MR. TUNHEIM: Certainly. Part of this, this is an investigation into where
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records are. The bulk of our work has been with federal agencies that hold 
assassination records. But we've also, at the direction of Congress in the bill 
that was passed, entertained a search for records wherever they might be. 
Records that are in private hands are not records that we can subpoena and take 
from people, so we have to find where they are.
Staff members go out, talk to people, encourage them to donate those records to 
the American public, to the National Archives. That was done in this case. We 
received a tip that an individual had records that were left over from Mr. Shaw, 
and staff went and talked to the person, spent time with the person, encouraged 
them to share those records with the American public, and that's how it was 
developed.

REP. BARRETT: How do you determine which assassination records you can disclose 
now and which just have to wait?
MR. TUNHEIM: Well, there's a standard that's set up by the act. There's first of 
all a presumption that all records should be public. That presumption has 
governed what the board has done throughout the process. But then there's a 
standard where the board has to weigh the public interest in a particular record 
or information with the potential harm that might be caused by release of the 
material.
The standards that we look at are, are there national security interests such as 
disclosure of an intelligence agent whose name hasn't been disclosed and whether 
that person perhaps may be in some danger if that name was released publicly. 
Does it disclose a method of protecting the president that is not generally 
known today, so therefore it might be a threat to the president. Are there 
personal privacy considerations that are involved.
I will tell you that when all is said and done, a very, very tiny percentage of 
information gets redacted under the standards that we are applying, and the 
process of going through the records has led the board to arrive at a number of 
policy decisions which the agencies by and large are now following in their own 
review of records, and therefore decisions that we had to make two years ago now 
we don't have to make because the agency is following the advice of the board 
made on earlier records.
REP. BARRETT: As long as there are some records that are not being released, do 
you think that we will inevitably face criticism from some people in the 
American public that there is still some sort of cover-up? I make reference to 
Mr. Holland's comments about a book being written 75 years after President 
Lincoln's assassination.
Will the time ever come, do you think, when all records will be released?
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MR. TUNHEIM: I think it will, Mr. Barrett. The board is releasing every record. 
The question is whether certain information on these records gets redacted or 
not. For every redaction we are attaching a specific release date. Some of the 
dates are five years in the future. The law that was passed which established 
the review board provided that all records that are redacted, all information 
redacted will be released in 2017 unless whoever is president at that time makes 
a specifics determination that the record cannot be released because of some 
continuing national security concern.
So we expect that virtually all of the information by 2017 will be released but 
a very high percentage, in the 99.999 range is being released right now. 
REP. BARRETT: Mr. Tilley, in your written statement you indicate that the 
collections currently consist of 3.75 million pages. What's your estimate of how 
many more records need to be reviewed?
MR. TILLEY: Well, it's hard to say because there is still a good deal of 
material that's being reviewed by agencies at this time. But we have located
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some records at the National Archives that are still under review, such as die 
Secretary of Army's records dealing with Operation Mongoose, the campaign to 
destabilize the Cuban government in the period after the Bay of Pigs.
Other records have been located at other agencies. I received a call from the 
Customs Bureau today and they will be turning over their assassination records 
to me hopefully this afternoon. After this hearing is over I'll be picking up 
the records they've located.
So it's tough to say how much is still out there but I think there's still going 
to be another considerable amount of material, probably will be added to the 
collection before this process is finished.
REP. BARRETT: Millions of pages?
MR. TILLEY: Oh, no. I would say probably, if we had another half a million 
pages, that might be the extent of it. But what's interesting and fascinating 
about this process is that we continue to turn up records where we did not know 
there were records before. As agencies are aware of this effort, they have come 
to the board. And the board is responsible for a lot of this by their aggressive 
work with federal agencies. But I don't see us ever doubling the collection 
again, but I think we will add a significant amount of material in the weeks and 
years ahead.
REP. BARRETT: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
REP. HASTERT: Mr. Tunheim, I have just a very short question. You mentioned the 
movie that came out, JFK, and Mr. Oliver Stone's work in there. Did Mr. Stone 
ever have any questions of your work at all, or did he do research?
MR. TUNHEIM: Mr. Stone has been very supportive of the work of the review board. 
He testified before the Congress when this bill was passed initially, 
encouraging broad release of the records. He sent a representative to one of our 
public hearings who testified and spoke very favorably about the work of the 
board. So he's been strongly supportive and we've appreciated that support. 
REP. HASTERT: Why have you waited to this point in the process to begin 
reviewing the CIA and FBI records?
MR. TUNHEIM: Well, we've been reviewing CIA records and FBI records from the 
very beginning, Mr. Chairman. The volume of records in those agencies is really 
significant. We have completed the entire review of the core collections of 
those agencies and those are numbers, between the two agencies, it's more than a 
million pages of records.
What we are doing right now are delving into what's called the sequestered 
collection in both of these agencies. Within the CIA these are records that the 
House Select Committee on Assassinations asked to be sequestered, taken away 
from their files and kept in a secure place for future review. The House Select 
Committee did not have time to review these records carefully. Some of them are 
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highly relevant to the assassination, others are not. Within the CIA there are 
about 62 boxes of material and 72 reels Of microfilm.
In the FBI in the same kind of sequestered collection is about 280,000 pages of 
records. Those records are the focus of the review board's work over the next 
year, if we get the extension.
REP. HASTERT: Let me ask the same question I asked die previous panel. Do you 
think that you can finish your work by the end of the fiscal year 1998?
MR. TILLEY: Mr. Chairman, I'm confident that the board can complete its work. 
Members of the review board are confident. We will make every effort to ensure 
that it gets done. In fact, we intend to provide to your staff a timeline which 
sets out our anticipation of how we will review these records over the next 
year.
We have set up a review process that we're working on right now that's moving 
quickly and we are confident that the work can be done. We were set up to be a 
temporary board and no one on the board wishes this effort to take a long
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time. We need to get the information to the American public.
REP. HASTERT: Thank you very much. Mr. Hitchcock, I want to ask you, bringing 
students into the real realm of research and learning in that respect, how 
important is it that records like this be made available to the public so that 
folks like yourself can have the availability for students?
MR. HITCHCOCK: I think, Mr. Chairman, it is extremely important for not only 
teachers of history and historians but also for future students and future 
generations. One of the things so special about our relationship with the review 
board has not only been an opportunity for students to travel to Washington, and 
they pay their own way and they do their own research on their on time. But it 
has helped change opinions in many cases by students about not only the 
assassination but about government, politics, agencies and people who work for 
the government.
I cannot overstate the importance this has had for the 43 thus far, and soon to 
be 56, students from Noblesville High School who have had this research 
opportunity, that have been able actually to see, handle original documents, to 
work with documents, to see firsthand the evidence that exists. To have that 
opportunity is something that no teacher, no classroom, no film, no laser disk, 
nothing in the classroom can simulate such interest and focus as this trip to 
Washington DC, the review of documents, the working with people that we've had 
the opportunity to be with at the review board on a firsthand basis.
It is just something that cannot be duplicated, or as I said, simulated in any 
classroom anywhere in the country. It's just been a fantastic opportunity and 
will provide students in the future with a place to go to find those records, to 
look at the records, to look at the documents, and be at least assured that as 
much as is available and is in existence can now be made available to them as 
ordinary citizens of this country, whether they be students at a university, 
students at a high school, or in their just curiosity and interest as American 
citizens.
I don't think it can be overstated the impact that this will have in helping 
bridge that gap of skepticism, if this is the correct way to say it, that 
exists. I just cannot imagine what the many conspiracy theorists out there would 
think if the review board has to finish its stay without completing its work. 
REP. HASTERT: Thank you. The gentleman from Ohio.
REP. LATOURETTE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

And Mr. Chairman, I would begin by indicating that my earlier query about your 
legal training was not meant to be an affront, and I should have recognized that 
your learned demeanor was that of a — 
REP. HASTERT: Not at all.
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REP. LATOURETTE: Mr. Howe, I don't have a question but I'm glad you told the 
story of Otto Eisenschiml because somewhere in the back of my mind I remember a 
book or movie called the Lincoln conspiracy and I was certain that Secretary 
Stanton had something to do with the demise of our sixteenth president, so I'm 
glad you brought that up.
Mr. Tunheim, I do want to ask you a follow-up question to what we were talking 
to Congressmen Stokes about and I was fascinated by the doctunent that you held 
up. When I was in the prosecution business and we had a public records law in 
Ohio which was new on the books, we found that law enforcement agencies always 
wanted to take a big black magic marker and redact everything. It was my view 
that that led to more conjecture, rumor, suspicion than not, and I think this 
docmnent that you brought forward, knowing that it came from the Swiss federal 
police, that would give, I think, some cause to believe that Mr. Oswald had some 
Swiss bank account and was squirreling away money from foreign nationals as part 
of a conspiracy.
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When you un-redact it, if that's really a word, you find out like so many other 
people he apparently registered for the Albert Schweitzer College for the fall 
semester of 1960 and didn't show up. Nothing sinister or unusual in that at all. 
The question I have is, when you were testifying you indicated that the FBI 
originally appealed the decision to not-or to withdraw the redaction of this 
particular document. You also indicated that the vast majority of documents that 
you have left to review during this renewal period are located at the CIA and 
the FBI in the sequestered section, I assume.
Are you any unusual difficulties with either of those agencies in terms of 
cooperation as you attempt to get to a public release of what should be 
appropriately publicly released?
MR. TUNHEIM: Well, Mr. LaTourette, the answer — the question is, no, we're not 
receiving any degree of difficulty with those agencies right now. They are 
committed to this process. They are supportive of the effort to keep the process 
going for one additional year.
The CIA has not appealed decisions that the review board has made. We've got a 
good working relationship with the people within that agency who are doing their 
work. The FBI appealed a significant number of our decisions, but now all of 
those appeals have been withdrawn. And we've got a working relationship with 
the FBI that I think has been constructive and professional and is working quite 
well.
The FBI initially opposed release of the document that I held up and appealed 
the decision because they had contacted, in a general way, the Swiss federal 
police and asked whether this record could be released, and the answer was no. 
Our follow-up through the ambassador is showing what really this document was 
all about, led to some wiser approach to the particular issue. And sometimes it 
takes additional work like that to accomplish the release of important 
materials.
REP. LATOURETTE: And the last question I would have is Congressman Stokes 
expressed the view that perhaps the fine work of this review board -- should 
another review board setting be required in the future to review another 
situation similar to this, that you may be breaking down some of the barriers in 
terms of suspicions that the intelligence community may have about do we need 
to, you know, stick to the script and have a page that has all black magic 
marker on it? Do you find that the lessons learned in this review board will be 
instructive to us as we move forward and think of ways of dealing with the 
release of documents in the future?
MR. TUNHEIM: I think that's a very good question. And we have found through 
this effort, being the first group, an independent group outside of an agency, 
to have this degree of control over the declassification process. The process 
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at first was rough and difficult and fraught with suspicion. That has changed. 
There's been a sea change as these agencies have realized that release of this 
information is not going to harm our national security, that perhaps it's time 
simply to trust the American people with access to important information about 
their government. And I think everyone has learned important lessons from this 
process. It's a process that, while time- consuming, has worked very well for 
this set of records.
REP. LATOURElTE: And in that regard and in that vein, have you at the review 
board put together sort of an instruction or an operating manual to be left 
behind for future such endeavors?
MR. TUNHEIM: Well, we certainly will. We have — virtually all of our work has 
been computerized so that we have an extensive record of exactly how we've 
approached all these issues. We do intend, in our final report, to make 
recommendations on how this effort can be extended in the future to other areas 
if tire Congress so wishes.
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REP. LATOURETTE: Thank you for answering my questions. Thank you for your fine 
work. And thank you, Mr. Chairman.
REP.: Thank you. I had a couple of questions. I read your testimony as I was 
listening to the other two. I'm sorry I was late. I wanted to ask Mr. Holland; 
were there credible historians who at this point were still questioning the 
assassination in the Warren Commission and the information that came out before 
this commission existed, before these documents came out?
MR. HOLLAND: Basically, most historians have stayed away from it because they 
regard it as a tar baby. So there are actually surprisingly few. By 
historians, you mean professors at universities. Surprisingly few have written 
about it, because they just see it as a morass, and how are you going to 
possibly figure out what happened? So my answer would be — and, you know, 
credible is in the eye of the beholder.
But there's actually remarkably few, and that's one of my arguments is that you 
have to — it is time to insert it back into history. It did happen during the 
Cold War, and that exerted a tremendous influence over what the government did. 
Right after the assassination, it was a precipitating element of the formation 
of the Warren Commission that the Cold War was ongoing, and they worried about 
— to be frank, they worried about congressional committees holding hearings and 
disclosure of sources and methods, such as the fact that Oswald had gone to 
Mexico City and been observed by photographic surveillance, and how was that 
going to be handled by a congressional committee? So I do believe it has to be 
inserted into historical context. That's probably been the element that's been 
missing all this time.
REP.: So you believe one of the elements of this commission is it'll bring out 
of pulp — pop culture -- pulp culture was a bad choice of words — pop culture 
and in more mainstream because more documents are there, less questions. It can 
now be analyzed. And also, you seem to hint that we'll gain as much, not 
necessarily that there's a lot of new information on the assassination, but that 
we're going to learn a lot about how our government worked and a lot of the 
interrelationships, and that may be, in fact, more use to the historians than 
any questions they had remaining about the assassination.
MR. HOLLAND: I think — my own particular view is that besides, you know, being 
an investigation of three crimes — the murder of President Kennedy, the assault 
on Governor Connally and the murder of Officer Tippett (sp), and then the murder 
of Oswald, so four crimes -- the Warren Commission is a fantastic lens to view 
the operation of the government circa 1963-64, because they had an overriding 
mandate.
But yet they were going up against agencies such as the FBI and CIA with
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entrenched interests, and especially Hoover's FBI was sort of a wonder to 
behold. You dealt with it very gingerly. So it's a great — and the FBI had 
not been second-guessed since Hoover became director. This was the first time. 
And you can't underestimate what that meant in terms of the difficulties it 
posed for the commission. Now, I maintain they still came to the right 
conclusion, but the fact is that they had a lot of trouble with the FBI.
REP.: One of the questions here is it took so many years to get to this point.
In looking at what future commissions might do, how much of that, do you think, 
can be overcome? In other words, how much of this was the Hoover FBI, say, and 
how much of this is institutional that in the first 10 years you'd have so many 
agents active in the field, ongoing operations, in the first 20 years there's 
still some — can we accelerate the process?
What have we learned from this as to — obviously this is one that particularly 
anybody in the '60s era was a defining event, so it's an extraordinary 
assassination. But what have we learned for investigations in the future? Do
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you believe the CIA and FBI will release information sooner? And if so, 
presumably they'll still be redacted, which still could lead to Oliver Stone 
movies and Lincoln conspiracy books and all sorts of things.
MR. HOLLAND: Mr. Chairman, I think that the fact that these records are 30 years 
old has helped in obtaining their release. It's not information about the 
assassination per se that agencies have objected to releasing. It's more who 
said what to who, who's an intelligence agent and who's an informant for the 
FBI, those kinds of issues. And there will still be institutional reluctance to 
release any of that information.
I hope that through this process we can demonstrate to the public and to these 
agencies that this information can be released to the public, that the public 
can be trusted with information like this. There will still be a need for 
secrecy to a certain extent, but certainly not with the broad brush/black pen 
approach of the past.
REP.: We first learned — I was elected in '94, and our first experience in 
this committee was with Waco, where we had similar questions and still had some 
information that wasn't able to be released. We're certainly having that 
ongoing debate with the administration right now, because it gets far beyond the 
initial investigation. In the course of Travelgate we discovered the data bank. 
And, of course, with the data bank you discover the code, and then you find out 
that the code leads to this. Pretty soon you're off into other investigations. 
That's going to be an ongoing problem. Do you believe, in the end, that this 
will have silenced most critics?
MR. HOLLAND: In my view, Mr. Chairman, it will silence some. It will perhaps 
provoke others.

We're many years after an event that was investigated in a different era. There 
were many mistakes made at the time that cannot be corrected at this stage in 
time. But I think when the review board is done with its work, one thing we 
should be able to prove to the American people is that the federal government is 
no longer keeping secrets from them relative to the Kennedy assassination. I 
think that will be a very significant development.
Whether all the questions will be resolved or not, that's a question for 
historians in the future who will review these materials and will make their 
determinations. This is like a gigantic puzzle with a lot of pieces missing. 
We are putting some of those pieces in, small pieces and large pieces. But 
there's a lot of pieces of the puzzle that will never be found.
REP.: I want to ask one last question, and that's options of dealing with 
acquiring the Zapruder film. Is that going to be a cost additional to what 
you're requesting? Do you have options on how to pay for that? What's the 
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status of that?
MR. HOLLAND: Well, the Zapruder film, as the chairman is aware, the review board 
designated that as an assassination record about a month or so ago. We felt 
that that decision was determined by the Congress in the passage of the JFK 
Records Collection Act when it said that all records in the possession of the 
National Archives are assassination records and should be included in this 
collection.
Recognizing the potential cost of a film like this, we did set forth a 16-month 
period before the taking would take place, so that the Congress could address 
this issue and make appropriate determinations that the Congress wished to make 
those determinations. The board did feel that that decision had been made for it 
by the Congress in the earlier act and that it is the most significant piece of 
evidence of one of file most significant crimes in our nation's history. So, 
therefore, the original has an intrinsic value, and it should belong forever to 
the American public.
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We are hopeful that die Zapruder family will agree eventually to donate that 
film to the American public. We have no assurances of that at this point. But 
we did set the time frame far out in the future so that the Congress can review 
this issue and make its own determinations if it so wishes. REP.: Do you have 
any additional questions? With that, I thank you all for —
REP. LATOURETTE: Mr. Chairman, if I could beg your indulgence and just ask one 
more question, if I may.
Mr. Tunheim, if I might, my previous question about difficulty with the CIA and 
FBI. Sometimes I don't make things broad enough. And I guess my query would be, 
it's been brought to my attention that perhaps there's been some difficulty in 
obtaining records from the other body. Is there any agency within the federal 
government that you're having difficulty in terms of cooperation that would 
impede your ability to complete your work in a timely fashion, as envisioned by 
this legislation?
MR. TUNHEIM: Mr. LaTourette, I have not seen any evidence currently that anyone 
is deliberately stonewalling us, so that when we go away, they will put the 
records back into the files. We had some significant problems early in the 
process, just really because agencies didn't understand what this was all about 
and didn't understand what the law really provided for. So it took some time. 
It's taken some time, for example, with the Secret Service to get them to the 
point of realizing their obligations under the act. They do now, and they've 
been very cooperative and easy to work with. But this has been a learning 
process for all of the agencies, and I feel at the current time there are no 
impediments among any of the agency partners that we're dealing with to 
completing the review of the records on a timely basis. -
REP. LATOURE1TE: Thank you. I thank the chair for your indulgence.
REP.: I thank you all for your testimony and appreciate your coming today. For 
procedural purposes, I'll now close this hearing — the hearing is adjourned -- 
and open a subcommittee markup on HR 1553, markup of the John F. Kennedy Record 
Review Board Reauthorization Act. The hearing is now open.
If there are no opening statements, the subcommittee will now proceed to the 
consideration of the bill as amended. Without objection, the first reading of 
the bill is dispensed with and the bill will be considered for amendment at any 
point. Do any members wish to be recognized to offer an amendment? Hearing 
none, the question is on favorable reporting of the bill, HR 1553, the John F. 
Kennedy Assassination Records Review Board Reauthorization Act. All those in 
favor say "Aye." 
MEMBERS: Aye.
REP.: Opposed, "No." In the opinion of the chair, the ayes have it. It goes 
fast. The question now comes, will the subcommittee report the bill to the full 
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committee? All those in favor, say "Aye." MEMBERS: Aye.
REP.: Opposed, "No." In the opinion of the chair, the ayes have it. The bill 
moves forward to the full committee. There is no other business before the 
subcommittee. We now stand adjourned. Thank you all for your hard work.
-END-


